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This study treats aspects of the syntax of Halkomelem, a Salish language spoken in southwestern British Columbia, specifically those constructions which involve objects. Working in the theory of Relational Grammar, I find evidence for the following constructions: advancements to object -- indirect object, benefactive, causal, and directional to object advancements; object resignations -- antipassives, reflexives, reciprocals, and object cancellations; and passives. Evidence for the above constructions is based on several rules which I have formulated for Halkomelem: Nominal Case, Pronominal Case, 3rd Person Agreement, and Transitive Marking. Also, data involving conditions on extractions, possessor extraction, quantifier extraction, causative clause union, and raising provide evidence for the structure of the above constructions.
There are several interesting results of this investigation apropos the description of Halkomelem and the theory of Relational Grammar. First, I point out that several phenomena -- 3rd Person Agreement, One-Nominal Interpretation, possessor extraction, quantifier extraction, and a surface constraint on proper nouns -- make reference to the distinction ergative/absolutive. This is the first evidence that this distinction is necessary for the syntactic description in Central Salish languages.

Second, although 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses have no corresponding constructions without advancement, I am able to provide evidence for advancement. I argue that conditions on four constructions -- reflexives, limited control marking, antipassives, and object cancellations -- distinguish initial from non-initial objects, thus providing evidence for advancement.

Third, I provide evidence from raising that passives in Halkomelem involve the advancement of object to subject; thus, they do not, as has been claimed, constitute a counterexample to the universal formulation of passive.

Finally, giving evidence based on a condition on causative clause union, I argue for the initial unaccusativity for some clauses in Halkomelem. In discussing passives of clauses involving causal to object advancement, I point out that such constructions violate a law proposed as a universal in Relational Grammar -- the 1-advancement exclusiveness law.
INTRODUCTION

0 Introduction

This study treats aspects of the syntax of Halkomelem, a Salish language spoken in southwestern British Columbia. Until quite recently, descriptive work on Halkomelem was unavailable. For this reason, I have chosen a topic which allows the presentation of analyses for constructions comprising a significant portion of the syntax of Halkomelem.

The data on which this study is based are from my fieldwork with speakers on Vancouver Island and from the area of Vancouver, B.C. Largely, the data are from Arnold Guerin, Musqueam Reserve, Vancouver, B.C., but most aspects of the data have been checked with other speakers on Vancouver Island and in the Vancouver area.

0.1 Focus of the Investigation

This study focuses on constructions which involve objects. Working in the theory of Relational Grammar, I find evidence for the following constructions: advancements to object -- indirect object, benefactive, causal, and directional to object advancements; object resignations -- antipassives, reflexives, reciprocals, and object cancellations; and passives. For each construction, I give:

a. evidence for the changes of grammatical relations

b. conditions on the construction

c. verbal morphology correlated with the construction.

I discuss these constructions with respect to the rules of Nominal Case, Pronominal Case, 3rd Person Agreement, and Transitive
Marking. I also discuss the interaction of these constructions with nominalizations, causatives, extractions, possessor extraction, and quantifier extraction.

Not only do these constructions and rules comprise a significant portion of Halkomelem syntax, but these are certainly some of the most common syntactic processes in the language.

Because of the focus of this thesis, many topics of interest have been set aside. These include: aspect, auxiliaries, particles, coordination, deixis, word order, modals, adverbs, and the discourse uses of constructions. Furthermore, certain issues of importance to linguists working on Salish languages—such as control, the validity of the noun/verb distinction, and the peripheralness of noun phrases—are not addressed here. I hope the careful treatment given to the constructions and rules I do consider will justify my exclusion of these important topics.

0.2 Why Relational Grammar?

I show below that the constructions and rules dealt with in this study are best treated by referring to the grammatical relations of the nominals (i.e., subject, object, oblique) and not to linear order or semantic role. For this reason, I chose to write in a framework which takes subject, object, and certain other grammatical relations as central concepts—Relational Grammar. Also, I discuss certain rules of Halkomelem which do not make reference to subject and object but rather to ergative and absolutive. Because nominal case in Halkomelem does not distinguish ergative and absolutive, I needed a framework, such as Relational Grammar, that provided a definition of these concepts independently of case marking.
Since many readers interested in this thesis primarily for the discussion of the Halkomelem data are unfamiliar with Relational Grammar, I use a slightly modified version of the framework (cf. §0.3.5). I rely on evidence internal to Halkomelem and avoid basing arguments upon universals and laws proposed within the theory. I also discuss areas such as nominalization which are important to the grammar of Halkomelem but which have not been given characterizations in Relational Grammar. I feel justified that the loss of some theoretical preciseness is offset by the accessibility gained.

0.3 Outline of Relational Grammar

I present here a summary of the basic concepts of Relational Grammar (RG) needed to comprehend the analyses presented below. For a more thorough discussion and justification of these concepts, cf. Perlmutter and Postal (1977, to appear c) and Perlmutter (1980).

The basic claim of RG is that the following information is needed in the syntactic characterization of a clause:

(i) the grammatical relations which each element bears in the clause (cf. §0.3.1)

(ii) the level at which each element bears grammatical relations to the other elements.

This information is represented in RG by means of a relational network (cf. §0.3.2).
The use of relational networks (RN) to characterize clauses has an immediate consequence; because RNs reference grammatical relations rather than word order, case marking, etc., it is possible to compare grammatical constructions in different languages. Linguistic theory can be conceived of as the task of characterizing the set of well-formed RNs for natural languages. The task of grammars of individual languages is to state which subset of the set of well-formed RNs are well-formed in that language. In addition, a grammar of a language must stage various language particular rules and generalizations, e.g., case marking, word order.

0.3.1 Grammatical Relations

Among the grammatical relations (GRs) used in RG are: predicate (P), subject (1), object (2), indirect object (3), Oblique [locative (Loc), benefactive (Ben), instrument (Instr), etc.], and chomueur (Cho). The chomueur relation (from the French 'unemployed') is borne by nominals that bear no other nominal-clausal relation at that level. For further discussion of the chomueur relation and its importance to linguistic theory, see Perlmutter (1980).

The GRs are organized into classes; of relevance here are two classes: nuclear terms, consisting of 1s and 2s, and non-terms, consisting of chomeurs and Obliques.

The nominal-clausal GRs are also conceived of as being organized hierarchically, as follows:

(1) 1 > 2 > 3 > non-terms

Although it is not entirely clear what principles would determine the assignment of the GRs at initial level, Perlmutter and Postal (1977, p. 402) suggest the following:
(2) Our ultimate claim is that the justification for [the assignment of GRs at initial level] is universally determined by principles referring to the semantic role of the nominal. Thus, as traditionally recognized, agent nominals are initially 1s, (although, of course not all 1s represent agents), patients 2s, etc.

In the present study, I use semantic role as an expedient means for introducing the data in a way that is not biased towards my solution. I make no claims as the the usefulness or definability of such notions. However, I have found it possible to present analyses which are consistent with the claim in (2). In several instances (cf. §3.3, §5.5, §5.6.2) I give evidence for initial grammatical relations which is independent of any assumptions concerning semantic role. In each case, this independent evidence confirms the initial grammatical relation assigned by a principle such as (2).

0.3.2 Relational Networks

The relational networks involves three types of primitive elements:

(i) a set of nodes, which represent linguistic elements of all sorts, including morphemes and abstract elements such as clauses or phrases.
(ii) a set of R-signs, which are the names of the grammatical relations that elements bear to other elements.
(iii) a set of coordinates, $c_1 \ldots c_n$, which indicate the level at which the elements bear grammatical relations to other elements.

The information that an element bears a grammatical relation at a certain level can be captured by means of an arc, as in (3).

(3) 

![Diagram](attachment:image.png)
The arc in (3) is interpreted to mean that element a bears relation GR_x with respect to element b at the c_i level.

A relational network is a set of arcs meeting certain conditions. A clause (d) with 3 elements (a,b,c) bearing grammatical relations (x,y,z respectively) at the c_i level can be represented by the following relational network.

(4)

In some grammatical constructions, a nominal bears different relations at different levels of the same clause. Speaking informally and figuratively, I say that such constructions involve 'changes in grammatical relations.' For example, in advancements, a nominal bearing a GR at the c_i level, bears a GR that is higher on the hierarchy given in (1) at the c_{i+1} level. For example, passive has been universally characterized by Perlmutter and Postal in terms of the following sub-network:

(5)

That is, a nominal bearing the 2-relation in the c_i stratum, in which there is also a nominal bearing the 1-relation, bears the 1-relation in the c_{i+1} stratum.

The passive clause in (6) is represented by the relational network in (7):
(6) Sally was criticized by Marcia.

(7)

As can be observed in (7), (6) has two levels of structure ($c_1$ and $c_2$). The notion of level can be re-stated formally in terms of the concept of stratum, exemplified as follows: the $c_i$th or $i$th stratum of $b$, where $b$ is a node and $c_i$ is an arbitrary coordinate, is the set of all arcs with tail $b$ and coordinate $c_i$.

Thus, in the $c_1$ stratum of (6), 'criticize' heads a P-arc, 'Marcia' heads a 1-arc, and 'Sally' heads a 2-arc, as represented in (8).

(8)

In the $c_2$ stratum of (6), 'criticize' heads a P-arc, 'Sally' heads a 1-arc, and 'Marcia' heads a Cho-arc, as represented in (9).

(9)

The strata are more clearly seen in an alternative representation of the relational network—the stratal diagram. The stratal diagram of (6) is given in (10).
In stratal diagrams, it is common to use the symbols $1$, $2$, and $3$ to represent 1-chomeurs, etc. An n-chomeur in a stratum $c_i$ is a nominal heading a Cho-arc in the $c_i$ stratum and an n-arc in the stratum immediately before the first stratum in which it heads a Cho-arc.

0.3.3 Laws in Relational Grammar

Perlmutter and Postal (1977, to appear a,b,c) have proposed a number of laws stated in terms of grammatical relations. These laws, make falsifiable empirical claims about the class of possible natural languages.

For example, in the passive construction in (6) as represented in (7) and (10) the initial 1 bears the chomeur-relation at final level. A proposed universal--the Motivated Chomage Law--claims that a nominal $N_i$ can bear the chomeur relation only in constructions in which some other nominal $N_j$ assumes $N_i$'s relation. In English passives, the initial 2 assumes the l-relation at final level; thus this construction obeys the Motivated Chomage Law.

Several other laws proposed by Perlmutter and Postal are referred to in this paper. Statements of these laws are given as they become relevant to the discussion.

0.3.4 Some Defined Concepts

Finally, some other concepts used in this paper are given
formal definitions in RG. These are:

(i) **transitive**--a transitive stratum is one containing both a 1-arc and a 2-arc.

(ii) **intransitive**--an intransitive stratum is one that is not transitive.

(iii) **ergative arc**--a 1-arc in a transitive stratum is an erg-arc in that stratum.

(iv) **absolutive arc**--a 2-arc in a transitive stratum or the nuclear term-arc in an intransitive stratum is an abs-arc in that stratum.

0.3.5 Modifications in the Framework

In Relational Grammar, there is frequently a formal and an informal way of expressing constructs. For example, it is said formally that a nominal 'heads a 1-arc' and informally that a nominal 'bears the 1 relation.' Throughout this study, I refer to nominals which head 1-arcs as **subjects**, nominals which head erg-arcs as **ergatives**, etc.

Furthermore, as seen in §0.3.4 and §1.2 below, transitive and intransitive are technically defined in terms of strata and not in terms of clauses. In Chapter 2, some rules are initially formulated with reference to the transitivity of the clause; these are made precise with respect to strata in subsequent chapters as additional data are given.

0.4 Notational Devices Used in Citing Data

As is traditional, I use * to mark sentences which are ungrammatical to native speakers and _ to mark forms which are structurally grammatical but semantically anomalous. In addition, forms that speakers are not sure about are marked by ? and forms which are disagreed about, where some speakers accept them and some reject them,
are marked by @. Elements which may be present optionally are given in parentheses. More precisely, (X) indicates that the form is grammatical whether or not X is present; *(X) indicates that the form is grammatical only if X is present; and (*X) indicates that the form is grammatical only if X is absent.

English glosses as translated by native speakers are given for the grammatical Halkomelem forms. Sometimes I give a literal translation as well. English equivalents of ungrammatical sentences are given in parentheses; these glosses were volunteered by me. Finally, a * before an English gloss indicates that it is not an acceptable translation.
Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION TO HALKOMELEM

1.0 Introduction

In this short introduction to Halkomelem, I discuss the genetic classification, location, and dialects of Halkomelem, and the relationship of this study to previous ones. I also give a brief outline of phonology and structure.

1.1 Genetic Classification, Location, and Dialects

Halkomelem is a member of the Salishan family which includes languages of southern British Columbia and the northwestern United States. According to Thompson (1979b, p. 692-3), the 23 Salishan languages are genetically classified into two major divisions: Bella Coola and the main body of languages, which is further divided into Interior, Tsamosan, and Coast. The Coast division, to which Halkomelem belongs, includes Tillamook and the Central Salish languages, which are listed in (1). Major dialects are given in parentheses.

(1) Central Salish:

Comox
   (Sliammon)
Sechelt
Pentlatch
Squamish
Halkomelem
Nooksack
Straits
   (Northern Straits:
      Songish
      Sooke
      Saanich
      Lummi)
   (Clallam)
Lushootseed [Puget Salish]
Twana
The aboriginal territory of the Halkomelem people stretched from Nanoose to Malahat on Vancouver Island, from Tsawwassen north to Vancouver on the mainland, and from Vancouver 105 miles up the Fraser River to a point north of Yale.

As seen in Map 1, Halkomelem is bounded to the south and north by other Central Salish languages, to the northeast by two Interior Salish languages, Lillooet and Thompson, and to the west, by Nootkan, a Wakashan language unrelated to Salishan.

As discussed in Elmendorf and Suttles (1960) and Gerdts (1977), phonological and lexical evidence points to the division of Halkomelem into three major dialect areas: Island, Downriver, and Upriver. These dialects and the major sub-dialects are given in Map 2. The data in this study are largely from the Island dialect of Halkomelem. Some data from Musqueam, a Downriver dialect, is included; it is indicated by [Ms].

At present, a couple hundred people speak Halkomelem; many of the fluent speakers are over 50 years old, and children and young adults generally do not speak the language. There are several language projects which teach Halkomelem to school children and adults.

1.2 The Relationship of this Study to Previous Research

When I first began fieldwork on Halkomelem in 1975, little information was available on the language. Modern studies consisted of Elmendorf and Suttles (1960), which briefly outlined phonological, morphological, and lexical differences of the three major dialects and included a 600-word list, and two M.A. theses, Harris (1966) and Kava (1969), on phonology. Since that time, important work on Halkomelem has become available: Galloway (1977) treats the phonology, morphology,
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syntax, and semantics of Upriver Halkomelem, Leslie (1979) deals with the morphology and syntax of Island Halkomelem, Hukari, Peter and White (1977) give a brief grammatical sketch and a text in Island Halkomelem, and Hukari in various papers discusses theoretical aspects of the phonology, morphology, and syntax of Island Halkomelem. In addition, two extensive works on Downriver Halkomelem are in preparation: a grammar by Suttles and a dictionary by A. Guerin, of the Musqueam Reserve.

The various scholars of Halkomelem (and other Central Salish languages) have worked largely independently of one another and have made little attempt to integrate their frameworks, terminology, or even transcriptions. Differences in framework are due in part to differences in purpose and focus of the studies. For these reasons, it is difficult, and perhaps unfair, to contrast the present work to other studies on Halkomelem. However, there are three points of comparison that should be discussed.

First, Galloway (1977), Leslie (1979), and Suttles (in preparation) place priority on the general and thorough description of the language and their discussions on morphology include copious examples. In contrast, this study focuses on certain syntactic constructions and limits morphological analysis to generalizations relevant to those constructions. In discussing morphology, I do not reference points of analysis stemming from my own research which are duplicated in other studies. Rather I reference particularly insightful discussions or important points of disagreement.

Secondly, different assumptions are made concerning the relationship of morphology and syntax. For example, a point of contrast is
the treatment of transitivity. Galloway (1977) and Leslie (1979), writing in structuralist frameworks, assume a distinction between derivational and inflectional affixation. Although neither defines this distinction, both agree that inflectional processes include transitive (i.e. transitivizing and detransitivizing) suffixes, non-enclitic person markers, and aspect. Further, it is implied that the transitivity of a verb (and thus the clause) is determined by its inflectional status. (cf. Leslie, p. 14, and Galloway, p. 227)

In contrast, this study adopts the assumption made in Relational Grammar that transitive and intransitive are universal notions which can be defined with respect to strata, as given in §0.3.4 above. These concepts, since they are defined in terms of subject and object and not in terms of language specific morphology, are equally available to English and Halkomelem. I assume that transitive morphology neither determines nor is determined by the transitivity of the stratum but the two correlate. This correlation is captured in the grammar by a rule for transitive marking which gives conditions with respect to the transitivity of the strata of the clause; if these conditions are met, then the clause, if it is to be grammatical, must have transitive marking.

A third and more serious difference between this study and others is the range of phenomena which are considered to be syntactic. Since this is a study in Relational Grammar, constructions such as passives, reflexives, and relative clauses are all considered to be syntactic. This contrasts with structuralist grammars (Galloway and Leslie) which limit syntax to the discussion of constituency, order, and complex clauses. Phenomena like passives and reflexives are
treated as inflectional processes.

Galloway's treatment of passive is typical of this framework; he says: 'The passive voice can be defined as a verb with an object pronoun being acted upon by an unspecified subject pronoun.' (1977, p. 272) Leaving aside questions concerning the empirical adequacy of this definition, such a definition, which focusses on language-particular features, makes it difficult to contrast Halkomelem passives with those in other languages. According to Perlmutter and Postal (1977), a fruitful line of research involves characterizing constructions such as passives in language-independent terms by making use of the syntactic concepts (subject, object, stratum, etc.) available in Relational Grammar. By defining the aspects common to passives in various languages, they are able to propose a universal characterization of passive, which is available for the description of individual languages. As with transitive morphology, language specific features (word order, case, verbal morphology, etc.) may correlate to aspects of syntactic constructions such as passive. The rules in the grammar of a particular language capture these correlations.

Recently, there has been a trend among theoretical linguists to treat constructions involving changes of grammatical relations (e.g., passives, advancement to object, causatives) within the lexical component of the grammar. Various frameworks have been proposed which analyze some (Jackendoff (1975), Wasow (1977), Aissen and Hankamer (1980)) or all (Bresnan (1978)) such constructions as lexical. In fact, the possibility of a lexical analysis has been proposed for Halkomelem. Writing in a transformational framework, Hukari (1977) points out the semantic similarity of certain nominals in the oblique case with objects
of transitives and concludes: 'Obviously these facts must be accounted for in the grammar, however this need not be a function of syntactic description. It seems equally, if not more, plausible to account for such case or the matic relations in the lexicon by lexical redundancy rules along the lines of Jackendoff (1975).' In a brief discussion in Relational Grammar of the same phenomena, Hukari concludes by expressing reservations concerning 'the apparent indifference of relational grammarians to the distinction between syntactic and lexical relations.' (1979, p. 12) However, at present Hukari has not offered an explicit lexical account of any aspect of Halkomelem, and although I assume it is possible to do so, positing a lexical alternative and contrasting it to the present analysis is not within the scope of this study.

1.3 Phonology

In this section, I outline the phonemic inventory of Island Halkomelem and briefly exemplify some phonological processes manifested in later examples.

1.3.1 Phonemic Inventory

In (2), I have listed the consonant phonemes in the transcription used in this study:
voiceless stop \ p \ t \quad (k) \ k'w \ q \ q'w \\
glottalized stop \ p' \ t' \quad (k') \ k'w \ q' \ q'w \\
voiceless affricate \ t^\theta \ c \quad \check{c} \\
glottalized affricate \ \check{\theta} \ c' \quad \check{\check{c}} \\
voiceless fricative \ \check{\theta} \ s \quad \check{s} \quad \check{\check{s}} \quad \check{x} \quad \check{\check{x}} \quad h \\
voiced resonants \ m \quad n \quad l \quad y \quad w \\
glottalized resonants \ m^? \ n^? \quad l^? \ y^? \quad w^?

The transcriptions used here are standard for northwest languages with
the exceptions that I use /\check{\check{s}}/ rather than /\check{s}/ or /x/ for the uvular
fricative and /\check{\theta}/ rather than /t^\check{\theta}/ for the glottalized dental
affricate. Also, I use /?/ and not /'/ to represent glottalization of
resonants.

As can be seen in (2), Halkomelem, like other northwest coast
languages, has a distinction between velar and uvular stops and
fricatives, between plain and labialized velars and uvulars, and
between plain and glottalized stops and affricates. In addition,
Suttles (in preparation) argues for the inclusion of glottalized
resonants in the phonemic inventory.²

The phonemes /k/ and /k'/ are marginal; the former occurs mainly
in borrowings and the latter in borrowings and in baby talk. The
phonemes /\check{\check{c}}/ and /\check{s}/, although common in Island Halkomelem, also arise as
alternatives of /c/ and /s/ before /x/. Also, the non-glottalized affricate /tθ/ is limited in occurrence, appearing only in determiners. (cf. §1.44)

The vowel phonemes are: /i, e, æ, u, a/. Also, vowel length is phonemic.

1.3.2 Some Phonological Processes

Stress, which is a complicated phenomenon in Halkomelem, has not been adequately treated to date. Basically, roots and suffixes are assigned a degree of stress lexically. Within a word, the strongest stress is realized as primary stress, the second strongest as secondary stress, and others as unstressed. Vowels in unstressed syllables are frequently reduced to /ə/, as seen in the examples in (3):

(3) a. sîéniʔ 'woman' sîéniʔ-áliʔ 'girl infant'
    woman-offspring

b. lêm-ət 'look at it' lêm-əθ-əmʔ̣猕 'look at me'
    look-tr look-tr-lobj

Many instances of schwa may be epenthetic. Observe the following examples; it is not clear whether the schwa in the transitive suffix is epenthesized in the (a) examples or deleted in the (b) examples.
If the schwas are epenthetic, then the problem of segmentation arises. I have arbitrarily assigned all schwas of uncertain status to the following segment.

Many speakers delete certain /n/’s, especially in less formal speech. Basically, this occurs in _on_ 1st person singular subjective clitic, and _an_ 2nd person singular possessive prefix.

Contraction is possible in some cases where a word ending in a vowel is followed by a word beginning with a glottal stop vowel, as seen in (5):

(5) a. kʷəə ?ən kʷəən?
det 2pos det-2pos

b. ní ?əɬ níɬ 4
be pst be-pst

I point out other less common phonological processes in footnotes to appropriate examples.
1.4 Basic Structure

The Halkomelem clause consists minimally of a predicate, which, as seen in (6-8), occurs in initial position; this may be followed by one or more nominals (cf. § 1.5).\(^5\)

(6) \(\text{ímeš ce?}\)  
    walk fut  
    'He will walk.'

(7) \(\text{íyes te sténi?}\)  
    happy det woman  
    'The woman is happy.'

(8) \(\text{scéétən kʷəθə θε'wən}\)  
    salmon det coho  
    'The coho is a salmon.'

In the above examples, several types of predicates are illustrated; in (6) the predicate is a verb and a particle, in (7) a predicate adjective, and in (8) a predicate nominal. Verbs are frequently preceded by auxiliaries, discussed in §1.4.1.\(^6\) Verbal morphology is discussed in §1.4.2 and nominal morphology in §1.4.3. I briefly discuss determiners and pronominals, as well.

1.4.1 Auxiliaries

There are four auxiliaries in two classes; each occurs as a main verb as well.

(9) auxiliaries verbs
A \(?i\) 'here (and now)' \(?i\) 'be located here'
   \(ni\) 'there (and then)'\(nî\) 'be located there'
B \(m?i\) 'come' \(m?\)mî 'come'
   \(nem\) 'go' \(ném\) 'go'
Auxiliaries are extremely frequent although not obligatory, as seen in (6) above. A predicate can contain an auxiliary from either class or one from each class, as represented in (10):

(10) \((\text{aux}A) \quad (\text{aux}B) \quad \text{verb}\)

I illustrate various patterns of auxiliaries in (11-15):

(11) \(\text{ni } \text{?imw}s\)  
    aux  walk  
    'He walked.'

(12) \(\text{?i } \text{?imw}s\)  
    aux  walk (cont.)  
    'He's walking.'

(13) \(\text{nem? } \text{?imw}s\)  
    go  walk  
    'He's going to walk.'

(14) \(\text{m'i } \text{?ewa}\)  
    come  come here  
    'Come here.'

(15) \(\text{?i } \text{te nem? ckw?mlxw}\)  
    aux imp  go  get roots  
    'Let's go get roots.'

The syntactic status of Halkomelem auxiliaries is unclear at present. Here, I have treated them as adjuncts to verbs within a single predicate, although it may be possible to analyze them as predicates themselves. This question requires further study.\(^7\)

1.4.2 Verbal Morphology

I analyze the verb complex as consisting of a stem—the root, aspect marking, and various frozen affixes—and affixes, as outlined in (16):\(^8\)
Most roots in Halkomelem have the shape CVC or CVCC, where the second consonant is a resonant. The root is internally modified to indicate aspect. This is a complicated subject which I discuss only briefly here; Suttles (in preparation) presents a detailed analysis of the morphological and semantic characteristics of Halkomelen aspect. Briefly, the completeive/continuative aspect is always indicated. The completeive is marked by lack of modification of the root. The continuative, used for events happening over a period of time, is indicated in a number of ways: infixation of a glottal stop (as in (17)), reduplication (as in (18)), vowel lengthening (as in (19)), a change in vowel (as in 20), or a combination of these.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>prefixes</th>
<th></th>
<th>advancement markers</th>
<th></th>
<th>transitivity suffixes</th>
<th></th>
<th>object suffixes</th>
<th>reflexive suffixes</th>
<th>reciprocal suffixes</th>
<th>subject suffixes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>root + aspect</td>
<td></td>
<td>lexical suffixes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(17) completeive continuative

?læq̄əɁt
?l?əq̄əɁt
'buy it'

(18) 'hide'

kʷə̱kʷe̱.l?
t'íɬəm
t'st'eɬəm?
'sing'

(19) 'fly'

hə́y?
qə?qa?
'build a canoe'

(20) 'drink'
(20)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>completive</th>
<th>continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>q'əlʔst</td>
<td>q'əlʔst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>əʔyʔt</td>
<td>əʔyʔt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>əʔyʔʔt</td>
<td>əʔyʔʔt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in the above examples, glottalization of resonants in the stem frequently occurs in the continuative.

Stative, durative, and other aspects have been recognized but these will not be discussed here.

Verb prefixes, which are far less numerous and frequent than suffixes, occur rarely in the data in this study. One prefix that appears in discussions of directionals is yə-, which, following Leslie (1979), I refer to as 'serial'. This suffix, illustrated in (21), seems to indicate that the motion is extended through time or space or that something is accompanying the motion.

(21)  ḍəwə  'come to'  yəʔəʔwə  'coming towards'  /'coming along'/

The first suffixes that occur after the stem are the advancement markers and lexical suffixes. Advancement markers are suffixed to verbs in clauses involving advancement to object (cf. Chapter 3). I recognize four such suffixes, which I label adv A–D; these are illustrated below:

(22)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>adv A⁹</th>
<th>-əs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ḍəʔəm</td>
<td>'give'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xʷáyəm</td>
<td>'sell'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>?ám-as-t</td>
<td>'give it to him/her'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xʷáyəm-as-t</td>
<td>'sell it to him/her'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḍítəs-t</td>
<td>'show it to him/her'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yóθəs-t</td>
<td>'tell him/her about it'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I briefly discuss the distribution of these suffixes in §3.8.

Lexical suffixes, verbal suffixes with the meaning of a lexical item, are not discussed here. In Gerdts (1981b) and (1981c) I have presented an analysis of lexical suffixes.

There are several suffixes correlated with transitivity. Two intransitive suffixes, which play an important part in the discussion in Chapter 4, are -em 'intransitive' and -els 'activity', illustrated below:

---
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(26)  q'wé1-øt    'bake it'     q'wé1-øm    'bake'
      pón-øt    'plant it'     pón'-øm    'plant'

(27)  k'wé1-t    'pour it'     k'wé1-ls  11 'pour'
      c'æk'wá-t    'fry it'     c'æk'wá-øls    'fry'

The transitive suffixes which are discussed in this study are:
-øt 'transitive', -naxw 'limited control transitive', and -staxw 'causative'. Their distribution is correlated to syntactic factors, which I discuss later. 12

One semantic factor determining the choice of transitive marker is 'control'. [cf. Thompson (1979a, 1979b, ms), Thompson and Thompson (in press), Saunders and Davis (n.d.), and Galloway (1978)] The limited control transitive suffix is used in clauses where the action performed was out of the control of the agent. That is, the agent had difficulty performing the action or unintentionally or accidentally performed it. The other transitive suffixes do not imply limited control. In (28-30), I give examples contrasting the suffixes -øt and -naxw.

(28)  a.  ni q'wáq'-øt-øs  ø sié1i?  ø k'øø sqá1øl?
      aux club-tr-3erg det woman obl det paddle
      'He clubbed the woman with the paddle.' [on purpose]

     b.  ni q'wáq'-naxw-øs  ø sié1i?  ø k'øø sqá1øl?
      aux club-1.c.tr-3erg det woman obl det paddle
      'He [accidentally] clubbed the woman with the paddle.'

(29)  a.  ni lém-øt-øs  ø sié1i?
      aux see-tr-3erg det woman
      'He looked at the woman.'

     b.  ni lém-naxw-øs  ø sié1i?
      aux see-1.c.tr-3erg det woman
      'He saw the woman.'
(30) a. ni sq'é-t-øs
    aux tear-tr-3erg
    'He tore it [on purpose].'

b. ni seq'-néx'-øs
    aux tear-l.c.tr-3erg
    'He tore it [unintentionally].'

Control marking will be discussed further in §3.3.

The causative suffix, occurring on verbs in causative constructions (cf. §4.2) basically means 'cause', 'make', 'have', or 'let', as illustrated in (31):

(31) ʔímos 'walk' ʔímos-støx 'have walk'/ 'let walk'/
qāʔqa? 'drink' qāʔqa?-støx 'take for a walk', etc.
ném? 'go' naʔém?-støx 'give him/her a drink'
t'ílem? 'sing' t'ílem?-støx 'let go'/ 'bring'

'make sing'/ 'have sing'

However, there are a few verbs with causative suffixes deviating from this pattern; I regard these as exceptional and do not try to integrate these into the account of causatives given in §4.2:

(32) qú'ál 'speak' qú'ál-støx 'speak to him/her/it'
ʔøy? 'good' ʔøy-støx 'like him/her/it'
qél 'bad' qél-støx 'hate him/her/it'
státæl? 'be clear' státæl-støx 'know him/her/it'

Following the transitive suffixes are the objective suffixes, which are discussed in §1.4.5 below, the reflexive suffixes, or the reciprocal suffix.

There are two reflexive suffixes: -øst, which I have glossed as 'self', and -namøst, marking limited control.14
Both suffixes are used in reflexive constructions, i.e., clauses in which the subject and object are coreferential (cf. §2.4). As with the transitive suffixes, the limited control suffix is used in cases where the action is performed accidentally, unintentionally, or with great difficulty. The two suffixes are contrasted in (33-34):

(33)  

a. ni kʷeləš-ət
     aux shoot-self
     'He shot himself.' [on purpose]

b. ni kʷeləš-námət
     aux shoot-l.c.ref
     'He managed to shoot himself.' [accidentally]

(34)  

a. ni xiq'-ət
     aux scratch-self
     'He scratched himself.' [on purpose]

b. ni xiq'-námət
     aux scratch-l.c.ref
     'He scratched himself.' [accidentally]

In addition to appearing in reflexive constructions, reflexive suffixes are used in constructions where no action of an agent on a patient seems to be implied. These are sometimes inchoative in meaning. I illustrate this use of the reflexive suffixes in (35); I do not discuss these constructions here, limiting my attention to reflexive constructions:

(35)  

xʷá-ət
'come down'/'get off'

x'álc'-ət
'roll over'

θ'jəq'wom?-ət
'be rotting'

θəy-ət
'get well'

naqʷ-námət
'oversleep'
The reciprocal suffix \texttt{-to\_1} appears in reciprocal constructions, which express the action of two entities on each other; this is illustrated in (36).\textsuperscript{16}

\begin{verbatim}
(36) q'iq'w-\texttt{-to\_1}
  lam\texttt{?}-t\texttt{\_1}
  t\texttt{\_1}-t\texttt{\_1}
  \(\texttt{\_1}\texttt{-to\_1}\texttt{?}\)alca\texttt{\_1}
\end{verbatim}

-punch each other'
'kick each other'
'collide'
'living on opposite sides of the fire in a long house'

Apparently, there is no special reciprocal suffix indicating limited control.

The final suffixes in the verb complex are the subjective suffixes. These are discussed in \S1.4.5 below.

\subsection{1.4.3 Nominal Morphology}

The internal morphology of nominals is an extremely complicated topic which is irrelevant to the present study. For this reason, I do not indicate glosses and segmentation to indicate internal structure of nominals.

One obvious characteristic of Halkomelem nominals is that they frequently consist of verb roots prefixed with the nominalizers \texttt{s-} or \texttt{\_1} (\texttt{\_1} before vowels or glOTTal stop vowel), as illustrated in (37) and (38):

\begin{verbatim}
(37) \texttt{\_1}\texttt{-ten}
  \texttt{-ten}
  \texttt{\_1\_1\_1}
  \texttt{\_1\_1\_1\_1}
\end{verbatim}

'eat''food'
'be late''night'
'talk''speech''language'
'sing''song'
(38) øíqwels 'dig'  š-øáy?qwuls 'shovel'
k'wíc 'clean fish/ animals'  š-k'wík'woc 'butchering tool'

These nominalizers also occur insentential nominalizations, as discussed in Chapter 2-4. (cf. §2.6.2.2 and §3.2.2)

1.4.4 Determiners

Nominals are usually preceded by one of a set of determiners.

I give the articles in (39):

(39)    plain    feminine

proximal    tø    ø
non-proximal    k'ø    ø
remote    k'wø    k'wø
indefinite    k'w, k'w

The feminine articles are used only with singular nominals referring to females. The plain articles are used elsewhere. The proximal articles are used for nominals in the view of the speaker. Remote articles are used when referring to distant, ancient, mythological, or deceased entities. The indefinite article is used for an unspecified nominal; it is also used in a partitive sense. The use of these articles is illustrated in (40).\(^\text{17}\)

(40)    tø    swáy?qe?
        ø    sáni
        wø    sáni
        ø    o-sí?iø
        k'wø    o-sí?iø
        k'wø    sáni
        ø    ſúk'a
        k'w    ſúk'a

'the men' (visible)
'the women' (invisible)
'the woman' (visible)
'my late grandfather'
'my late grandmother'
'a/some woman'
'some sugar'
In addition, the determiner \( \lambda \) occurs preceding proper nouns (personal and place names, etc.) and independent pronouns (cf. §1.4.5), but only in the oblique case, discussed in §2.1, §2.4.1. This determiner is illustrated in (41):

\[
\begin{align*}
\eta\lambda \text{ Bill} & \quad \text{'to/by Bill'} \\
\eta\lambda \text{ newə} & \quad \text{'to you'} \\
\eta\lambda \text{ qəwəsəqən} & \quad \text{'to Cowichan'}
\end{align*}
\]

The articles in (39) serve as roots for a large series of demonstratives, which can be used preceding a nominal or alone. I give some of these in (42):

\[
\begin{align*}
(42) \quad \text{a. plain, singular:} \\
tənə'á & \quad \text{'this (very near)'} \\
tiʔi & \quad \text{'this here'} \\
t\theta\epsilon\epsilon? & \quad \text{'that'} \\
t\epsilon\epsiloni? & \quad \text{'that, over there'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{b. feminine, singular:} \\
θənə'á & \quad \text{'this (very near)'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{c. plural:} \\
t\theta\epsilon\epsilon? & \quad \text{'those visible'} \\
k\theta\epsilon\epsilon? & \quad \text{'those invisible'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{d. indefinite:} \\
k'wənə'á & \quad \text{'this'} \\
k'wəʔi & \quad \text{'someone'} \\
\end{align*}
\]
1.4.5 Pronominals

Pronominals are expressed by various affixes and particles. As pointed out above, subjective and objective pronominal suffixes are part of the verb complex. The subjective suffixes for 1st and 2nd person are given in (43):

(43) subjective pronominal suffixes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>-ʔenʔ</td>
<td>-et</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>-ʔaxʷ</td>
<td>-aləp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These suffixes are only used in subordinate clauses. In main clauses, subject clitics, which are 2nd position particles (cf. §1.4.6), are used. These clitics consist of the prefix c- and a reduced form of the suffixes in (44), as follows:\(^18\)

(44) subjective pronominal clitics:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>cən</td>
<td>ct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ce.p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The objective suffixes, illustrated in (45), follow the transitive suffixes in the verb complex.

(45) objective pronominal suffixes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>-amʔʃ</td>
<td>-ʔalʔxʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>-amə</td>
<td>-alə</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the transitive marker -t, when preceding the 1st and 2nd person singular objective suffixes, has the form-θ.\(^19\)
I discuss subject and object marking for 3rd person in §2.4.2-4.

There is also a set of emphatic pronouns, as given in (46):

(46) emphatic pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>ṭe.nʔə⁠o</td>
<td>ṭińimə́t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>nə́wə</td>
<td>ṭəwələp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>ní⁠t</td>
<td>nēʔələ́t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These pronouns can be used as appositions to a clause to emphasize a person; in this case the pronoun is preceded by a determiner, as illustrated in (47):

(47) ní ṭimə́š θuʔnì⁠t
     aux walk det-3emph
     'That (feminine) one walked.'

Also the emphatic pronouns are used in the oblique case (cf. §2.4); here they are always preceded by the determiner ḳ̆', as illustrated in (48):

(48) ṭə- ḳ̆' nə́wə
     obl-det 2emph
     'to you'

Possession is expressed by means of possessive affixes, given in (49):

(49)       | singular | plural |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>nə-</td>
<td>-ct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>ṭən-</td>
<td>-əŋ . . . -ələp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>-s</td>
<td>-s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In a possessive phrase the possessed nominal is preceded by a determiner, as seen in (50):

(50) tʰẽ  nə-mónʔẽ  'my (male) child'
    ʔẽ  nə-tén      'my mother'
    kʷʔẽ  scé:ɨtən-ct  'our salmon'

For a discussion of possessive nominals, see §2.1. 20
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER 1

1 In recent times, the Halkomelem language is also spoken in the Nooksack Valley in northern Washington.

2 Glottalized resonants are phonetically realized as Rʔ, R̃, R, or R’, depending upon position and environment. Cf. Suttles (in preparation) for discussion.

3 One reason for supposing that schwa is not epenthetic, at least in some cases, is the contrast between -as 3rd ergative and -s 3rd possessive, as seen in the following examples.

   i)  ni ?ám-ös-t-as
       aux give'advA-tr-3erg
       'He/she gave it to him/her.'
   ii) s-ʔám-ös-t-s
       nom-give-advA-tr-3pos
       'his/her giving it to him/her'

4 Note that ní.4 'be-past' contrasts with ní the 3rd emphatic pronoun with respect to vowel length.

5 I am using predicate as a cover term for verbs, predicate adjectives, and predicate nominals and the auxiliaries and particles which occur with them. As I use predicate, it does not mean verb phrase.

6 By verb, I mean words describing actions or changes of state.

7 Cf. Demers (1980) for a treatment of the category AUX in Lummi.

8 I have simplified the order of affixes somewhat for the sake of exposition. This chart would be slightly modified to handle data involving passives, cf. Chapter 5.

9 I have no examples of the roots /yáʔ/ or /ʔíw/ occurring without the advancement A suffix.

10 See Hukari (1979b) for an interesting discussion contrasting these suffixes.

11 In cases like /kʷeʔ-1s/ the vowel of the root and the vowel of the suffix coalesce.

12 The transitive suffixes /-stəx/ and /-nəx/ have that form when the object is 3rd person but they have the form /-st/ and /-n/ when the object is 1st or 2nd persons. See Suttles (in preparation) for a discussion of this.
13. There are certain suffixes, e.g. /−stəx/ 'causative' and /−θət/ 'reflexive', discussed below, which, according to Suttles (in preparation) trigger umlaut in the root.

14. The reflexive suffixes doubtlessly contain the transitive suffixes /−t/ and /−n/. For another example of /−t/ ∼ /θ/, see §1.4.5.

15. Galloway (1977) suggests that the inchoative use of /−θət/ might be a semantic extension of the reflexive meaning.

16. The reciprocal suffix /−təl/ may contain /−t/ the transitive suffix thus paralleling reflexives (cf. f.n. 14).

17. There are some unexpected uses of the feminine articles in texts. See Suttles (in preparation) for discussion.

18. There are several verbal prefixes with the form c-. See Suttles (in preparation) for discussion.

19. An alternative account for the occurrence of /−θ/ in the object pronominal prefixes would posit that the 1st and 2nd person singular objective suffixes began with /s−/. Under this analysis, the initial /s−/ coalesces with /−t/ to give /−θ/. After /−n/, this initial /s−/ is deleted.

Although this analysis is certainly more accurate historically, it is rather cumbersome for a synchronic description.

20. Possessives also occur in sentential nominalizations which are discussed below.
Chapter 2

SOME BASIC PHENOMENA OF HALKOMELEM

2.0 Introduction

This chapter presents some basic rules of Halkomelem which will be used as evidence for constructions discussed in subsequent chapters. First, I give examples of clauses which I assume do not involve any change of grammatical relations. These exemplify several concepts important in the grammar of Halkomelem—subject, object, ergative, absolutive, oblique, transitive, and intransitive. These concepts were defined in §0.3. Giving further data, I formulate several rules or conditions on rules. I conclude the chapter with a summar of the distinctions referred to in the rules in this chapter.

I have given examples of what I assume to be intransitive clauses in (1-4) and transitive clauses in (5-7):¹

(1) ni ṭamaš tə sténi?
aux walk det woman
'The woman walked.'

(2) ni ṭitən tə swoméy?
aux eat det dog
'The dog ate.'

(3) ni ṭamaš tə sténi? ṭə kʷəə sc’éständ
aux walk det woman obl det stick
'The woman walked with a stick.'

(4) ni cám kʷəə níkw ṭə kʷəə smént
aux go up det uncle obl det mountain
'Uncle went up into the mountains.'

(5) ni qʷál-at-əs ṭə sténi? təə scé’tən
aux bake-tr-3erg det woman det salmon
'The woman baked the salmon.'
(6) ni q’aqw’-at-əs tə swáyqəq tə spé ktoś aux club-tr-3erg det man det bear
'The man clubbed the bear.'

(7) ni təc’-st-əs tə sténi? kəsəsqəplíl aux cut in two-tr-3erg det woman det bread
'The woman cut the bread.'

I assume that these clauses do not involve any change of grammatical relations: the first nominals in (1-4), which are semantically 'actors', and in (5-7), which are semantically 'agents', are initial and final subjects; the second nominals in (5-7), which are semantically 'patients' are both initial and final objects; and, the second nominals in (3-4), which are semantically 'instrumental' and 'directional', are oblique relations (Instr) and (Dir) at both initial and final level.

In the subsequent discussion I will make the point that the distinction ergative vs. absolutive is important in Halkomelem. These concepts are exemplified above: the first nominal in (5-7), since they are subjects in transitive strata, are ergatives; the first nominals in (1-5), since they are subjects in intransitive strata, and the second nominals in (5-7), since they are objects in transitive strata, are absolutes.

2.1 Nominal Case

Halkomelem distinguishes two cases for nominals: the straight case, in which the nominal is preceded only by a determiner as in (8a), and the oblique case, in which the nominal is preceded by the oblique marker and a determiner as in (8b):

(8) a. tə sténi? det woman  b. ?ə tə sténi? obl det woman

The form of the oblique marker is always ?ə. The determiners, as
discussed in §1.4.4, vary according to such factors as the gender, definiteness, and proximity of the nominal.

Note that in the intransitive and transitive clauses above the subject is in the straight case. Also, as can be observed in (5-7), the object is in the straight case. Thus, a rule for straight case can be formulated as in (9):

(9) Nuclear terms, i.e. subjects and objects, are in the straight case.

In (10-12), nuclear terms are in the oblique case and the clauses are ungrammatical, thus supporting (9).

(10) ni ?ɪmʊŋ ʔə ɪe ʃiŋi?
aux walk obl det woman
'He walked to the woman.'
*(The woman walked.)

(11) * ni q’wəl-ət-əs ʔə ʃiŋi? tə scéɨtən
aux bake-tr-3erg obl det woman det salmon
(The woman baked the salmon.)

(12) * ni q’wəl-ət-əs ʔə ʃiŋi? ʔə tə scéɨtən
aux bake-tr-3erg det woman obl det salmon
(The woman baked the salmon.)

In contrast, nominals bearing oblique relations, e.g. the instrument in (3) and the directional in (4), are in the oblique case. Thus, a rule for oblique case can be formulated as follows:

(13) Obliques are in the oblique case.

These case distinctions are also involved in the marking of possessive phrases; there are two case patterns as follows:
(14) kʷθə sqʷəm'éʔ-ʔ s iə siénìʔ
aux dog-3pos det woman
'the woman's dog'

(15) kʷθə púkʷ-ʔ s iə siénìʔ
aux book-3pos det woman
'the woman's book'

(16) kʷθə sqʷəm'éʔ ʔə-ƛ' John
det dog obl-det
'John's dog'

(17) kʷθə púkʷ ʔə-ƛ' John
det book obl-det
'John's book'

As can be seen in (14-15), when the possessor is a common noun, the
possessed nominal (the head) is suffixed with a possessive marker
(cf. §1.4.5) and the possessor is in the straight case. Oblique case
is not possible for common noun possessors, as is seen in (18-19): 4

(18) *kʷθə sqʷəm'éʔ (ʔ)-s ʔə iə siénìʔ
det dog -3pos obl det woman
(the woman's dog)

(19) * kʷθə púkʷ (ʔ)-s ʔə iə siénìʔ
det book-3pos obl det woman
(the woman's book)

However, as can be seen in (16-17), when the possessor is a proper noun,
the head is not suffixed with a possessive marker and the possessor is
in the oblique case; straight case is not possible, as seen in (20-21):

(20) *kʷθə sqʷəm'éʔ (ʔ) kʷθə John
det dog -3pos det
(John's dog)

(21) *kʷθə púkʷ (ʔ) kʷθə John
det book-3pos det
(John's book)
Thus, the rule for case must distinguish common and proper noun possessors, as follows:  

(22) a. Common noun possessors are in the straight case.  
     b. Proper noun possessors are in the oblique case.  

To summarize the above discussion, I give the rule for Nominal Case as follows:  

(23) a. Nuclear terms and common noun possessors are in the straight case.  
     b. Obliques and proper noun possessors are in the oblique case.  

2.2 Word Order  

Although both subject and object nominals are in the straight case, there is little confusion between them. This is partly due to word order tendencies in Halkomelem. As can be seen above, the predicate is initial in simple clauses. In transitive clauses, e.g. (5-7), subject nominals tend to precede objects. However, as Hukari (1980) has pointed out, for some speakers this is not a fixed order and the alternative order, where objects precede subjects, is also possible. Therefore, clauses like (24) can have two meanings.  

(24) ni c'ēw-ēt-as kʷə sw̓əqə? qə? iə si'əni?  
    aux help-tr-3erg det man det woman  
    'The man helped the woman.'  
    '/'The woman helped the man.'  

In addition, word order is fairly flexible in clauses with nominals in both the straight and oblique cases. Thus, the nominals in clauses like (25) can occur in either order, although (25b) where the directional precedes the subject seems to be preferred.
Factors such as person and animacy appear to affect word order, and, although it may be possible to account for variation in terms of a basic word order and stylistic inversion, such an analysis is outside the scope of this study. For that reason, I will not use word order as the basis of any arguments.

2.3 Transitive Marking

Contrasting (1-4) and (5-7) above, we note that verbs in transitive clauses bear the suffix -t while verbs in intransitive clauses lack this suffix. In fact, intransitive clauses such as (1-4) are ungrammatical if the verb is suffixed with -t, as seen in (26-27):

(26) ni ?'maš-(*t) tē stēni?
aux walk-tr det woman
'The woman walked.'

(27) ni cárm-(t) kēθē nīk' tē smē.nt
aux go up-tr det uncle obl det mountain
'Uncle went up into the mountains.'

Likewise, transitive clauses are ungrammatical if a transitive suffix is not present, as seen in (28-29):

(28) ni q'wul-(t)-es tē stēni? tē scē.itēn
aux bake-tr-3erg det woman det salmon
'The woman baked the salmon.'

(29) ni q'wāq'-t(t)-es tē swāy'qe? tē spē?ēō
aux club-tr-3erg det man det bear
'The man clubbed the bear.'
On the basis of these data, the rule for Transitive Marking can be formulated as follows:

(30) Transitive marking is required in transitive clauses.

As further data are presented in Chapter 3-5, this rule will be refined.

2.4 Person Marking

In this section, I discuss pronominal case for 1st and 2nd persons and 3rd person agreement. I briefly discuss split ergativity, showing that of three common types of split ergativity—based on person, clause-type, and aspect—Halkomelem exhibits the first two types. Lastly, I discuss reflexives and reciprocals.

2.4.1 Pronominal Case

In contrast with nominals, which distinguish two cases, pronominals distinguish four cases—subjective, objective, oblique, and possessive, as discussed in §1.4.5. Pronominal subjects of intransitive and transitive clauses are in the subjective case, as seen in (31-36):

(31) ni con ʔ'moš
aux 1sub walk
'I walked.'

(32) ni č ʔ'ītən
aux 2sub eat
'You ate.'

(33) ni ct nēm?
aux 1plsub go
'We went.'

(34) ni con q'lw1-ət tə scē.ətən
aux 1sub bake-tr det salmon
'I baked the salmon.'
(35) ni č q’wáqʷ-ət t'ə spéʔəθ
aux 2sub club-tr det bear
'You clubbed the bear.'

(36) ni ct kwən-ət tə stəni?
aux 1plsub grab-tr det woman
'We grabbed the woman.'

In contrast, pronominal objects are in the objective case, as seen in (37-40).

(37) ni kʷən-əθ-ámʔəʔ-əs
aux grab-tr-lobj-3erg
'He grabbed me.'

(38) ni ən kwən-əθ-əmə
aux lsub grab-tr-2obj
'I grabbed you.'

(39) ni čʔə-təlʔəxʷ
aux 2sub call-tr-1plobj
'You called us.'

(40) ni ct ləm-ət-ələ
aux 1plsub look-tr-2plobj
'We looked at you pl.'

Pronominals bearing oblique relations, as in (41-44), are in the oblique case:

(41) ?i yə-ʔəʔ-wə ʔə-ƛ’ʔəʔ
aux ser-come obl-det lemph
'He's coming to me.'

(42) ?i yə-ʔəʔ-wə ʔə-ƛ’ neʔə
aux ser-come obl-det 2emph
'He is coming to you.'

(43) ?i yə-ʔəʔ-wə ʔə-ƛ’ tənÎməθ
aux ser-come obl-det 1plemph
'He's coming to us.'
Pronominal possessors are in the possessive case, as seen in (45-48):

(45) k'gθe na-sl'om'éy?
    aux 1pos-dog
    'my dog'

(46) k'gθe ?an-léloam
    det 2pos-house
    'your house'

(47) k'gθe sce.ítan-ct
    det salmon-lplpos
    'out salmon'

(48) t'θe ?on-me'mon?ə ?əlep
    det 2pos-children 2pl
    'you pl.'s children'

On the basis of the above data, the rule for Pronominal Case can be stated as follows:

(49) Pronominal Case (1st and 2nd person)
    a. Subjects are in the subjective case.
    b. Objects are in the objective case.
    c. Possessors are in the possessive case.

It is interesting to compare Pronominal Case (49) and Nominal Case, repeated here as (50).

(50) Nominal Case
    a. Nuclear terms and common noun possessors are in the straight case.
    b. Obliques and proper noun possessors are in the oblique case.

There is an important difference in the two systems: nominal subjects and objects are marked alike while pronominal subjects and objects are
marked differently. Thus, data involving pronominal case will be important evidence for distinguishing subject and object in Halkomelem.

2.4.2 3rd Person Agreement

The non-emphatic form of the 3rd person pronoun is Ø for both subject and object. Contrast clauses (1-2) and (5-6) above, which contain a nominal subject or object, with the following clauses, which have a 3rd person pronominal subject or object.

(51) ni ?íməš
aux walk
'He/she/it walked.'

(52) ni ?ešəten
aux eat
'He/she/it ate.'

(53) ni can q'wəl-at
aux lsub bake-tr
'I baked it.'

(54) ni can q'wàq'-at
aux lsub club-tr
'I clubbed him/her/it.'

(55) ni q'wəl-at-əs
aux bake-tr-3erg
'He/she baked it.'

(56) ni q'wàq'-at-əs
aux club-tr-3erg
'He/she clubbed him/her/it.'

(57) ni kwən-əθ-ámʔə-yəs
aux grab-tr-lobj-3erg
'He/she grabbed me.'

(58) ni q'wàq'-əθ-ámʔə-yəs
aux club-tr-lobj-3erg
'He/she clubbed me.'

However, as can be seen by contrasting (51-54) with (55-58) there is a
verbal suffix -\text{\textasciitilde}^{\text{\textgreek{s}}} marking 3rd person agreement in the latter clauses. When the subject is not 3rd person, as in (53-54), this suffix is not possible as seen in (59-60).

(59) *ni con q'wál-at-\text{\textgreek{s}}
    aux lsub bake-tr-3erg
    (I baked it.)

(60) *ni con q'wáq'-at-\text{\textgreek{s}}
    aux lsub club-tr-3erg
    (I clubbed it.)

Notice that the agreement suffix is not possible even though the object is 3rd person. Thus, agreement is not marked for 3rd person objects. Furthermore, in clauses like (55-58), where the subject is 3rd person, the agreement suffix is obligatory, as seen in (61-62).

(61) *ni q'wál-at
    aux bake-tr
    (He baked it.)

(62) * ni q'wáq'-\text{\textgreek{a}}-\text{\textgreek{m}}?\text{\textgreek{s}}-\text{\textgreek{s}}
    aux club-tr-1obj-3erg
    (He clubbed me.)

However, in clauses like (51-52), where the subject is 3rd person, agreement is not possible, as seen in (63-64):

(63) *ni ?ímaś-\text{\textgreek{s}}
    aux walk-3erg
    (He walked.)

(64) *ni ?ítàn-\text{\textgreek{s}}
    aux eat-3erg
    (He ate.)

There is a crucial difference between clauses like (51-52) which do not have agreement and those like (55-58) which do have
agreement: while the former are intransitive, the latter are transitive.

These data concerning the occurrence versus the absence of the agreement suffix can be summarized in (65):

(65) 3rd person agreement:
   a. -es -- subjects of transitives
   b. Ø -- objects of transitives
       subjects of intransitives

It is clear that the notions subject and object will not be sufficient for the formulation of a rule of 3rd person agreement. Rather, the concepts ergative and absolutive are needed. As discussed in §0.3 an ergative is the subject of a transitive stratum while an absolutive is the subject of an intransitive stratum or the object of a transitive stratum. Using these concepts, we can summarize the data concerning 3rd person agreement as follows:

(66) 3rd person agreement:
   a. -es -- ergatives
   b. Ø -- absolutes

Thus, a rule for 3rd Person Agreement can be stated as follows:

(67) Agreement is marked only for ergatives.

It is interesting to note that 3rd Person Agreement and Pronominal Case (49) operate on different parameters. In the latter, the distinction is subject vs. object, while in the former the relevant distinction is ergative vs. absolutive. Thus, person marking in Halkomelem is a split system with 1st and 2nd persons behaving in one manner and 3rd person behaving in another.
2.4.3 Subordinate Person Marking

In subordinate clauses, unlike main clauses as exemplified above, all persons distinguish subject vs. object, regardless of the transitivity of the clause. As discussed in §1.4.5 subjects in subordinate clauses are expressed by verbal suffixes, and, as can be seen in (68-71), the suffix is the same in intransitive ((68) and (70)) and transitive ((69) and (71)) subordinate clauses.

(68) le'lam? ?e č ce? ?u t'ilam-?e.n?
look(cont) int 2sub fut lnk sing-1ssub
'Will you be watching when/if I sing?'

(69) le'lam? ?e č ce? ?u q'waq'-et-?e.n?
look(cont) int 2-sub fut lnk club-tr-1ssub
'Will you be watching when/if I club him?'

(70) le'lam? con ce? ?u t'ilam-ox
look(cont) 1sub fut lnk sing-2ssub
'I will be watching when/if you sing.'

(71) le'lam? con ce? ?u q'waq'-et-ox
look(cont) 1sub fut lnk club-tr-2ssub
'I will be watching when/if you club him.'

In (72-75), I have given examples of subordinate clauses with 3rd person subjects. Although the subordinate clauses in (72-73) are intransitive and those in (74-75) are transitive, 3rd person agreement is marked in each case.

(72) le'lam? ?e č ce? ?u x'enam-?es
look(cont) int 2sub fut lnk run-3ssub
'Will you be watching when/if he runs?'

(73) le'lam? ?e č ce? ?u t'ilam-?es
look(cont) int 2sub fut lnk sing-3ssub
'Will you be watching when/if he sings'
(74) lēʔləm? ʔə č ce? ʔu qʷəqʷə-ʔə-ʔəmʔə-š-əs  
look(cont) int 2sub fut lnk club-tr-lobj-3ssub  
'Will you be watching when/if he clubs me?'

(75) lēʔləm? ʔə č ce? ʔu kwən-ʔə-ʔəmʔə-š-əs  
look(cont) int 2sub fut lnk grab-tr-lobj-3ssub  
'Will you be watching when/if he grabs me?'

Objects in subordinate clauses are marked with the same set of suffixes as objects in main clauses, as can be seen in (74-75) above and (76-77) below:

(76) lēʔləm? ce? ʔu qʷəqʷə-ʔə-ʔamʔə-šə.n?  
look(cont) fut lnk club-tr-2obj-1ssub  
'He will be looking when/if I club you.'

(77) lēʔləm? ce? ʔu kwən-ʔəmʔə-šə.n?  
look(cont) fut lnk grab-2obj-1ssub  
'He will be looking when/if I grab you.'

Furthermore, 3rd person objects in subordinate clauses, like 3rd person absolutes in main clauses, are unmarked, as can be seen in (69) and (71) above.

Therefore, the rule formulated for Pronominal Case in (49) above is sufficient for 1st and 2nd person case in subordinate clauses: subjects are in the subjective case and objects are in the objective case. However, the rule for 3rd Person Agreement in (67) does not account for 3rd person agreement in subordinate clauses. As we have seen in (72-75) above, agreement is marked for all 3rd person subjects in subordinate clauses, regardless of the transitivity of the clause. Thus, the rule for 3rd Person Agreement must be modified as follows:

(78) a. Agreement is marked only for ergatives in main clauses.
    b. Agreement is marked only for subjects in subordinate clauses.
In other words, the relevant distinction for 3rd Person agreement is ergative/absolutive in main clauses while it is subject/object in subordinate clauses.

2.4.4 Aspect and Person Marking

In the preceding sections, we have seen that Halkomelem exhibits two types of split ergativity—1st and 2nd person pronominal case distinguishes subject/object while 3rd person agreement distinguishes ergative/absolutive; 3rd person agreement in main clauses distinguishes subject/object. Thus, Halkomelem has two common types of split ergativity—based on person and clause type.

In this section, I show that Halkomelem does not exhibit a third common type of split ergativity—that based on tense or aspect (cf. §1.4.2).

In the following examples, the clauses in a) are in the completive aspect while the clauses in b) are in the continuative aspect. Notice that a subjective pronominal clitic is used in each case.

(79) a. ni čen ?éʔíʔən
    aux lsub eat
    'I ate.'

    b. ?i čen ?íʔíʔən
    aux lsub eat(cont)
    'I am eating.'

(80) a. ni čen íʔỹʔ- t'qə scé.ʔíʔən
    aux lsub eat-tr det salmon
    'I ate the salmon.'

    b. ?í čen íʔỹʔ- t'qə scé.ʔíʔən
    aux lsub eat(cont)-tr det salmon
    'I am eating the salmon.'
Thus, the completive/continuative aspectual distinction has no effect on Pronominal Case as formulated in (49) above.

Likewise, aspect has no effect on 3rd Person Agreement as formulated in (78) above. In (83-84), the a) clauses are completive while the b) clauses are continuative:

As predicted by (78), 3rd Person Agreement is marked in the transitive clauses in (84) but not in the intransitive clauses in (83).

We can conclude from the above examples that the completive/
continuative aspectual distinction has no effect on the patterning of person marking with respect to the subject/object and the ergative/absolutive distinctions. 6

2.4.5 Reflexives

When the subject and the object of a clause are co-referential, a special reflexive construction is used. Here, 1st and 2nd person subjects are in the subjective case; there are no object suffixes, but a reflexive marker -θət, undifferentiated for person, is suffixed to the verb, as exemplified in (85-88):

(85) ni .constants 1aθət
aux 1sub blanket-self
'I covered myself with a blanket.'

(86) ni .constants əθət
aux 1sub scratch-self
'I scratched myself.'

(87) ni ?a č 2aθət
aux int 2sub shelter-self
'Did you shelter yourself?'

(88) ?i ?a č 1aθət
aux int 2sub look(cont)-self
'Are you looking after yourself?'

(89) ni 1aθət
aux blanket-self
'He covered himself with a blanket.'

(90) ni əθət
aux scratch-self
'He scratched himself.'

Notice that in (89-90), where the subject is 3rd person, agreement is not marked; this will be discussed further in §4.3.

Of relevance here are two restrictions placed on reflexives. First, a reflexive construction is possible only if the subject and
and object are co-referential. In the examples in (91) and (92), the subject is coreferential with an oblique and a possessor. As is seen in the b) clauses, reflexives are not possible in these cases.

(91) a. ni ćxʷmé.mʔ ʔə-ʔə ʔé.nθə
   aux lsub speak obl-det lemph
   'I spoke about me.'

   b. *ni ćxʷmé.mʔ-ʔət
      aux lsub speak-self
      (I spoke about myself.)

(92) a. ni qʷál ʔə kʷθə na- tēlə
   aux lsub speak obl det 1pos money
   'I spoke about my money.'

   b. *ni qʷál-ʔət ʔə kʷθə (na-) tēlə
      aux lsub speak-self obl det 1pos-money
      (I spoke about my(self's) money.)

Furthermore, in (93) and (94), the object is coreferential with a locative and a possessor, and, as seen in the b) clauses, reflexives are not possible.

(93) a. ni yəθ-əs-θ-ámʔ-səs ʔə-ʔə ʔé.nθə?
   aux tell-advA-tr-lobj-3erg obl-det lemph
   'He told me about myself.'

   b. *ni yəθ-əs-ʔət ʔə-ʔə ʔé.nθə?
      aux tell-advA-self obl-det lemph
      (He told me about myself.)

(94) a. ni ćxʷθə sq’áq’íʔ-s
   aux lsub tell-advA-tr obl det illness-3pos
   'I told him about his_i illness.'

   b. *ni ćxʷθə sq’áq’íʔ-s
      aux lsub tell-advA-self obl det illness-3pos
      (I told him_i about his_i illness.)

Second, reflexives in Halkomelem are clause-bounded (i.e., the subject and the object must be in the same clause). Although the
subject of a matrix clause is coreferential with an object of an embedded clause, reflexives are not possible, as can be seen in (95) and (96):

(95) a. cse-t-áɬə cən ce? ʔu ɭəxʷ-əθ-ám?š?-əɬəp
tell-tr-2plobj 1sub fut 1nk blanket-tr-lobj-2plssub
'I am telling you pl. to cover me with a blanket.'

b. cse-t-áɬə cən ce? ʔu ɭəxʷ-əθət?-əɬəp
tell-tr-2plobj 1sub fut 1nk blanket-self-2plssub
*'I am telling you pl. to cover me with a blanket.'
/'I am telling you pl. to cover yourselves with a blanket.'

(96) a. cse-t-áɬə cən ce? ʔu ɭə?ləm?-əθ-ám?š?-əɬəp
tell-tr-2plobj 1sub fut 1nk look(cont)-tr-lobj-2plssub
'I am telling you pl. to look after me.'

b. ces-t-áɬə cən ce? ʔu ɭə?ləm?-əθət?-əɬəp
tell-tr-2plobj 1sub fut 1nk look(cont)-self-2plssub
*'I am telling you pl. to look after me.'
/'I am telling you pl. to look after yourselves.'

In the b) sentences, the reflexives are unambiguously interpreted as marking the coreference of the subject and the object of the embedded clause, and not coreference of the matrix subject and embedded object. Thus, reflexives in Halkomelem are clause-bounded.

To summarize, there are several conditions on reflexives in Halkomelem:

(97) i. The antecedent must be a subject.
ii. The nominal coreferent to the antecedent must be an object.
iii. Reflexives are clause-bounded; the antecedent and the coreferent nominal must be clausemates.
2.4.6 Reciprocals

Parallel to the reflexive construction, there is a reciprocal construction for cases when the subject and object are performing actions on each other. This construction is marked with a reciprocal suffix \text{-təl}, which is undifferentiated for person, as illustrated in (98-101):

\[(98)\] ni ct ləməʔ-təl  
aux lplsub kick-rec  
'Ve kicked each other.'

\[(99)\] ni ?ə ce.p q'waq'-ətəl  
aux int 2plsub club-rec  
'Did you club each other.'

\[(100)\] ni ə'íq'-ətəl  
aux punch-rec  
'They punched each other.'

\[(101)\] ni tíq'-təl  
aux bump-rec  
'They collided.'

In (100-101), even though the subject is 3rd person, there is no agreement. This problem is addressed in §4.3.

In all of the reciprocals that I have recorded or observed in the literature, the reciprocal relation stands between subjects and objects.

2.5 One-Nominal Interpretation

As shown in §2.1, nominal subjects and objects are not differentiated by case and as discussed in §2.2, both subjects and objects follow the verb. Furthermore, it was pointed out in §2.4.2 that non-emphatic 3rd person pronominal subjects and objects are \(\emptyset\). A question arises: in clauses where only one nominal is expressed, is that nominal interpreted as the subject or the object?
First, in intransitive clauses, e.g. (102-103), only one interpretation is available for the nominal, i.e. subject.

(102) ni ḥiməs ñə siŋən?  
    aux walk det woman  
    'The woman walked.'

(103) ni ḥítan kʰə sqəməy?  
    aux eat det dog  
    'The dog ate.'

In transitive clauses, however, where a single nominal could be interpreted as either subject or object, the nominal is unambiguously interpreted as object, as in (104-107).

(104) ni qʰáŋwət-əs kʰə sqəyʔqe?  
    aux club-tr-3erg det man  
    'He clubbed the man.'  
    /*'The man clubbed him.'

(105) ni kwəŋ-ət-əs ñə siŋən?  
    aux grab-tr-3erg det woman  
    'He grabbed the woman.'  
    /*'The woman grabbed him.'

(106) ni qʰwəl-ət-əs tə scé’tən  
    aux bake-tr-3erg det salmon  
    'He baked the salmon.'  
    /*'The salmon baked it.'

(107) ni qʰwəl-ət-əs ñə siŋən?  
    aux bake-tr-3erg det woman  
    '!He baked the woman.'  
    /*'The woman baked it.'

Summarizing the data for both intransitive and transitive clauses, in intransitive clauses, a single nominal is interpreted as subject and, intransitive clauses, it is interpreted as object. Making use of the notion absolutive, the following generalization is possible.
(108) In the absence of marking for other persons, a single 3rd person nominal is interpreted as the absolutive.

2.6 Extractions

In this section I discuss constructions involving extraction in Halkomelem. In §2.6.1, I illustrate four construction involving extraction and briefly discuss the structure that I posit for each. In §2.6.2, I give examples where subjects, objects, obliques, possessors, and quantifiers are extracted and discuss the conditions on these constructions. In §2.6.3, I discuss person marking and extraction.

2.6.1 Constructions Involving Extraction

In Halkomelem, there are four constructions involving extraction—relative clauses, cleft sentences, pseudo-cleft sentences, and WH-questions. 7

In relative clauses, a head (underlined) is modified by an embedded clause (in brackets), as illustrated in (109-113b); the corresponding simple clauses are given in (109-113a).

(109) a. ni ?ičm̓əs tə s’ičn̓i?
   aux walk det woman
   'The woman walked.'

b. əs’t̕əl-šwxʷ can tə s’ičn̓i? [ ni ?ičm̓əs ]
   know-cs lsub det woman aux walk
   'I know the woman who walked.'

(110) a. ni t’ám̓ tə swà’?qe?
   aux sing det man
   'The man sang.'

b. ni con ləm-at tə swà’?qe? [ ni t’ám̓ ]
   aux lsub see-tr det man aux sing
   'I saw the man who sang.'
(111) a. ni qʷáł kʷθə xʷənítəm
    aux speak det white man
    'The white man spoke.'

    b. ni qʰáy kʷθə xʷənítəm [ni qʷáł]
    aux die det white man aux speak
    'The white man who spoke died.'

(112) a. ni č xʷməłkʷəθ-ət kʷθə swíwʔəs
    aux 2sub kiss-tr det boy
    'You kissed the boy.'

    b. státəl-stoxʷ con kʷθə swíwʔəs [ni xʷməłkʷəθ-ət-əxʷ]
    know-cs lsub det boy aux kiss-tr-2ssub
    'I know the boy who you kissed.'

(113) a. ni čən ləm-ət šə sténi?
    aux lsub see-tr det woman
    'I saw the woman.'

    b. státəl-stoxʷ čə šə sténi? [ni ləm-ət-ʔé.n?]
    know-cs 2sub det woman aux see-tr-1ssub
    'You know the woman who I saw.'

Extraction is not a well-developed area in Relational Grammar, but I will assume a structure for relative clauses like that given in (114) for (113b): 8

(114)
As represented in (114), the extraction nominal ściéni 'woman')
bears two relations: it is a head and also the object of the embedded clause. 9, 10

In the above examples, the head was a nominal preceded by a
determiner. However, a nominal head is not necessary, as seen in
(115-117).

(115)  státál-stəxʷ  cən  kʷθə [ ni  xʷmə̱xʷəθ-ət-əxʷ ]
know-cs  lsub  det  aux  kiss-tr-2ssub
'I know the one that you kissed.'

(116)  státál-stəxʷ  č  ṣə [ ni  ləm-ət-ʔənʔ ]
know-cs  2sub  det  aux  see-tr-1ssub
'You know the one (feminine) that I saw.'

(117)  státál-stəxʷ-əs  kʷθə [ ni  t'fləm ]
know-cs-3erg  det  aux  sing
'He knows the one who sang.'

Leslie (1979, p. 173f.) and Hukari (1980) have referred to such
constructions as headless relative clauses. However, a headless relative
clause is characterized not only by the lack of a nominal head but also
by the appearance of the nominal semantically understood to be the head
relative clauses like (115-117), the occurrence of the nominal within
the embedded clause is not possible, as seen in (118-119): 12

(118)  *státál-stəxʷ  cən [ ni  ?ímə̱ ṣə  sténiʔ ]
know-cs  lsub  aux  walk  det  woman
(I know the woman who walked.)

(119)  *ni  q'áy [ ni  q'wal  kʷθə  xʷənítəm ]
aux  die  aux  speak  det  white  man
(The white man who spoke died.)
For this reason, I do not analyze constructions like (115-117) as headless relative clauses.

Furthermore, a determiner conveying information concerning gender, number, and proximity appears in the position preceding the empty head. I assume that the determiner agrees with some understood nominal which does not appear on the surface; I will refer to this nominal as an *eclipsed* nominal and represent it as (nom). Thus (117) can be represented as follows:

(120)

Cleft sentences consist of the 3rd person emphatic pronoun *nī* followed by a relative clause. In (121-125b) I give cleft sentences corresponding to the clauses in (121-125a).

(121) a. ni t'ílem ūo sténi?
 aux sing det woman
 'The woman sang.'

b. nī* ūo sténi? [ni t'ílem]
3emph det woman aux sing
 'It's the woman who sang.'
(122) a. ni wəwə’əs kʷəθə sqʷəməyʔ-s
aux bark det dog-3pos

'His dog barked.'

b. níʔ kʷəθə sqʷəməyʔ-s [ ni wəwə’əs ]
3emph det dog-3pos aux bark

'It's his dog that barked.'

(123) a. ni qʷáł kʷəθə swóyʔqe?
aux speak det man

'The man spoke.'

b. níʔ kʷəθə swóyʔqe? [ ni qʷáł ]
3emph det man aux speak

'It's the man who spoke.'

(124) a. ni cən kʷən-ət kʷəθə swíwʔləs
aux lsub grab-tr det boy

'I grabbed the boy.'

b. níʔ kʷəθə swíwʔləs [ ni kʷən-ətʔé.nʔ ]
3emph det boy aux grab-tr-lssub

'It's the boy that I grabbed.'

(125) a. ni č ləm-ət kʷəθə swóyʔqe?
aux 2sub see-tr det man

'You saw the man.'

b. níʔ kʷəθə swóyʔqe? [ ni ləm-ətʔəxʷ ]
3emph det man aux see-tr-2ssub

'It's the man that you saw.'

The structure I posit for cleft sentences, like that represented in (126) for (125), is that of a predicate nominal: the emphatic pronoun is predicate and the nominal head and embedded clause serve as subject.
(126)

I will not justify this structure here, but note that the emphatic pronoun is in initial position, like other predicates, and that it is not preceded by a determiner, a property of other predicate nominals.

I posit a similar analysis for pseudo-cleft sentences; I give examples of this construction in (127-131b).13

(127) a. ni t’ílom te sêni’
aux sing det woman
'The woman sang.'

b. sêni’ te [ni t’ílom]
woman det aux sing
'The woman is the one who sang.'

(128) a. ni q’ál kwæ swíw’læs
aux speak det boy
'The boy spoke.'

b. swíw’læs kwæ [ni q’ál]
boy det aux speak
'A boy was who spoke.'
I assume that pseudo-cleft sentences are predicate nominal constructions, with the first nominal, which occurs in initial position and is not preceded by a determiner, as predicate. However, in this case, the head of the relative clause is an eclipsed nominal and the relative clause has a structure as represented in (120) above. Thus, pseudo-cleft sentences like (131b) can be represented as in (132).
However, pseudo-cleft sentences are different from other predicate nominal constructions: the predicate nominal in pseudo-clefs and the eclipsed nominal head of the relative clause are the same nominal. Thus, in each case, the determiner agreeing with the eclipsed head also would agree with the predicate nominal; for example, the determiner must be in the right gender, as seen by comparing (127-128b) with (133-134) below:

(133) *šléni? kʷθə[ni t’íləm]
   woman det aux sing
   (A woman is the one who sang.)

(134) *swíw’les ṭə[ni qʷál]
   boy det aux speak
   (A boy is the one who spoke.)

A common construction, which I assume to be a type of pseudo-cleft, has as its predicate an emphatic pronoun, as illustrated in (135-138):

(135) ṣ.nθə[ni t’íləm]
   lemph aux sing
   'I am the one who sang.'

(136) nəwə[ni k’ón-at]
   2emph aux grab-tr
   'You are the one who took it.'

(137) níməx [ni ʔa.-t tθə Bill]
   lplemph aux call-tr det
   'We’re the ones who called Bill.'

(138) ʔwələp ʔə[ni ʔóy-t]
   2plemph intr aux make-tr
   'What is you pl. who made it?'

For this construction, I posit a structure where the head of the relative clause is an eclipsed pronominal, represented as (pro).
Thus, the structure of (138) is given in (139).

(139)

As with other pseudo-cleft sentences, a condition must be stated to assure that the pronoun in predicate position is coreferent with the eclipsed pronominal.

WH-questions, illustrated in (140-144b), are parallel in structure to pseudo-cleft sentences.

(140) a. ni ṣiməš
    aux walk
    'He walked.'

b. wét k'wə[ ni ṣiməš ]
   who det aux walk
   'Who walked?'

(141) a. ni q'áy
    aux die
    'He died'

b. wét k'wə[ ni q'áy ]
   who det aux die
   'Who died?'

(142) a. ni lókʷ
    aux break
    'It broke.'

b. stém k'wə[ ni lókʷ ]
   what det aux break
   'What broke?'
(143) a. ni con lêm-at
aux 1sub see-tr
'I saw him.'

b. wet k'wə [ni lêm-at-ʔe.n?]
who det aux see-tr-1ssub
'Who did I see?'

(144) a. ni č q'wol-at
aux 2sub bake-tr
'You baked it.'

b. stem k'wə [ni q'wol-at-əxʷ]
what det aux bake-tr-2ssub
'What did you bake.'

The WH-pronoun is the predicate, appearing in initial position, and is followed by a relative clause with an ecliped nominal as its head. Thus, (144) would be represented as in (145).

(145)

The determiner following the predicate in the above examples agrees with the ecliped nominal. Although this determiner is usually hypothetical (cf. §1.4.4), other determiners are possible, as seen in the following examples pointed out by Hukari (1980).
2.6.2 Conditions on Extraction

In this section, I give examples of extractions where the extracted nominals bear the grammatical relation of subject, object, oblique, possessor, and quantifier in the embedded clause. I formulate conditions on extraction.

2.6.2.1 Extraction of Subjects and Objects

In all of the above examples, the extracted nominals bear the grammatical relations of subject or object in the embedded clause. In each case, the verb of the embedded clause is the same as the verb in the corresponding simple clause; i.e., the verb is not affected. I call this process of extraction—with no effect on the verb—direct extraction.

We have seen examples of the direct extraction of subject and object. However, when the nominal which is extracted bears an oblique relation in the corresponding simple clause, direct extraction is not possible, as seen in (148-149).

(148) a. ni \text{\`i}c'-et-as ?e k\text{\`o} \text{s\text{"o}ptan} aux cut-tr-3erg obl det knife

'He cut it with the knife.'

b. * (?e) \text{s\text{"o}ptan k\text{\`o} [ni \text{\`i}c'-et-as] } obl knife det aux cut-tr 3sub

(A knife is what he cut it with.)
(149) a. ni ʨíw's ʔə kʷʔə sqʷáł?
aux tired obl det talk
'He's tired of the talk.'

b. * (ʔə) stém kʷ[ni ʨíw's] obl what det aux tired
(What is he tired of?)

Thus, a condition on direct extraction can be formulated as follows:

(150) Only nuclear terms can be directly extracted.

2.6.2.2 Extraction of Obliques

As Hukari (1977a) has pointed out, in order to extract obliques, the embedded clause must be a nominalization. In (151-153), I give examples of simple clauses and their corresponding nominalizations.

(151) a. ni ʨəŋ qʷáq'-st ʔə kʷʔə ʔənʔ-ʔápał-ʔət
aux lsub club-tr obl det 2pos-shovel-pst
'I hit him with your shovel.'

b. ni ʔə- ʔqʷáq'-st kʷʔə ʔənʔ-ʔápał-ʔət
daux 1pos-nom-club-tr det 2pos-shovel-pst
'I hit him with your shovel.'
[literally: 'your shovel was my hitting him with. ']

(152) a. ni yáʔ ʔu yə-ʔʷáŋčənəm ʔə tanáʔ ʔət
aux always ink ser-run obl det road
'He always ran on that road.'

b. ni yáʔ ʔu ʔə ʔʷáŋčənəm-s tanáʔ ʔət
aux always nom-run-3pos det road
'He always ran on that road.'
[literally: 'This road was always his running on. ']
(153) a. \(ni\ \tilde{c} \ wa\tilde{c} \ \acute{\i}ci\acute{w}\ \omega\ k\omega\Theta\ \varrho\acute{\i}l\mu\eta\nu\)
aux 2sub already tired obl det talk
'You are already tired of the talk.'

b. \(ni\ \omega\- \ wa\tilde{c} \ \dot{\acute{\i}}ci\acute{w}\ \k\omega\Theta\ \varrho\acute{\i}l\mu\eta\nu\)
aux 2pos-already nom-tired det talk
'You are already tired of the talk.'
[literally: 'The talk was your tiring.']

Although I will not treat nominalization in detail, I will briefly point out some of the features of nominalizations in Halkomelem.

Nominalizations can stand as complete sentences, as seen in the (b) examples above. I assume, following Hukari (1977a), that nominalizations such as (151-153b) are predicate nominal constructions; that is, the nominal which corresponds to the obliques in the (a) sentences is the subject in the nominalization (i.e., the (b) sentences) and the nominalized clause (i.e., the rest of the (a) sentence) is the predicate. I have underlined the subjects in the nominalizations given above. In the nominalized clause, the nominal corresponding to the subject of the simple clause is expressed as possessor; other nominals appear to have the same grammatical relations in both the (a) and (b) sentences.

A distinctive feature of nominalizations in Halkomelem, is the presence of a nominalizer prefix. In (151-153b), the element corresponding to the verb of simple clauses (a) is prefixed with the nominalizer \(\dot{\acute{\i}}-\), which is used in nominalizations with an instrument (as in (151), a locative (as in 152)), or a causal (as in 153)) is the subject in the corresponding nominalization.

In (154-156), I give examples of constructions involving extractions; these correspond to the sentences in (151-153) above.
Notice that in each case, the embedded clause is nominalized.

(154) nítwóʔʔə̱ŋʔ-šáʔa̱l̓-ʔə̱ ni ne-ʔ-qʷáqʷ-ət
3emph det 2pos-shovel-pst aux 1pos-nom-club-tr
'It's your shovel that I clubbed it with.'

(155) nítwə̱nə́ʔ ḥéʔə̱ yəʔ ʔu ᵅ-xʷán̓ən̓əm-s
3emph det road always lnk nom-run-3pos
'It's that road that he always ran on.'

(156) ste̱m kʷo ni ʔə̱-š-ícíws
what det aux 2pos-nom-tired
'What are you tired of?'

Apparently, the embedded clauses in (154-156) correspond to the nominalizations in (151-153).

As was pointed out in (148-149) above, nominals which are obliques cannot be directly extracted. Thus, in order to have extraction constructions involving clauses with obliques, the corresponding nominalization is used. As discussed above, the nominal corresponding to the oblique is the subject in the nominalization. This process of extracting the subject of nominalizations I will refer to as extraction through nominalization.

It should also be pointed out that nominals corresponding to subjects and objects in simple clauses cannot be subjects in nominalizations, as seen in (157-158).17

(157) a. ni t'ílam ʔə sténi?
aux sing det woman
'The woman sang.'

b. *ni ᵅ-t'ílam ʔə sténi?
aux nom-sing det woman
(The woman sang.)
(158) a. ni pén-ət-s kʷəθ sqéwθ
   aux plant-tr-3erg det potato
   'He planted potatoes.'

b. *ni ə-pén-ət-s kʷəθ sqéwθ
   aux nom-plant-tr-3pos det potato
   (He planted potatoes."

Since subjects and objects in simple clauses cannot be subjects in corresponding nominalizations, they are not extracted through nominalization, as is seen in (159-160):

(159) *ni Эт ə səni? ni ə-t'ílm
   3emph det woman aux nom-sing
   (It's the woman who sang.)

(160) *sqéwθ kʷəθ ni ə-pén-ət-s
   potato det aux nom-plant-tr-3pos
   (Potatoes is what he planted.)

In summary, there are two types of extraction in Halkomelem: Direct extraction, which is used for the extraction of only subjects and objects, and extraction through nominalization, which is used for obliques (which are subjects in the corresponding nominalizations). Thus, conditions for extraction can be given as follows:

(161) a. Only nuclear terms are directly extracted.
    b. Only obliques are extracted through nominalization.

2.6.2.3 Possessor Extraction

It is also possible to extract possessors, as seen below; in the (b) sentences, a nominal corresponding to the possessor in the (a) clauses is extracted:
(162) a. ni ḥčénem kʷθə sqéʔaq-s tə sténi?  
    aux run det y.brother-3pos det woman  
    'The woman's younger brother ran.'

b. státal-stəxʷ cən tə sténi? ni ḥčénem kʷθə sqéʔaq-s  
    know-cs lsub det woman aux run det y.brother-3pos  
    'I know the woman whose younger brother ran.'

(163) a. ni t'íləm kʷθə sqéʔaq-s tə sténi?  
    aux sing det y.brother-3pos det woman  
    'The woman's younger brother sang.'

b. státal-stəxʷ cən tə sténi? ni t'íləm kʷθə sqéʔaq-s  
    know-cs lsub det woman aux sing det y.brother-3pos  
    'I know the woman whose younger brother sang.'

(164) a. ni q'á'y kʷθə ne-sqʷəm'éy?  
    aux die det lpos-dog  
    'My dog died.'

b. q'é:nθə ni q'á'y kʷθə ne-sqʷəm'éy?  
    lemph aux die det lpos-dog  
    'I'm the one whose dog died.'

Not all possessors can be extracted, however, as seen in the following examples:

(165) a. ni qʷwá1-at-as kʷθə sqéʔaq-s tə sténi? kʷθə scé.ítan  
    aux bake-tr-3erg det y.brother-3pos det woman det salmon  
    'The woman's younger brother baked the salmon.'

b. *státal-stəxʷ cən tə sténi? ni qʷwá1-at-as kʷθə sqéʔaq-s  
    know-cs lsub det woman aux bake-tr-3ssub det y.b.3pos  
    kʷθə scé.ítan  
    det salmon  
    (I know the woman whose younger brother baked the salmon.)

(166) a. ni q'á.y-t-as kʷθə sqéʔaq-s tə sténi? kʷθə sqʷəm'éy?  
    aux kill-tr-3erg det y.b.-3pos det woman det dog  
    'The woman's younger brother killed the dog.'

b. *státal-stəxʷ cən tə sténi? ni q'á.y-t-as kʷθə sqéʔaq-s  
    know-cs lsub det woman aux kill-tr-3ssub det y.b.-3pos  
    kʷθə sqʷəm'éy?  
    det dog  
    (I know the woman whose younger brother killed the dog.)
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(167) a. ni Ⴏ.-θ.-άmidd-3sg θε Ⴏe-stάmidd-1sg
aux call-tr-obj-3erg det 2pos-spouse
 'Your wife called me.'

b. *nówe ni Ⴏ.-θ.-άmidd-3sg θe Ⴏe-stάmidd-1sg
2emph aux call-tr-obj-3ssub det 2pos-spouse
 (You're the one whose wife called me.)

The crucial difference between cases where possessor extraction is possible and where it is not possible is the transitivity of the embedded clause; it is intransitive in (162-164b) but transitive in (165-167b).

However, extraction of possessors from transitive clauses is possible, as is seen in (168-170):

(168) a. ni q’wó1-at-3sg kʷθe scé.štən-s 3sg stəni?
aux bake-tr-3erg det salmon-3pos det woman
 'He baked the woman's salmon.'

b. státəl-stəxʷ can 3sg stəni? ni q’wó1-at-3sg
know-cs lsub det woman aux bake-tr-3ssub
kʷθe scé.štən-s
det salmon-3pos
 'I know the woman whose salmon he baked.'

(169) a. ni c q’á.y-t kʷθe sqé?eq-3sg 3sg stəni?
aux 2sg kill-tr det y.b.-3pos det woman
 'You killed the woman's younger brother.'

b. státəl-stəxʷ can 3sg stəni? ni q’á.y-t-əxʷ
know-cs lsub det woman aux kill-tr-2ssub
kʷθe sqé?eq-3sg
det y.b.-3pos
 'I know the woman whose younger brother you killed.'
(170) a. ni cən ?á.-t əə ?ən-stáʔəs
    aux lsub call-tr det 2pos-spouse
    'I called your wife.'

b. nəwə ni ?á.-t-ʔe.nʔ əə ?ən-stáʔəs
    2emph aux call-tr-1ssub det 2pos-spouse
    'You are the one whose wife I called.'

In the above examples, the possessive phrase from which the possessor is extracted is the object of a transitive clause.

I summarize the distribution of possessive extraction in (171):

(171) a. Possessor extraction is possible if the possessive phrases are: objects of transitives or subjects of intransitives.

b. Possessor extraction is impossible if the possessive phrases are: subjects of transitives.

Clearly, the relevant distinction for formulating a condition on possessor extraction is not subject vs. object but rather absolutive vs. ergative. The condition on possessor extraction can be formulated as follows:

(172) A possessor can be extracted only if the possessive phrase from which it is extracted is an absolutive.

Condition (172) interacts with extraction through nominalization to provide interesting evidence that obliques in simple clauses bear the subject relation in corresponding nominalizations. In the following examples the possessive phrase from which the possessor is extracted is an oblique:
(173) a. ni con ném? ṭō kʷθē lélem-s ṭē sténi?
aux lsub go obl det house-3pos det woman
'I went to the woman's house.'

b. *nī́ ṭē sténi? ni nēm?-én?θē kʷθē lélem-s
3emph det woman aux go-lssub obl det house-3pos
(It's the woman whose house I went to.)

(174) a. ni con qʷáqʷ-ståt ṭē kʷθē ṭēnʔ-šápal-ʔət
aux lsub club-tr obl det 2pos-shovel-pst
'I hit him with your shovel.'

b. *nāwē ni qʷáqʷ-ståt-ʔénʔ? ṭē kʷθē ṭēnʔ-šápal-ʔət
2emph aux club-tr-lss7b obl det 2pos-shovel-pst
(You're the one whose shovel I clubbed him with.)

Possessor extraction, as predicted by (169) is not possible in these
cases. However, possessor extraction is possible if the embedded clause
is a nominalization. Observe the nominalizations in (172-173a) which
correspond to the simple clauses in (173-174a); possessor extraction
is possible, as is seen in (175-176b):

(175) a. ni nā-š-ném? kʷθē lélem-s ṭē sténi?
aux lpos-nom-go det house-3pos det woman
'I went to the woman's house.'
[literally: 'The woman's house was my going to.']

b. nī́ ṭē sténi? ni nā-š-ném? kʷθē lélem-s
3emph det woman aux lpos-nom-go det house-3pos
'It's the woman whose house I went to.'

(176) a. ni nā-š-qʷáqʷ-ståt kʷθē ṭēnʔ-šápal-ʔət
aux lpos-nom-club-tr det 2pos-shovel-pst
'I hit him with your shovel.'
[literally: 'Your shovel was my hitting him with. ']

b. nāwē ni nā-š-qʷáqʷ-ståt kʷθē ṭēnʔ-šápal-ʔət
2emph aux lpos-nom-club-tr det 2pos-shovel-pst
'You're the one whose shovel I hit him with.'
That possessor extraction is possible in these cases follows from the structure for nominalizations that I have assumed above and from the constraint on possessor extraction formulated in (172). Since the possessive phrases (which are semantically obliques) in (175-176) are subjects of nominalizations, these phrases are absolutes; hence possessors can be extracted from them.

2.6.2.4 Quantifier Extraction

In this section, I discuss constructions involving the extraction of the quantifier mòk'w 'all'. Quantifiers, like other modifiers, appear preceding the nominal they modify, as exemplified in (177-178); in this case the quantifier, determiner, and nominal constitute a nominal phrase which I refer to as the quantified nominal.

(177) mòk'w k'òe qa?
    all det water
    'all the water'

(178) mòk'w k'òe sawwày?qe?
    all det men
    'all the men'

The quantifier mòk'w 'all' can occur in other positions as well. For example, in certain cases, it can follow the nominal it modifies, as in (179-180):

(179) ni wàwa'æs k'òe sq'æmq'æmey? mòk'w
    aux bark det dogs all
    'The dogs all barked.'

(180) ni ?òt?on t'òe sìnlèni? mòk'w
    aux eat det women all
    'The women all ate.'

This construction is rare and I will not be dealing with it here.
There are two constructions where mōk'w appears in initial position in the sentence. First, the quantified nominal can be extracted and, thus, is in initial position followed by an embedded clause, as illustrated in (181-183):

(181) a. ni xwelenčénem mōk'w kwəe s'el?íqət aux run(pl) all det children
    'All the children ran.'

b. mōk'w kwəe s'el?íqət ni xwelenčénem all det children aux run(pl)
    'It was all the children who ran.'

(182) a. ni cən qa?qa?-t mōk'w kwəe qa? aux lsub drink-tr all det water
    'I drank all the water.'

b. mōk'w kwəe qa? ni qa?qa?-t-ʔé.n? all det water aux drink-tr-lssub
    'It's all the water that I drank.'

(183) a. ni ném? ?ə mōk'w kwəe pūt aux go obl all det boat
    'He went to all the boats.'

b. mōk'w kwəe pūt ni ʔ-ném?-s all det boat aux nom-go-3pos
    'It's all the boats that he went to.'

The quantified nominal, like other extracted nominals, can bear the grammatical relations of subject (181), object (182), or oblique (i.e. subject of a nominalization) (183) in the clause from which it is extracted.

There is a second construction where only the quantifier is extracted. In this construction, the quantifier is in initial position followed by an embedded clause, as exemplified in (184-186b):¹⁹
(184) a. ni ḡwεlænčenəm mák’w kwəə səʔel’íqət
aux run(pl) all det children
'All the children ran.'

b. mák’w niw ḡwεlænčenəm kwəə səʔel’íqət
all aux-lnk run(pl) det children
'All the children ran.'

(185) a. ni wəwəq’əs mák’w kwəə sqəməq’əmə́y?
aux bark all det dogs
'All the dogs barked.'

b. mák’w niw wəwəq’əs kwəə sqəməq’əmə́y?
all aux-lnk bark det dogs
'All the dogs barked.'

(186) a. ni ḋətən mák’w tə sənənən?
aux eat all det women
'All the woman ate.'

b. mák’w niw ḋətən tə sənənən?
all aux-lnk eat det women
'All the women ate.'

In (184-186), the quantifier is extracted from quantified nominals which are subjects of intransitives. The quantifier can also be extracted from quantified nominals which are objects of transitives as seen in (187-189b).

(187) a. ni q’wəl-ət-əs tə kwəə səplíl mák’w kwəə səplíl
aux bake-tr-3erg det children all det salmon
'The children baked all the salmon.'

b. mák’w niw q’wəl-ət-əs tə kwəə səplíl kwəə səplíl
all aux-lnk bake-tr-3ssub det children det bread
'The children baked all the salmon.'
*'All the children baked the salmon.'
(188) a. ni qáʔqaʔ-t-as kʷəʔə sewwóʔqeʔ məkʷw kʷəʔə qáʔ aux drink-tr-3erg det men all det water 'The men drank all the water.'

b. məkʷw niw qáʔqaʔ-ət-as kʷəʔə sewwóʔqeʔ kʷəʔə qáʔ all aux-lnk drink-tr-3ssub det men det water 'The men drank all the water.'  *'All the men drank the water.'

(189) a. ni tóyít-t-as tə sənənéʔi məkʷw kʷəʔə scé.iten aux eat-tr-3erg det women all det salmon 'The women ate all the salmon.'

b. məkʷw niw tóyít-t-as tə sənənéʔi kʷəʔə scé.iten all aux-lnk eat-tr-3ssub det women det salmon 'The women ate all the salmon.'  *'All the women ate the salmon.'

However, the quantifier cannot be extracted from quantified nominals which are subjects of transitives as seen in (190-192):

(190) a. ni qʷól-ət-as məkʷw tə səʔəlʔíqəʔ kʷəʔə səplíl aux bake-tr-3erg all det children det bread 'All the children baked the bread.'

b. məkʷw niw qʷól-ət-as tə səʔəlʔíqəʔ kʷəʔə səplíl all aux-lnk bake-tr-3ssub det children det bread '*'All the children baked the bread.'  'The children baked all the bread.'

(191) a. ni qáʔqaʔ-t-as məkʷw kʷəʔə sewwóʔqeʔ kʷəʔə qáʔ aux drink-tr-3erg all det men det water 'All the men drank the water.'

b. məkʷw niq qáʔqaʔ-ət-as kʷəʔə sewwóʔqeʔ kʷəʔə qáʔ all aux-lnk drink-tr-3ssub det men det water '*'All the men drank the water.' 'The men drank all the water.'
(192) a. ni iŷ-t-os mok'w tʰa ston téni? kʷθa sce'íten
     aux eat-tr-jerg all det women det salmon
     'All the women ate the salmon.'

     b. mok'w niw iŷ-t-os tʰa ston téni? kʷθa sce'íten
        all aux-link eat-tr-3ssub det women det salmon
        *'All the women ate the salmon.'
        'The women ate all the salmon.'

Considering examples like the above, it is clear that the
relevant distinction for formulating a condition on quantifier
extraction is absolutive vs. ergative; that is, the quantifier can be
extracted from subjects of intransitives or objects of transitives but
not from subjects of transitives. Thus, a condition on quantifier
extraction can be stated as follows:

(193) The quantifier mok'w 'all' can be extracted only if the
     quantified nominal from which it is extracted is an
     absolutive.

2.6.3 Extraction and Person Marking

In this section I point out the features of person marking in
the embedded clauses of extractions.

First, there are two types of extraction--extraction where
there is person marking in the embedded clause which agrees with the
extracted nominal and extraction where there is no such person marking.
I deal with the former cases by assuming that the extracted nominal
has a pronominal copy. In the latter cases, the extracted nominal
does not have a pronominal copy. As seen in (194-197), when objects
or possessors are extracted, they have pronominal copies.
(194) ʔé.nθə ni qʷáqʷ-əθ-ánʔikʷ-əs
lemph aux club-tr-1obj-3sub
'It's me who he clubbed.'

(195) nəwə ni ləm-θ-amaʔ-ʔé.n
2lemph aux look-tr-2obj-1ssub
'It's you that I looked at.'

(196) ståtəl-stəxʷ con to stənʔiʔ ni qʷá.y-t-əxʷ kʷθə sqeʔəq-s
know-cs lsub det woman aux kill-tr-2ssub det yəb-3pos
'I know the woman whose younger brother you killed.'

(197) ʔé.nθə ni qʷáy kʷθə nə-sqəməyʔ?
lemph aux die det lpos-dog
'I'm the one whose dog died.'

However, extracted subjects do not have pronominal copies, as seen in (198-199):

(198) a. ʔé.nθə ni qʷáqʷ-ət
lemph aux club-tr
'I'm the one who clubbed it.'

b. *ʔé.nθə ni qʷáqʷ-ət-ʔé.n?
lemph aux club-tr-1ssub
(I'm the one who clubbed it.)

(199) a. nít to stənʔiʔ ni qʷáqʷ-ət
3lemph det woman aux club-tr
'It's the woman who clubbed it.'

b. *nít to stənʔiʔ ni qʷáqʷ-ət-əs
3lemph det woman aux club-tr-3ssub
(It's the woman who clubbed it.)

Thus, while extracted objects and possessives have pronominal copies, extracted subjects do not.

Second, as seen in many examples above (e.g. (195) and (196)), person marking of subjects in the embedded clause is indicated by the subjective suffixes (cf. §1.4.5). As was pointed out in §2.4.3, person marking of subordinate clause subjects is indicated by these suffixes.
However, there is a difference between subordinate clauses and the embedded clauses in extractions. It was pointed out above that in subordinate clauses subject is marked for all 3rd persons regardless of ergativity. However, in the embedded clauses of extractions, this is not the case; here 3rd person agreement is indicated only for 3rd person ergatives. This can be seen in (200-201) below; in (200), the embedded clause is intransitive and 3rd person agreement is not possible, while in (201), the embedded clause is transitive and 3rd person agreement is necessary.

(200) státel-staxw con tə sténi? ni t’ilom(∗-əs) kʷəθə sqéʔəq-s know-cs 1sub det woman aux sing-3ssub det y.b.-3pos
'I know the woman whose brother sang.'

(201) státel-staxw con tə sténi? ni ʔʷel-st-əs kʷəθə scéʔəte-n-s
know-cs 1sub det woman aux bake-tr-3ssub det salmon-3pos
'I know the woman whose salmon he baked.'

Thus, 3rd person agreement in the embedded clauses of extractions, like in main clauses, distinguishes ergative/absolutive, differing from subject marking in subordinate clauses which distinguishes subject/object.

2.7 Constraints on Clause Structure

There are some transitive clauses which are impossible in Halkomelem. I account for these by positing two constraints on structure.

The first, used by all speakers, prohibits transitive clauses with 3rd person subjects and 2nd person objects. Thus clauses like the following are ungrammatical:

(202) ʔəni qʷʷəqʷ-əθ-əm-əs ʔə sténi?
aux club-tr-2obj-3erg det woman
(The woman clubbed you.)
(203) *ni q’wàqʷ-st-ál-as  
aux club-2plobj-3erg  
(He clubbed you pl.)

The second constraint, limited to some speakers only, prohibits transitive clauses with subjects that are proper nouns; in other words, it prohibits proper noun ergatives. Thus, the following clauses are ungrammatical:

(204) *ni q’wé-l-at-és tʰə Bob  tʰə scé.ɨtən  
aux bake-tr-3erg det det salmon  
(Bob baked the salmon.)

(205) *ni lón-at-és əe Mary  kʷθə Joe  
aux look-tr-3erg det det  
(Mary looked at Joe.)

(206) *ni lám-əθ-ámʔə-ás ə Mary  
aux look-tr-lobj-3erg det  
(Mary looked at me.)

The status of the object is irrelevant to this constraint: it can be any person or it can be a proper or common noun; in all cases, the clauses are ungrammatical. Furthermore, this constraint is limited to ergatives; as seen in the following examples, subjects of intransitive clauses (i.e., absolutes) that are proper nouns are permitted.

(207) ni t’íləm kʷθə Arnold  
aux sing det  
'Arnold sang.'

(208) ni q’áy ə Mary  
aux die det  
'Mary died.'

2.8 Summary: Distinctions in Halkomelem

In this chapter, I have formulated several rules, conditions on constructions, and constraints in Halkomelem. Here I summarize
these phenomena according to the distinctions they refer to.

First, two phenomena distinguish nuclear terms from obliques: Nominal Case (23) and extraction. While nuclear terms are directly extracted, obliques are extracted through nominalization.

Second, a few phenomena distinguish subjects from objects. Subjects and objects; when they are 1st or 2nd person, are in different pronominal cases (49). In addition, 3rd person agreement distinguishes subjects and objects in subordinate clauses, where agreement is marked only for subjects. Extraction also distinguishes subjects and objects: objects when they are extracted have pronominal copies, while subjects do not.

Lastly, several phenomena make reference to the distinction ergative/absolutive. Third Person Agreement (78) is marked only for ergatives in main and relative clauses, which thus differ from subordinate clauses. One Nominal Interpretation (108) limits the interpretation of a single 3rd person nominal (in the absence of marking for other persons) to absolutive. Also conditions on possessor extraction (172) and quantifier extraction (193) limit extractions of possessors or quantifiers to absolutes. Finally, for some speakers, there is a constraint against ergatives that are proper nouns.

The latter distinction, ergative/absolutive, is of particular interest. The phenomena I discuss here are the first providing evidence for the necessity of this as a syntactic distinction in Central Salish languages.20
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER 2

1. Thompson (1979b, p. 740) points out that transitive sentences where both agent and patient are 3rd person nominals are atypical of many Salish Languages. In fact, Hess (1973) has noted the impossibility of such clauses in Lushootseed. Also, Hukari (1976b) has noted that such clauses are rare in texts. However, my informants seem to feel comfortable with these types of sentences and gave them freely. Suttles (in preparation) notes that he finds such sentences in texts.

2. Temporals are not expressed in oblique phrases but rather by means of a subordinate clause.

3. In Downriver Halkomelem, the oblique marker is apparently not obligatory. Whether or not it is present, all obliques relativize alike, through nominalization with /$k$/ (cf. §2.6.2). In Upriver Halkomelem, the oblique marker has been lost altogether.

4. There are instances where the oblique marker is used to form nominal compounds, e.g.:

   i) lélem ?ə-ƛ' sqʷoméy?
      house obl-det dog
      'dog house'


6. I have concentrated on the major aspectual distinction in Halkomelem—continuative vs. completive. For a more thorough discussion of aspect, and also of tense and mode, see Suttles (in preparation).

7. There is much previous research on Halkomelem and other Central Salish relative clauses; cf. Hukari (1977a), Leslie (1979), Suttles (in preparation), and Kuipers (1967).

8. Relative clauses have not been extensively studied in Relational Grammar. Perlmutter and Postal (to appear c) propose an Overlay relation 'Rel'. Bell (to appear) employed this relation to her analysis of Cebuano relative clauses.

9. I intend for this analysis to be neutral with respect to alternatives available for the initial structure of relative clauses. Relative clauses could have two coreferent NPs or one NP that heads two arcs. Other possibilities may exist as well.
The embedded clauses in (109-113b) follow the head, but the opposite order, as follows, is also quite common.

i) stâtal-staxw-as ñâ ni t’ílém sténi?
   know-cs-3erg det aux sing woman
   'He knows the woman who sang.'

The following is an example of a headless relative clause from Diegueno: (Corbet (1977) p. 270):

i) [ tənay 'wai+Ø 'wuː+wpu+Ly] "čigawx
   yesterday house+OBJ I-see-DEF+IN I-sing-IRREAL
   'I'll sing in the house I saw yesterday.'

The following are also ungrammatical:

i) *stâtal-staxw can ñə [ni t’ímaš sténi? ]
   know-cs 1sub det aux walk woman
   (I know the woman who walked.)

ii) ni q’áy kəə [ni q’áal xʷənítəm ]
    aux die det aux speak white man
    (The white man who spoke died.)

Akmajian (1979, 104) discusses pseudo-cleft (i) and cleft (ii) sentences in English.

i) (The one) who Nixon chose was Agnew.

ii) It was Agnew who Nixon chose.

He points out that these 'express the same grammatical relations, share the same presuppositions, have the same focus, in short, ...are synonymous and are used interchangeably.'

In Halkomelem, there also appears to be little difference in meaning between cleft and pseudo-cleft sentences.

Chamorro, according to Chung (to appear b) also extracts some nominals through nominalization.

Note that the element posited to be predicate in nominalizations is, like other predicates, in initial position.

Nominalizations in Halkomelem differ from sentential nominalizations in other languages because in Halkomelem the object of a simple clause is apparently an object (and not an oblique) in the corresponding nominalization.
In Chapters 3 and 4 I point out that some nominals can be extracted from nominalizations with the prefix s-; however, such nominalizations would also be ungrammatical for examples like (157-158b).

Other quantifiers cannot appear in these alternative orders.

The quantifier is a predicate adjective as is evidenced by its initial position in the clause.

Davis (1974) and Kuipers (1967, p. 173) make use of the term ergative with respect to 3rd person agreement in Sliammon and Squamish.
Chapter 3

ADVANCEMENTS TO OBJECT

3.0 Introduction

In this chapter, I discuss constructions in which a nominal with the semantic role of 'recipient', 'benefactive', 'causal', or 'directional' is syntactically the object of the clause. Each type of construction is illustrated in (1-4):

(1) ni ?ám-as-t-ás kʷθə sqʷəmêy? ?ə kʷθə səʔám?
aux give-advA-tr-3erg det dog obl det bone
'He gave the dog the bone.'

(2) ni ʔəl-eic-t-əs ə sténiʔ? ʔə kʷθə səʔpl̓il
aux bake-advB-tr-3erg det woman obl det bread
'He baked the bread for the woman.'

(3) ni əʔeyʔ kʷ-méʔ-t-əs kʷθə sqʷəmêy?
aux startle-advC-tr-3erg det dog
'He was startled at the dog.'

(4) ?i ʔə-ʔəʔəʔ-n-əs-əs ə sténiʔ?
aux ser-come-advD-tr-3erg det woman
'He's coming toward the woman.'

It is assumed that grammatical relations at the initial level of syntax correspond to the semantic role of the nominal, the initial grammatical relation of the 'recipient' in (1) would be indirect object [3], the 'benefactive', 'causal', and 'directional' in (2-4) respectively would be obliques [Ben, Causal, Dir].

In order to account for the behaviour of these nominals as objects, I propose that clauses like (1-4) should be analyzed as structures involving advancements to object: i.e., a nominal bearing an indirect object or oblique relation at the initial level bears the...
object relation at final level. Thus, the advancements to object in (1-4) can be represented by the partial stratal diagrams given in (5-8) respectively:

\[
\begin{align*}
(5) & \quad \sqrt{3} \\
(6) & \quad \frac{\text{Ben}}{2} \\
(7) & \quad \frac{\text{Caus}}{2} \\
(8) & \quad \frac{\text{Dir}}{2}
\end{align*}
\]

In arguing for an advancement analysis for the above clauses, I first consider indirect object to object advancement and benefactive to object advancement. In §3.1, I present evidence that the indirect object and benefactive are final objects. In §3.2, I discuss the status of the 'patient' in advancement clauses. In §3.3, I consider an alternative to an advancement analysis.

Second, I discuss causal to object advancement. In §3.4, I argue that the causal is the final object in clauses involving advancement. In §3.5, I consider an alternative to an advancement analysis.

Third, I briefly discuss directional to object advancement. In §3.6, I present evidence that the locative is the final object in advancement clauses.

Finally, in §3.7, I discuss conditions on advancements in Halkomelem, and, in §3.8, I briefly consider the verbal morphology associated with advancement. (cf. §1.4)

3.1 Indirect Object and Benefactive Advancement

In this section, I argue that the nominals bearing the semantic roles of 'recipient' and 'benefactive' in (1-2) respectively are objects at the final level of syntax. Maintaining the assumption that initial grammatical relations correspond to semantic roles, I posit that the
'recipient' in (1) is an initial indirect object [3] and the 'benefactive' in (2) is an initial oblique relation [Ben]. 3-2 advancement and Ben-2 advancement, as represented in (5) and (6), are posited for these clauses. Additional examples of 3-2 advancement clauses are given in (9-11) and of Ben-2 advancement in (12-14).

(9) ni `ám-as-t-as kʷəə swíw?les ?ə kʷəə púkʷ aux give-advA-tr-3erg det man obl det book
'He gave the boy the book.'

(10) ni cen xʷágem-as-t kʷəə Bob ?ə kʷəə na-léleq-em-?əí aux 1sub sell-advA-tr- det obl det lpos-house-pst
'I sold Bob my house.'

(11) ni ʔə-əs-t-as ə Mary ʔə-ƛə nəwə aux tell-advA-tr-3erg det obl-det 2emph
'He told Mary about you.'

(12) ni ʔə-yəc-as-t-as kʷəə swíy?qe? ?ə kʷəə swéxwəl-əs aux fix-advB-tr-3erg det man obl det canoe-3pos
'He fixed the canoe for the man.'

(13) ni ʔəlʔ-as-t-as kʷəə-ənʔ méʔ ?ə kʷəə pípa-s aux write-advB-tr-3erg det-2pos fater obl det letter-3pos
'He wrote the letter for your father.'

(14) ni cen ʔíłq-as-t ə na-mənʔ ə-kʷə qələqʔəsənʔ aux 1sub buy-advB-tr det lpos-offspring obl-det shoe
'I bought my daughter some shoes.'

In this section, I present arguments that the 'recipients' and 'benefactives' in Halkomelem are final objects. I give two types of arguments. First, I give evidence based on Nominal Case, Pronominal Case and extraction, that the 'recipients' and 'benefactives' are objects. I argue that in order for the rules in Chapter 2 to account for these data, they must specify final level of structure. Second, I give evidence based on possessor and quantifier extraction that the 'recipients' and 'benefactives' are absolutes. That these nominals
behave like absolutes, i.e. objects in a transitive clause, follows
from an advancement analysis which posits that these nominals are
indeed final objects.

Thus, in order for these rules to account for these data, they
must specify final level of structure.

3.1.1 Nominal Case

The first argument that the 'recipient' and 'benefactive' are
final objects is based on Nominal Case. As discussed above, nominal
objects are in the straight case. Therefore, if the 'recipient' and
'benefactive' in the above examples are objects, as I propose, then
they should be marked in the straight case. As can be seen in (9-14)
above, this is so.

Interestingly, the 'recipient' or 'benefactive' cannot appear
in the oblique case, as can be seen in (16-17):

(15) *ni ʔám(-əs)-t-əs (ʔə) kʷθə ʔə sʔ'ám? ʔə kʷθə sqʷəmey?
aux give-advA-tr-3erg obl det bone obl det dog
(He gave the bone to the dog.)

(16) *ni qʷ'ól(-əs)-t-əs (ʔə) kʷθə səplíʔ ʔə ʔə sʔəni?
aux bake-advB-tr-3erg obl det bread obl det woman
(He baked the bread for the woman.)

These sentences are ungrammatical regardless of the word order of the
nominals, the case marking of the 'patient', or the presence or absence
of the advancement suffix. That 'recipients' and 'benefactives' cannot
occur in the oblique case can be accounted for if we assume that these
nominals cannot bear the grammatical relations of indirect object and
oblique respectively at final level of syntax. Thus, 3-2 advancement
and Ben-2 advancement are obligatory in Halkomelem. This condition is
discussed further in §3.7.3
If we maintain that the 'benefactive' is an initial oblique, but (as seen in (16)) cannot be in the oblique case, then the rule for Nominal Case as formulated in §2.1 is inadequate. Specifically, there is a difference between the obliques discussed in Chapter 2 and the 'benefactive' in the above example; while the former bear an oblique relation at final level, 'benefactives' do not. Thus, if we specified that the rule of Nominal Case only marks final relations, as in (17) then we can account for the oblique marking of the obliques discussed in Chapter 2 and also for the lack of oblique case marking of 'benefactives' in Ben-2 advancement clauses. Further justification of this modification is given in Chapter 4.

(17) Nominal Case

a. Final nuclear terms and common noun possessors are in the straight case.

b. Final obliques and proper noun possessors are in the oblique case.

As we proceed, we will see that other rules discussed in Chapter 2 must be modified to specify the level.

3.1.2 Pronominal Case

Pronominal Case (cf. §2.4) provides a second agrument for 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement. If the 'recipient' and 'benefactive' in the above clauses are objects, as I propose, then a 1st or 2nd person 'recipient' or 'benefactive' should be in the objective case. This prediction is correct, as seen in (18-21):

(18) ni ʔam-ʔas-ʔ-ʔamʔas ʔa kʷʔa pukw
aux give-advA-tr-10bj obl det book
'He gave me the book.'
(19) ni can yəθ-əs-θ-áma ə-λ' Bob
aux lsub tell-advA-tr-2obj obl-det
'I told you about Bob.'

(20) ni əθy-ətθ-ə-ám?ə-s ə kʷθə na-snáxʷət
aux fix-advB-tr-1obj-3erg obl det 1pos-canoe
'He fixed my canoe for me.'

(21) ni can əθy-ətθ-ə-áma ə kʷθo-en' snáxʷət
aux lsub fix-advB-tr-2obj obl det-2pos canoe
'I fixed your canoe for you.'

The 'recipient' or 'benefactive' cannot be expressed in the oblique case, as can be seen in (22-23).

(22) *ni ?am(-əθ)-t-əs (?ə) kʷθə púkʷ ?ə-λ' ?e.nθə?
aux give-advA-tr-3erg obl det book obl-det lemph
(He gave the book to me.)

(23) *ni əθy (-əc)-t-əs (?ə) kʷθə snáxʷət ?ə-λ' ?e.nθə?
aux fix-advB-tr-3erg obl det canoe obl-det lemph
(He fixed the canoe for me.)

Again, word order, the case of the 'patient', or the presence or absence of the advancement marker has no effect on the ungrammaticality of these clauses.

Therefore, that the 'recipient' and 'benefactive' in such sentences are expressed by object pronominal suffixes provides evidence that they bear the grammatical relation of object.

Again as with Nominal Case, the data involving 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement and Pronominal Case indicates that this rule should be specified for level. Since according to this analysis, 'benefactives' are initial but are not final obliques, the rule for oblique case should be limited to final level. Thus, Pronominal Case can be limited to final level as follows:
(24) Pronominal Case
   a. Final subjects are in the subjective case.
   b. Final objects are in the objective case.
   c. Final obliques are in the oblique case.

Further support for this modification is given in Chapter 4.

3.1.3 Extraction

Data involving the extraction of a 'recipient' or 'benefactive' provide a third argument for advancement to object of these nominals. As discussed in §2.6, nuclear terms are directly extracted, while obliques are extracted through nominalization. In (25–28), the 'recipient' or 'benefactive' is directly extracted.

   boy det aux give-advA-tr-3ssubobl det book
   'It's a boy that gave the book to.'

(26) ní't kʷθə Bob ni xʷáyam-as-t-ʔé.n? ?ə kʷθə na-lélam-ʔəx
   3emph det aux sell-advA-tr-1ssub obl det 1pos-house-pst
   'It's Bob who I sold the house to.'

   man det aux fix-advB-tr-3ssub obl det canoe
   'It's a man that he fixed the canoe for.'

(28) wét kʷə ni qʷl-aíc-t-əxʷ ?ə kʷθə saplíl
   who det aux bake-advB-tr-2ssub obl det bread
   'Who did you bake the bread for?'

Furthermore, note that 'recipients' and 'benefactives' cannot be extracted through nominalization, as is seen in (29–30):

(29) *swíw?læs kʷθə ni š-ʔám-os-t-s kʷθə púkʷ
    boy det aux nom-give-advA-tr-3pos det book
    (His giving the book was to the boy.)

(30) *swáy?qe? kʷθə ni š-ʔáy-aíc-t-s kʷθə snóxʷəx
    man det aux nom-fix-advB-tr-3pos det canoe
    (His fixing the canoe was for the man.)
That, the 'recipients' and 'benefactives' behave like objects and not like obliques with respect to extraction follows from an analysis which posits advancement to object for these nominals.

As with Nominal and Pronominal Case, these data also provide evidence that the rule for extraction should specify final level of syntax, as follows:

(31) a. Final nuclear terms are directly extracted.
    b. Final obliques are extracted through nominalization.

3.1.4 Possessor Extraction

Data involving possessor extraction provide a fourth argument that the 'recipient' and 'benefactive' are objects. In §2.6, a condition on possessor extraction was formulated as follows:

(32) A possessor can be extracted only if the possessive phrase is an absolutive.

If the 'recipient' and 'benefactive' are final objects of the clause then they are absolutes at final level. Thus, the possessor in phrases which play the role of 'recipient' or 'benefactive' should extract, and indeed they do.

(33) stātēl-stēxʷ con Ʉə šeʔn̓iʔ niʔám-əs-t-ʔé.nʔ kʷʔə sq̓eʔəq-s
     know-cs  lsub det woman aux give-advA-tr-1ssub det y.b.-3pos
     'I know the woman whose younger brother I gave it to.'

(34) ʔé.nʔə niʔ̓ kʷɬəm-əs-t-əxʷ kʷʔə na-sq̓eʔəq ʔə kʷʔə lēləm
     lemph aux sell-advA-tr-2ssub det 1pos-y.b. obl det house
     'I'm the one whose younger brother you sold the house to.'

(35) stātēl-stēxʷ con Ʉə šeʔn̓iʔ niʔ̓ kʷɬəm-əs-t-əxʷ kʷʔə stāləs-s
     know-cs  lsub det woman aux fix-advB-tr-2ssub det spouse-3pos
     'I know the woman whose husband you fixed the canoe for.'
(36) nówọ ni xọl?-ọc-ọt-es kọẹ-ọn? mën ?ọ kọẹ pípọ-s
2emph aux write-advB-tr-3sub det-2pos father obl det letter-3pos
'You're the one whose father he wrote the letter for.'

According to the advancement analysis, 'recipients' and
'benefactives' are final objects although they are not initial objects.
Thus, these nominals are absolutes at final level although they are
not absolutes at initial level. The condition on possessor extraction
is therefore limited to final absolutes, as follows:

(37) A possessor can be extracted only if the possessive phrase
is a final absolute.

I discuss this further in Chapter 4.

3.1.5. Quantifier Extraction

As discussed in §2.7, a condition on quantifier extraction is
given as follows:

(38) The quantifier mọk'w can be extracted only from an absolute.

Since under an advancement analysis, 'recipients' and 'benefactives'
are objects and therefore absolutes, the quantifier should extract
if the 'recipient' or 'benefactives' is a quantified phrase. This is
the case, as seen in (39-42):

(39) mọk'w niw ?ám-as-t-as tọ sịezi?n? tọ sọọl?ọtọ?
all aux-lnk give-advA-tr-3sub det women det children
?ọ kọẹ púk'w
obl det book
'He women gave all the children books.'
(40) məkʷ niw yeθ-as-t-eq kw̓oə səntení? q-a' nəwe
all aux-lnk tell-advA-tr-lplsub det women obl-det 2emph
'We told all the women about you.'

(41) məkʷ niw q'wəl-eic-t-ax kw̓oə səntení? qə kw̓oə saplÍ
all aux-lnk bake-advB-tr-2ssub det women obl det bread
'You baked bread for all the women.'

(42) məkʷ niw q'əq-eic-t-e.n kw̓oə ne-méʔ-men?ə
all aux-lnk buy-advB-tr-lssub det 1pos-offspring
qə kw̓oə q'qəq-əyʔʔ-sən?
obl det shoe
'I bought shoes for all my kids.'

Again, as with possessor extraction, that the quantifier is extracted from 'recipients' and 'benefactives', which are final absolutes but not initial absolutes, indicates that the condition on quantifier extraction may be limited to final absolutes, as follows:

(43) The quantifier məkʷ can be extracted only from a final absolute.

This will be discussed further in Chapter 4.

3.2 The 'Patient' in Advancement Clauses

In the preceding section, I presented arguments that the 'recipient' and 'benefactive' are final objects in Halkomelem. In the examples discussed above, there was also a nominal with the semantic role of 'patient'. This raises the question: What grammatical relation does the 'patient' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses bear? In this section, I give evidence pertaining to this question.

First, I give evidence that the 'patient' is not a final object nor an oblique. Second, I discuss two alternatives available within the theory of Relational Grammar for the final grammatical relation of
the 'patient' in these clauses. In my discussion, I show that the Halkomelem data available at present provide no evidence for preferring one of these alternatives.

3.2.1 Arguments that the 'Patient' is not the Final Object

In proposing an advancement analysis for clauses with 'recipients' and 'benefactives', I maintained the assumption that initial grammatical relations correspond to semantic roles. If that assumption is to be consistently maintained, then the 'patient' in such clauses, like the 'patients' in the basic sentences discussed in Chapter 2, should be assigned the initial grammatical relation of object.

Since the 'patient' under this analysis is initial object, one possibility for the final grammatical relation of the 'patient' is object. Under such an analysis, the 'patient' does not change grammatical relations; the 'recipient' or 'benefactive' however, advances to object, as argued above. Under this analysis, a 3-2 advancement clause could be represented in the following stratal diagram.

\[\text{(44)}\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\rho \\
1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \\
1 \quad 2 \\
\text{verb} \quad \text{'agent'} \quad \text{'patient'} \quad \text{'recipient'}
\end{array}
\]

Such an analysis predicts that the 'patient' should behave like an object with respect to the rules making reference to object formulated in Chapter 2. I give arguments, based on Nominal Case and extraction, against this analysis.

As discussed in §2.1, object nominals are in the straight case.
However, in clauses with 3-2 or Ben-2 advancement, the 'patient' is always in the oblique case. This can be seen, for example, in (9-14). I repeat (9) and (13) here as (45) and (46).

 'He gave the boy the book.'

(46) ni xəlʔ-ət-əs kʷθə-enʔ mən ?ə kʷθə pípo-s aux write-advB-tr-3erg det-2pos father obl det letter-3pos
 'He wrote the letter for your father.'

Furthermore, the 'patient' nominal in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses cannot be expressed in the straight case, as is seen in (47) and (48):

 (He gave the boy the book.)

(48) *ni xəlʔ-ət-əs kʷθə-enʔ mən kʷθə pípo-s aux write-advB-tr-3erg det-2pos father det letter-3pos
 (He wrote the letter for your father.)

Thus, Nominal Case provides an argument that the 'patient' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses is not final object. In addition, the behaviour of 'patients' in these clauses with respect to Nominal Case indicates that this rule should refer to final level, as suggested in (17), since 'patients' are objects at initial level but are not in the straight case.

Data involving the extraction of the 'patient' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses provide a second argument that the 'patient' is not the final object. In §2.6, the following condition on extraction was given:

(49) Final nuclear terms are directly extracted.
Thus, an analysis which proposed that the 'patient' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses is a final object would predict that these nominals could be directly extracted. As can be seen in (50-52), this is not the case:

(50) *nìt kʷəə pùkm ni ʔám-as-t-əs kʷəə səwíwəles
3emph det book aux give-advA-tr-3ssub det boy
(It's a book that he gave the boy.)

(51) *nìt kʷəə nə-lələm-ʔət ni xʷayəm-os-t-ʔé.n kʷəə Bob
3emph det lpos-house-pst aux sell-advA-tr-1ssub det
(It's my house that I sold to Bob.)

(52) *səplíl kʷəə ni qʷəl-əc-θ-ámʔəs ʔə steni?
bread det aux bake-advB-tr-lobj-3ssub det woman
(Bread is what the woman baked for me.)

(53) *snəxʷət kʷəə ni ʔəyəc-t-əs kʷəə swəʔge?
canoe det aux fix-advB-tr-3ssub det man
(A canoe is what he fixed for the man.)

These data provide evidence that an analysis which proposes that the 'patient' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses is the final object cannot be maintained.

Furthermore, since the 'patient' in these clauses is the initial although not the final object, the rule of extraction should refer to final object, as suggested in (31) above.

3.2.2 An Argument that the 'Patient' is not a Final Oblique

In the previous section, it was shown that 'patients' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses are in the oblique rather than the straight case and that these nominals cannot be directly extracted. Thus, these nominals cannot be final objects.

The case of these nominals suggests a second alternative for their grammatical relation at final level—oblique, as represented in
the stratal diagrams in (54) and (55):

(54) ![Diagram 1]

(55) ![Diagram 2]

However, there is one argument, based on data involving extraction, against this analysis.

In (56-58) below, I have given examples involving the extraction of the 'patient' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses (cf. 30-52):

(56) ní̤̄t kwΘe pûkni s-ʔám-ós-t-s kwΘe swíwles
3emph det book aux nom-give-tr-3pos det boy
'It's a book that he gave the boy.'

(57) ní̤̄t kwΘe nàlám-ʔat ni nà-s-xwáyom-ós-t kwΘe Bob
3emph det lpos-house-pst aux lpos-nom-sell-tr det
'It's my house that I sold to Bob.'

(58) səплíl kwΘe ni s-q'wəl-əic-ə-ʔám?š-s tə sténi?
bread det aux nom-bake-tr-1obj-3pos det woman
'Bread is what the woman baked for me.'

(59) snóxət kwΘe ni s-ʔåy-əic-t-s kwΘe swáy?qe?
canoe det aux nom-fix-tr-3pos det man
'A canoe is what he fixed for the man.'

As can be seen in the above examples, these nominals are extracted through nominalization. In §2.6.2.2, I pointed out that oblique nominals were also extracted through nominalization: e.g. the instrument in (60a) is extracted through nominalization in (60b):
(60) a. ni con q'wáq'-at ?e k'θe ?an?-šápol-?st aux lsub club-tr obl det 2pos-shovel-pst
'I clubbed it with your shovel.'

b. ník k'θe ?an?-šápol-?st ni na-š-q'wáq'-at 3empf det 2pos-shovel-pst aux lpos-nom-club-tr
'It's your shovel that I clubbed it with.'

This might suggest that 'patients' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses, which are also extracted through nominalization, are also obliques. However, there is an important difference between the nominalizations in (56-59) and (60b). Notice that in (56-59) the nominalizer prefixed to the verb is s- while in (60b) it is š-. As can be seen in (61-62), it is not possible to substitute the prefix š- in examples like (56-59):

(61) *nít k'θe púk'w ni š-š'ám-øs-t-s k'θe swíwɬes 3empf det book aux nom-give-advA-tr-3pos det boy
(It's a book that he gave the boy.)

(62) *snọxʷst k'θe ni š-š'qy-øk-t-s k'θe swáyʔqem canoe det aux nom-fix-advB-tr-3pos det man
(A canoe is what he fixed for the man.)

Nor is it possible to substitute s- in examples like (60b):

(63) *nít k'θe ?an?-šápol-?st ni na-s-q'wáq'-at 3empf det 2pos-shovel-pst aux lpos-club-tr
(It's your shovel that I clubbed it with.)

The nominalizers s- and š- are distinct; that is, they do not represent morphophonemic alternants of the same prefix governed by such factors as the phonology or lexical class of the verb. Observe the following examples:
(64) a. yá̱.ys ‘work’
    b. s-yá̱.ys ‘work, job’, 'that accomplished by work’
    c. š-yá̱.yʔas ‘tool’

(65) a. šíʔeʔ ‘be ashamed’
    b. s-šíʔeʔ-s ‘his shame’
    c. š-šíʔeʔ-s-3pos ‘that which he is ashamed of’,
                   'the cause of his shame’

The (a) examples illustrate the verb. In the (b) examples, the verb
is prefixed with s and the form expresses the 'product' or 'patient'
of the verb. In the (c) examples, the verb is prefixed with š- and the
form expresses the oblique nominal associated with the verb, e.g.
instrument, locative, causal. Clearly, s- and š- have consistent
semantic differences.

Thus, if 'patients' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses were
oblique, we would expect them to behave like oblique with respect to
extraction. We have seen, however, that while oblique are extracted
through nominalization with the prefix š-, 'patients' in 3-2 and Ben-2
advancement clauses are extracted through nominalization with the prefix
s-. 6

3.2.3 Two Alternatives: Chomage or Retreat

In the preceding sections, I have argued that 'patients' in 3-2
and Ben-2 advancement clauses are neither final objects nor final
oblique. In this section, I propose two other alternatives: 'patients'
in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses are chomeurs or they are indirect
objects. 7 I discuss these alternatives with respect to nominal case
marking and extraction.
Under the first alternative, the 3 or Ben in advancing to object places the initial object (i.e. the 'patient') en chômage, as represented in the following stratal diagram:

(66)

verb 'agent' 'patient' 'recipient'

In order for this analysis to account for case marking and extraction, these rules must be modified. First, since the object chomeur is in the oblique case, a statement that oblique case is used for object chomeurs must be added to the case rule as follows:

(67) Nominal Case
   a. Final nuclear terms are in the straight case.
   b. Final obliques and final object-chomeurs are in the oblique case.

Apparently the relevant case distinction under such a formulation, is term/non-term; e.g.:

(68) Nominal Case
   a. Final terms are in the straight case.
   b. Final non-terms are in the oblique case.

Thus, the analysis in (66) together with the case rule in (68) accounts for the behaviour of 'patients' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses with respect to case.

Second, it was pointed out above that 'patients' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses are extracted through nominalization. Unlike obliques, which are extracted through nominalization with 5-, 'patients'
of 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses are nominalized with $\_$. This information must be added to the rule of extraction as follows:

(69) a. Final subjects and final objects are directly extracted.
   b. Final obliques and object chômeurs are extracted through nominalization.
   i. extraction of obliques is indicated by $\^{}$. 
   ii. extraction of object-chômeurs is indicated by $\_$. 

Again, the relevant distinction for extraction appears to be term/non-term: (69) can be restated as:

(70) a. Final terms are directly extracted.
   b. Final non-terms are extracted through nominalization.

Thus, the analysis in (66) and the extraction rule in (70) account for the behaviour of the 'patient' nominal.

In summary, the analysis in (66), which posits that the 'patient' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses is a final chômeur, allows for simple formulations of nominal case marking and extraction. Like obliques, objects chômeurs are final non-terms; thus, by referring to final non-terms in the rule for oblique case marking and by specifying that non-terms are extracted through nominalization, the similarity between obliques and object chômeurs can be captured. Under this analysis a simple account of the prefixes used in nominalization is possible; i.e., object chômeurs are nominalized with $\_$, while final obliques are nominalized with $\^{}$.

A second analysis is possible for 'patients' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses; this analysis makes use of the concept of 'retreat'. A retreat (the opposite of an advancement) is a construction in which a nominal bearing a grammatical relation on one level bears a grammatical
relation lower on the hierarchy in (71) at the next level.

(71) subject > object > indirect object

A retreat analysis, then, would posit that the 'patient', which is the initial object, is a final indirect object, as represented by the stratal diagram in (72).

(72)

In order for this analysis to account for the behaviour of the 'patient' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses with respect to Nominal Case and extraction, modifications in these rules must be made. First, it should be noted that the rules for nominal case given previously make no reference to indirect object. As was pointed out in §3.1, initial indirect objects always advance to object. For this reason, no reference was made to final indirect object in the discussion of basic rules in Chapter 2.

However, under the analysis proposed in (72), 'patients' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses are final indirect objects. Thus, Nominal Case must be modified as follows:

(73) a. Final subjects and final objects are in the straight case.
    b. Final indirect objects and final obliques are in the oblique case.

The relevant distinction for case marking is nuclear terms (i.e., subject and object)/other nominals, as stated in (74):
(74) Nominal Case
   a. Final nuclear terms are in the straight case.
   b. Other nominals are in the oblique case.

Thus, the retreat analysis together with the case rule given in (74) accounts for the behaviour of 'patients' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses.

Likewise, the condition on extraction can be modified to accommodate a retreat analysis, as follows:

(75) a. Final subjects and final objects are directly extracted.
   b. Final indirect objects and final obliques are extracted through nominalization.
      i. Extraction of indirect objects is indicated by the nominalizer s.
      ii. Extraction of obliques is indicated by the nominalizer ñ.

Again the relevant distinction is nuclear terms/other nominals. Only nuclear terms can be directly extracted; other nominals cannot be.

Thus, the rule of extraction in Halkomelem would be as follows:

(76) a. Final nuclear terms are directly extracted.
   b. Other nominals are extracted through nominalization.

The retreat analysis together with the above rule for extraction accounts for the behaviour of 'patients' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses.

In summary, the retreat analysis, like the chomage analysis, captures the similarities of 'patients' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses and obliques. Both are not final nuclear terms. By referring to nominals which are not final nuclear terms in the rule for oblique case and by specifying that nominals which are not final nuclear terms are extracted through nominalization, final indirect objects and final
obliques behave alike with respect to these rules. However, with respect
to the prefix indicating nominalization, final indirect objects and
final obliques behave differently: that is, final indirect objects are
nominalized with s-, while final obliques are nominalized with ñ-

In contrasting the chomage and the retreat analyses, both are
able to account for nominal case and extraction. Each analysis is able
to capture the similarities and the differences between 'patients' in
3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses and obliques. Furthermore, I can
present no evidence from Halkomelem that would distinguish these
analyses. For this reason, I will refer to the final grammatical
relation of 'patients' in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses by the cover
term 3/2 chomeur. This is to be understood as representing either a
final indirect object or an object chomeur. I will return to this
problem in Chapter 4.

3.3 An Alternative to an Advancement Analysis

In the preceding sections, I have argued that there are clauses
in Halkomelem involving 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement, e.g. (77) and (78)
respectively:

(77) ni ?ám-as-t-əs kʷəə sqʷəmə? ʔə kʷəə səʔəmə
aux give-advA-tr-3erg det dog obl det bone
'He gave the dog the bone.'

(78) ni qʷəl-əəc-t-əs ə sqəniʔ? ʔə kʷəə səplíl
aux bake-advB-tr-3erg det woman obl det bread
'He baked the bread for the woman.'

I have shown that the initial indirect object or benefactive in such
clauses are final objects. In addition, I have pointed out the initial
object in such clauses is either an object chomeur or an indirect object
at final level. Thus, (77) and (78) can be represented by the stratal
diagrams in (79) and (80):

(79) \[ \rho_1 2 3 2/3 2 \]

\[ \text{'am} \quad \emptyset \quad s\text{θ}'am? \quad sq\text{w}am\text{ey}? \]

'give' 'he' 'bone' 'dog'

(80) \[ \rho_1 2 \text{Ben} 2/3 2 \]

\[ q\text{w}ol \quad \emptyset \quad s\text{aplil} \quad s\text{t}eni? \]

'bake' 'he' 'bread' 'woman'

Under this analysis, which I will refer to as the **advancement analysis**, the assumption is maintained that initial grammatical relations correspond to the semantic role of the nominal: thus, the 'recipient' in (77) is an initial indirect object and the 'benefactive' in (78) is an initial Ben.

In this section, I contrast the advancement analysis with an alternate which I will refer to as the **no-advancement analysis**. Under this analysis different assumptions are made concerning the semantic roles of the nominals, and thus, different grammatical relations are assigned at initial level. Specifically, \[ sq\text{w}am\text{ey}? 'dog' \] in (77) is interpreted as playing the semantic role of 'patient' and thus bears the initial grammatical relation of object; \[ s\text{θ}'am? 'bone', \] on the other hand, is interpreted as having the semantic role of instrument (or some other oblique) and thus bears the initial grammatical relation of oblique. Under this analysis, (77) would be represented as:\[^9\]
According to this analysis, a better gloss for (77) would be:

(82) 'He gifted/endowed the dog with the bone.'

Notice that under the no-advancement analysis, the structure of clauses like (77) can be represented in a single stratum: no advancement needs to be posited. Since both the no-advancement and the advancement analyses posit that sq'amy? 'dog' is the final object in (77), both equally well account for the behaviour of this nominal with respect to Nominal Case, Pronominal Case, etc. (cf. §3.1).

However, the no-advancement and advancement analyses differ in two important respects. First, the no-advancement analysis posits that nominals like sq'amy? 'dog' in (77) are initial objects while the advancement analysis posits that such nominals are initial indirect objects which advance to direct object. In §3.3.1 and 3.3.2 I present two arguments based on reflexives and control marking that such nominals are not initial objects. This evidence, then, favors the advancement analysis.

Second, the two analyses make different claims concerning the grammatical relations of nominals like sq'ám? 'bone' in (77). Under the no-advancement analysis, such nominals are final obliques while under the advancement analysis, they are final 3s/2-chômeurs. In §3.3.3 I repeat the evidence involving extraction given in §3.2.2 that these nominals are not final obliques. Again, the evidence favors the
advancement analysis.

3.3.1 Reflexives

The first argument that nominals like *sg*wom*y? 'dog' in (77) are not initial objects is based on the reflexive construction in Halkomelem. In §2.5.7, it was pointed out that clauses involving the coreference of the subject and the object are reflexives. In such clauses, only the subject is expressed: the reflexive marker, -∅a∅, is suffixed to the verb, as seen in (83-84):

(83) ni can l&h-x-w-∅a∅
aux lsub blanket-self
'I covered myself with a blanket.'

(84) ni can xîq'-∅a∅
aux lsub scratch-self
'I scratched myself.'

However, when the subject is coreferent with the final object in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses, the reflexive construction is ungrammatical, as seen in (85-87):

(85) *ni can ʔ&m-∅a∅-∅a∅
aux lsub give-advA-self
(I gave it to myself.)

(86) *ni q*w-xl-∅a∅-∅a∅ ʔ∅ k∅∅∅ seplíl
aux bake-advB-self obl det bread
(He baked the bread for himself.)

(87) *ni can ʔ∅y-∅a∅-∅a∅ ʔ∅ k∅∅∅ sn&h-x-∅a∅
aux lsub make-advB-self obl det canoe
(I made myself a canoe.)

Under the advancement analysis, the following condition on reflexives could be proposed to account for the difference between (83-84) and (85-87):
In reflexives, the subject must be coreferential to the initial object.

In clauses like (83-84), the coreferent nominal is the 'patient' and therefore the initial object. Such clauses meet condition (88). In clauses like (85-86), the coreferent nominal is the 'recipient' or 'benefactive' and therefore the initial indirect object or Ben. Thus, 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses do not meet condition (88) and reflexives are not possible.

Under a no-advancement analysis, a constraint like (88) is difficult to state; because all of the coreferent nominals in (83-87) are 'patients' according to this analysis, they are all initial objects. Therefore, any constraint making reference to initial object could not distinguish (83-84) from (85-87).

It could be suggested that coreference in clauses like (95-87) is semantically anomalous in Halkomelem, thus accounting for the ungrammaticality of these clauses. However, although coreference in clauses like (85-87) cannot be expressed via the reflexive, there is a second coreference construction in Halkomelem which can be used for such clauses; this construction is discussed in detail in §4.4.

Finally, it could be proposed that the verbs in clauses like (85-87) are somehow morphologically 'incompatible' with the reflexive suffix. However, this is clearly not the case. In (89), (91), and (93) I have given examples of reflexives. In (90), (92), and (94) I have given examples of Ben-2 clauses with the same verbs:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(89) } & \text{ ni q'áy-øst} \\
& \text{aux kill-self} \\
& \text{'He killed himself.'}
\end{align*}
\]
(90) ni q'ay-aíc-0–ámʔ-0s
aux kill–advB–tr–1obj–3erg
'He killed it for me.'

(91) ni cen 0y-0at
aux lsub fix–self
'I fixed myself up.'

(92) ni cen 0y-aíc-0at
aux lsub fix–advB–tr
'I fixed it for him.'

(93) ni ṳxʷ-0at
aux blanket–self
'He covered himself with a blanket.'

(94) ni ṳxʷ-aíc-0at-0s
aux blanket–advB–tr–3erg
'He covered it with a blanket for him.'

Thus, a solution relying on the morphological 'incompatibility' of
certain verb roots and the reflexive suffix is untenable.

Under the no-advancement analysis, then, no apparent account
can be given of differences in clauses like (83–84) and (85-87).
Under the advancement analysis, however, condition (88), limiting
reflexives to clauses where the subject is co-referential with the
initial object, accounts for this difference. Therefore, the advance-
ment analysis is to be preferred.

3.3.2 Control Marking

The second argument that nominals like ṳxʷʷ̣̣̣́ỵ̣̣́? 'dog' in (77)
are not initial objects is based on control marking in Halkomelem.
In 81.4 and 82.3 above, it was pointed out that verbs in transitive
clauses have transitive suffixes while verbs in intransitive clauses
lack such suffixes. Also, I briefly discussed the semantic distinction
between two transitive markers, -t, which is unmarked for control, and
-nəxʷ, which marks limited control. This contrast can be seen in
(95–96).

(95) a. ni qʷáqʷ-ət-əs tə sístíi? ʔə kʷθə sqé̓məl?
aux club-tr-3erg det woman obl det paddle
'He clubbed the woman with the paddle. [on purpose]

b. ni qʷáqʷ-nəxʷ-əs tə sístíi? ʔə kʷθə sqé̓məl?
aux club-l.c.tr-3erg det woman obl det paddle
'He clubbed the woman with the paddle.' [accidentally]

(96) a. ni lém-ət-əs ʔə sístíi?
aux see-tr-3erg det woman
'He looked at the woman.'

b. ni lém-nəxʷ-əs ʔə sístíi?
aux see-l.c.tr-3erg det woman
'He saw the woman.'

However, in the case of 3–2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses, this
contrast is not possible, as seen in (97–100):

(97) a. ni ʔám-əs-t-əs kʷθə sqʷeméy? ʔə kʷθə səʔám?
aux give-advA-tr-3erg det dog obl det bone
'He gave the dog the bone.'

b. *ni ʔám-əs-nəxʷ-əs kʷθə sqʷeméy? ʔə kʷθə səʔám?
aux give-advA-l.c.tr-3erg det dog obl det bone
(He managed to give the dog the bone.)

(98) a. ni yáʔ-əs-t-əs
aux tell-advA-tr-3erg
'He told her about it.'

b. *ni yáʔ-əs-nəxʷ-əs
aux tell-advA-l.c.tr-3erg
(He happened to tell her about it.)
(99) a. \(\text{ni } \theta\text{gy-}\text{c-}\text{o-}\text{t-as } \text{k-}\text{e}\text{e } \text{s} \text{w}\text{a} \text{y} \text{q}\text{e} \text{? } \text{a } \text{e } \text{k-}\text{e}\text{e } \text{s} \text{a} \text{x}\text{-}\text{e}\text{i-s aux fix-advB-tr-3erg det man obl det canoe-3pos}
\]
'He fixed the canoe for the man.'

b. \(\text{ni } \theta\text{gy-}\text{c-}\text{nax}\text{-}\text{as } \text{k-}\text{e}\text{e } \text{s} \text{w}\text{a} \text{y} \text{q}\text{e} \text{? } \text{a } \text{e } \text{k-}\text{e}\text{e } \text{s} \text{a} \text{x}\text{-}\text{e}\text{i-s aux fix-advB-1.c.tr-3erg det man obl det canoe-3pos}
\]
(He managed to fix the canoe for the man.)

(100) a. \(\text{ni } \text{fleq-}\text{c-}\text{-}\text{t-as aux buy-advB-tr-3erg
\]
'He bought it for him.'

b. \(\text{ni } \text{fleq-}\text{c-}\text{nax}\text{-}\text{as aux buy-advB-1.c.tr-3erg
\]
(He managed to buy it for him.)

Under the advancement analysis, the following condition can be placed on limited control marking to account for the difference between (95-97b) and (98-100b):

(101) Limited control marking is possible only if the final object is also the initial object of the clause.

Thus, in (95-97b), where the 'patient', i.e. the initial object, is the final object of the clause, limited control marking is possible. However, in (98-100b), the final object is a recipient or benefactive and therefore an initial indirect object or Ben; since condition (101) is not met, limited control marking is not possible.

In contrast, the no-advancement analysis can offer no obvious account for the difference between (95-97b) and (98-100). Under this analysis, the final objects in all the above examples are assumed to be 'patients' and therefore initial objects. Thus, a condition such as (101) is not statable under the no-advancement analysis.

Alternatively, it might be proposed that limited control marking is not possible in (98-100b) because the semantic concept of limited control is not compatible with the action expressed by the
verbs in (98-100). However, although limited control cannot be marked by a transitive suffix in clauses like (98-100), the semantic concept of limited control can be expressed by periphrastic constructions, such as those in (102-103).

(102) ni xêl k'øe John ?u ?ifaq-əic-t-əs k'øe ká. aux hurt det 1nk buy-advB-tr-3sub det car
'John managed to buy him the car.'
literally: 'It hurt John when he bought him the car.'

(103) ?i-ət tu X'axk' k'w s- ?am-as-θ-ám?؟s- s k'øe puk'w aux-pst just hard det nom-give-advV-tr-lobj-3pos det book
'He had a tough time giving me the book.'
literally: 'It was hard that he gave me the book.'

This proposal then is untenable.

Finally, it might be proposed that the verb roots in clauses like (98-100) are morphologically 'incompatible' with limited control marking. This is clearly not the case. In (104), (106) and (108), I have given examples of 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses. In (105), (107), and (109) I have given examples of transitive clauses which are based on the same verb roots; the (b) examples are marked for limited control.

(104) a. ni k'øen-əic-θ-ám?؟s-əs
aux take-advB-tr-lobj-3erg
'He got it for me.'

b. *ni k'øen-əic-n-ám?؟s-əs
aux take-advB-l.c.tr-lobj-3erg
(He managed to get it for me.)
(105) a. ni k'ón-at-es 
aux take-tr-3erg
'He took it.'

b. ni k'ón-nexw-es 
aux take-l.c.tr-3erg
'He managed to take it.'

(106) a. ni lókw-ótc-t-es tθ swíw?læs ?ə k'wëg sc'eét 
aux break-advB-tr-3erg det boy obl det stick
'She broke the stick for the boy.'

b. *ni lókw-ótc-nexw-es tθ swíw?læs ?ə k'wëg sc'eét 
aux break-advB-l.c.tr-3erg det boy obl det stick
(She managed to break the stick for the boy.)

(107) a. ni lókw-át-es k'wëg sc'eét 
aux break-tr-3erg det stick 
'She broke the stick.'

b. ni lókw-nexw-es k'wëg sc'eét 
aux break-l.c.tr-3erg det stick
'She managed to break the stick.'

(108) a. ni k'wéí-ótc-t-es ?ə k'w tí 
aux pour-advB-tr-3erg obl det tea
'He poured her some tea.'

b. *ni k'wéí-ótc-nexw-es ?ə k'w tí 
aux pour-advB-l.c.tr-3erg obl det tea
(He managed to pour her some tea.)

(109) a. ni cęn k'wéí-t ni ?ə tθ latem 
aux lsub pour-tr be: obl det table
'I poured it on the table.'

b. ni cęn k'wéí-néxw ni ?ə tθ latem 
aux lsub pour-l.c.tr be obl det table
'I spilled it on the table.'

Since (105b), (107b), and (109b) are possible, the proposal that clauses like (98-100b) are ungrammatical because of the 'incompatibility' of the limited control marking with certain verb roots is untenable.

The no-advancement analysis provides no apparent account of the difference between clauses like (95-97b) and (98-100b). In contrast,
the advancement analysis, because it recognizes two levels of structure in 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses, can differentiate final objects which are also objects at initial level and those which are not. By restricting limited control marking to the former type of object by means of condition (101), the advancement analysis can account for the difference between clauses like (95-96b) and (98-100b). Therefore, the advancement analysis is preferred over the no-advancement analysis.

3.3.3 Extraction

In this section, I briefly repeat the evidence involving the extraction of nominals like seṯ’am? 'bone' in (77). Under the no-advancement analysis, such nominals were assumed to be initial instruments (or obliques of some kind). Since there are no changes in grammatical relations, these nominals are also final obliques.

However, in §3.2 above, I presented an argument based on extraction that these nominals are not obliques. It was shown that while obliques were extracted through nominalization with the prefix š-, as seen in the example involving extraction of an instrument in (110), nominals like seṯ’am? 'bone' in (77) are extracted through nominalization with the prefix s-, as seen in (111).

(110)  núṯ  kʷθe ʔənʔ-šápeł-ʔət ni nə-š-qʷáqʷ-at 3emph det 2pos-shovel-pst aux lpos-nom-club-tr
   'It's your shovel that I clubbed it with.'

(111)  núṯ  kʷθe  seṯ’am? ni s-ʔam-əs-t-s kʷθe sqʷəmešʔy? 3emph det bone aux nom-give-advA-tr-3pos det dog
   'It's a bone that he gave the dog.'

Thus, the no-advancement analysis, which posits that the extracted nominals in (110) and (111) are both obliques, has no apparent means of accounting for this difference.
In contrast, the difference between obliques and nominals like së'äm? 'bone' in (77) can be accounted for under the advancement analysis, which posits that the latter nominals are final 3s/2-chőmeurs, as discussed in §3.2.3. In (112), I have stated the rule of the distribution of the nominalization prefixes.

(112) a. The extraction of final obliques is indicated by ṣ-. 
    b. The extraction of final 3s/2-chômeurs is indicated by s-.

3.3.4 Conclusion

In this section, I have considered an alternative to an advancement analysis for clauses with 'recipients' and 'benefactives' in Halkomelem. Under this analysis, 'recipients' and 'benefactives' are initial objects; 'patients' in these clauses are initial obliques. Such an analysis need not posit advancement to account for the behaviour of 'recipients' and 'benefactives' as final objects.

However, there are three problems with the no-advancement analysis. First, it does not account for the fact that clauses with 'recipients' and 'benefactives' cannot be reflexive constructions. Second, it does not account for why such clauses cannot be marked for limited control. Finally, it predicts that 'patients' in such clauses should behave like obliques with respect to extraction, but this is not the case.

Thus, an alternative which avoids positing advancement for 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses cannot be maintained.

3.4 Causal to Object Advancement

There is a third type of advancement---causal to object advancement. I am using causal to refer to the nominal that plays the semantic
role of indirect clause. This nominal differs from a causer, which is semantically, the direct cause. Causers are expressed by means of the causative construction which is discussed in §4.2.

Observe the following clauses, the causal is in the oblique case:

(113) ni can c'óq' ?ə kʷθə scə̊m-s aux lsub astonished obl det jump-3pos
'I was astonished at his jump.'

(114) ni can ʔəc̓iʔ̓s ?ə kʷθə ni ?ə ni-ʔə-yaʔ-yʔs aux lsub tired obl det aux pst lpos-work
'I am tired of working.'

(115) ni q'él? ?ə kʷθə ʔəməʔ'ənq̓ínam-s aux believe obl det lie-3pos
'He believed his lies.'

In clauses like (113-115) the causal is expressed in the oblique case.

Several characteristics of clauses like (113-115) should be noted. First, there is no transitive marking suffixed to the verb. In fact, transitive marking is not possible in such clauses, as is seen in (116-117):

(116) *ni can c'óq'-t ?ə kʷθə scə̊m-s aux lsub astonished-tr obl det jump-3pos
(I was astonished at his jump.)

(117) *ni can ʔəc̓iʔ̓s-t ?ə kʷθə ni ?ə ni-ʔə-yaʔ-yʔs aux isub tired-tr obl det aux pst lpos-work
(I am tired of working.)

As was discussed in §2.4, verbs in transitive clauses in Halkomelem are suffixed with a transitive marker while verbs in intransitive clauses lack such suffixes. Thus, clauses like (113-115) are intransitive clauses.
Furthermore, as was discussed in §2.5.2, in transitive clauses with 3rd person subjects, the verb is suffixed with the 3rd person agreement suffix -as. Note that this suffix is absent from (115). Furthermore, agreement is not possible:

(118)  *ni q’el?-as ṭe kw’o ṣmose’oŋqinam-s
        aux believe-3erg obl det lie-3pos
        (He believed his lies.)

Thus, 3rd person agreement provides a second argument that clauses like (113-115) are intransitive.

Finally, I should note that the causal in clauses like (113-115) bears an oblique relation. Evidence for this comes from the nominalizing prefix used in cases of extraction of causals. As stated in (112), the extraction of final obliques is indicated by the nominalizing prefix ɣ-. As can be seen in (119-121), when the causal in clauses like (113-115) is extracted, the verb is prefixed with ɣ-.

(119)  sc’h’om-s kw’o ni na-ɣ-c’eq’
        jump-3pos det aux lpos-nom-astonished
        'His jump is what astonished me.'

(120)  stóm kw’o ni na-ɣ-sac’iw’o
        what det aux lpos-nom-tired
        'What am I tired of?

(121)  ṣmose’oŋqinam-s kw’o ni ɣ-q’el?-s
        lie-3pos det aux nom-believe-3pos
        'His lies is what he believed.'

Thus, clauses like (113-115) are intransitive clauses with an oblique nominal. I assume that such clauses can be represented by stratal diagrams like that given in (122) for (113):12
Clauses like those in (113-115) contrast with clauses like the following:

(123) \[\text{ni } \text{can } q'e\ell'-mê'-t \quad k'\text{w}\text{a} \quad \text{ləplí}'t\] aux lsub believe-advC-tr det priest
'I believed the priest.'

(124) \[\text{ni } \text{can } wət \quad t\text{cîws-ma-t } t\text{a} \quad \text{John}\] aux lsub already tired-advC-tr det
'I'm already tired of John.'

(125) \[\text{ni } \text{e'e}y'k'w'-mê'-t-əs \quad k'\text{w}\text{a} \quad \text{s}q'\text{oméy}'\] aux startled-advC-tr-3erg det dog
'He was startled at the dog.'

In (123-125), the causal is not expressed in the oblique case. Furthermore, transitive marking is suffixed to the verbs, indicating that (123-125) are transitive clauses. Also, in (125), there is 3rd person agreement indicating that the 3rd person subject in (125) is the subject of a transitive clause. Finally, following the verb is the suffix \(mê'\text{-}\), this suffix, which will be discussed in §3.8, was lacking in examples like (113-115).

To account for the semantic similarity between clauses like (113-115) and those like (123-125), I posit that both have the same
initial stratum. I assume that the nominal playing the role of indirect cause is a causal (an oblique relation) at initial level. To account for the differences between these types of clauses, I posit that in (123-125) the causal advances to object via causal to object advancement (Caus-2). Thus, clauses like (113-115), which do not involve Caus-2 advancement, are represented by stratal diagrams in (122) above, while clauses like (123-124) are represented by diagrams like the following for (123):

(126)

```
q'e1?  con  loplit
'believe' 'I' 'priest'
```

In this section, I give arguments based on nominal case, pronominal case, extraction, and quantifier extraction that the initial causal is advanced to object in clauses like (123-125), which I will refer to as Caus-2 advancement clauses.

3.4.1 Nominal Case

The first argument for Caus-2 advancement is based on Nominal Case (cf. §3.2.3):

(127) a. Final (nuclear) terms are in the straight case.
    b. Other nominals are in the oblique case.

Since objects are nuclear terms, final objects are in the straight case. As seen in (123-125) above, the causal in these clauses is in the straight case. Furthermore, these nominals cannot be expressed in
the oblique case, as is seen in (128-129):

(128)  *ni con q'el?-me?-t ŋə k'əə ləplít
        aux lsub believe-advC-tr obl det priest
       (I believed the priest.)

(129)  *ni ə'yə k'w-mə?-t-əs ŋə k'əə sqweméy?
        aux startled-advC-tr-3erg obl det dog
       (He was started at the dog.)

Straight case marking of the causals in clauses like (123-125) follows
from an analysis positing Caus-2 advancement for these clauses. Since
the initial causal is a final object, straight case is accounted for
by (127a).

3.4.2 Pronominal Case

A second argument for Caus-2 advancement is based on Pronominal
Case (discussed in §2.4.1 and 3.1.2):

(130)  a. Final subjects are in the subjective case.
       b. Final objects are in the objective case.
       c. Final obliques are in the oblique case.

If the causal in clauses like (123-125) is the final object,
then it should be in the objective case when it is a pronominal. This
prediction is borne out, as is seen in (131-132):

(131)  ni con wət ćlws-mə-ə-əmə
        aux lsub already tired-advC-tr-2obj
       'I am already tired of you.'

(132)  ni ŋə č q'el?-me?-ə-əm?ə
        aux int 2sub believe-advC-tr-1obj
       'Did you believe me?'

Furthermore, the causal in such clauses cannot be expressed in the
oblique case, as is seen in (133):
(133)  *ni cən wə̀ tə̀ ciws-mə̀ t ?ə̀ tə̀ ñówə
aux 1sub already tired-advC-tr obl-det 2emph
(I'm already tired of you.)

That the causal is in the objective case is accounted for in the analysis
proposed here; the causal is a final object via Caus-2 advancement.

3.4.3 Extraction

Data involving extraction give a third argument for Caus-2
advancement. As discussed in §3.2.3, the rule for extraction is as
follows:

(134)  a. Final (nuclear) terms are directly extracted.
    b. Other nominals are extracted through nominalization.

In (135-136) the causal in clauses like (123-125) is extracted; in each
case the causal is directly extracted.

(135)  ní̀ ̃ tə̀ ã John ̃ ni ̃ ciws-mə̀ t-?ə̀ t-?e.n?
3emph det aux tired-advC-tr-1ssub
'It's John that I'm tired of.'

(136)  ní̀ ̃ k'ə̀ ã ñlə̀ split ̃ ni ̃ q'ə̀ ̃ e-mə̀ t-?ə̀ t-?e.n?
3emph det priest aux believe-advC-tr-1ssub
'It's the priest who I believed.'

That causals can be directly extracted follows from an analysis positing
Caus-2 advancement for such clauses. Since the causal is the final
object, it can be directly extracted.

3.4.4 Quantifier Extraction

A final argument for Caus-2 advancement is based on the condition
on quantifier extraction given in (43), which states that the
quantifier mə̀ ḥə̀ m can only be extracted from final absolutives. If the
causal in clauses like (123-125) is the final object, then it is the
final absolutive, and an analysis involving Caus-2 advancement predicts that the quantifier can extract. This is the case, as is seen in (137-138):

(137) mók'w niw łćiws-ma-t-os t'ø sìɔnìèni?  
all aux-lnk tired-advC-tr-3ssub det women  
'He's tired of all the women.'

(138) mók'w niw q'el?-mè?-t-øt kw'ø xwənístəm  
all aux-lnk believe-advC-tr-1p1ssub det white men  
'We believed all the white men.'

That the quantifier is extracted from the causal in such clauses follows from an analysis positing Caus-2 advancement for these clauses.

3.5 An Alternative to an Advancement Analysis

In the preceding section, I have shown that nominals playing the semantic role of indirect cause can be expressed in two types of constructions. First, the nominal can be an oblique and second an object. To account for the semantic similarities of these constructions, I have posited that the nominal is an initial causal in both constructions. In the second, the causal advances to object. I have given evidence from Nominal Case, Pronominal Case, extraction, and quantifier extraction that the causal is indeed the final object in such clauses.

However, an alternative analysis which also captures the semantic similarities of the two constructions could be posited. Under such an analysis, nominals with the role of indirect cause would be assigned the initial grammatical relation of object, as represented in (139):
This analysis would account for the object properties of causals in clauses like (123-125) without needing to posit advancement for these clauses. Thus, the stratal diagram in (139) would represent that of clauses like (123-125) under this analysis.

However, such an analysis would require an explanation for clauses like (113-115); as we have seen above, these clauses are intransitive and the causal is a final oblique. To handle such clauses, this analysis could posit that the causal is an initial object which retreats to oblique, as represented in the stratal diagram in (140):

This analysis, while capturing the semantic similarities of clauses like (113-115) and (123-125), could also account for the behaviour of some causals as obliques; that is, some causals are final obliques via object to causal retreat.

The basic difference, then, between such an analysis, which I will call a retreat analysis, and one involving advancement, as posited in the previous section, is the initial grammatical relation of the causal. In the retreat analysis, the causal is an initial object; under
the advancement analysis, the causal is an initial oblique.

In this section, I give two arguments based on reflexives and control marking that the causal is not an initial object. This evidence supports an advancement analysis and shows that a retreat analysis cannot be maintained.

3.5.1 Reflexives

In §3.3.1, I gave a condition on reflexives on Halkomelem as follows:

(141) In reflexives, the subject must be coreferential to the initial object.

This condition accounted for the fact that reflexives were possible in clauses where an object was the initial object, but not possible in clauses where the object was initial indirect object or Ben.

In the case of clauses in which the causal is the final object, cf. (123-125), reflexives are not possible, as seen in (142-144):

(142) *ni caŋ ǂcíst̓s-mə-ʔət
aux lsub tired-advC-self
(I'm tired of myself.)

(143) *ni caŋ c'əq'-mêʔ-ʔət
aux lsub astonished-advC-self
(I am astonished at myself.)

(144) *ni caŋ q'ən-mêʔ-ʔət
aux lsub believe-advC-self
(I believe myself.)

Under an advancement analysis, the ungrammaticality of (142-144) follows from condition (141); since the causal in these clauses is an initial causal which advances to object, condition (141) is not met.

Under the retreat analysis, however, there is no apparent account of the ungrammaticality of (142-143). Under this analysis, the
causal in clauses like (142-144) is the initial as well as final object, as seen in the stratal diagram in (139). Thus, the retreat analysis predicts that condition (141) should be met.

3.5.2 Control Marking

In 83.3.2, I formulated a condition on limited control marking as follows:

(145) Limited control marking is possible only if the final object is also the initial object of the clause.

This condition accounts for the fact that 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses can not be marked for limited control.

In clauses like (123-125), in which the causal is the final object, limited control marking is not possible, as seen in (146-148):

(146) *ni cən q'el?-mə?-nəxʷ kʷθə ləplíť
aux lsub believe-advC-1.c.tr det priest
(I happened to believe the priest.)

(147) *ni ʔə'yʔ kʷ'-mə?-nəxʷ kʷθə sqʷəmə́ʔ?
aux startled-advC-1.c.tr det dog
(I was accidentally startled at the dog.)

(148) *ni cən wə́̕ tə́jws-mə-nəxʷ tə̍ John
aux lsub already tired-advC-1.c.tr det
(I already happen to be tired of John.)

The ungrammaticality of (146-148) follows from an advancement analysis. Although the causals in (146-148) are final objects, they are not initial objects, but rather initial causals. Therefore, condition (145) is not met and limited control marking is not possible.

In contrast, the retreat analysis predicts that limited control marking should be possible in clauses like (146-148). Under the retreat analysis, the causal is both the initial and final object, as seen in
the stratal diagram in (139). Thus, condition (145) is met and limited control marking should be possible.

3.5.3 Conclusion

In §3.4 and 3.5, I have proposed an analysis involving Caus-2 advancement for clauses like (149-150):

(149) ni con wə́j ̣ ciẉs-mə-t ̣ tə̣ John
    aux lsub already tired-advC-tr det
    'I am already tired of John.'

(150) ni con q'eḷ-meʔ-t ̣ kʷə̣ lepḷít
    aux lsub believe-advC-tr det priest
    'I believed the priest.'

I have given evidence based on Nominal Case, Pronominal Case, extraction, and quantifier extraction that the nominal with the semantic role of indirect cause, i.e. the causal, is the final object.

Also, I have contrasted an analysis involving Caus-2 advancement, which posits that the causal is an initial causal (an oblique relation with one involving 2-Caus retreat, which posits that the causal is an initial object. I have argued that the advancement analysis is preferred, because the causal does not behave like an initial object with respect to constructions with reflexives and limited control marking. In §3.7, I discuss constraints on Caus-2 advancement. In §3.8, I discuss the morphology associated with Caus-2 advancement.

3.6 Directional to Object Advancement

In the preceding sections, I have discussed three types of advancements in Halkomelem: 3-2, Ben-2, and Caus-2 advancement. In this section, I briefly give evidence for a fourth type of advancement --directional to object advancement (Dir-2).
In the clauses with directionals discussed in Chapter 2, the directional was in the oblique case, as exemplified in (151-153):

(151) ni cám kʷəə níkʷəə kʷəə směnt
aux go up det uncle obl det mountain
'Uncle went up into the mountains.'

(152) ni něm? tə stěn? kʷəə stáʔlu?
aux go det woman obl det river
'The woman went to the river.'

(153) ?i ?əmí kʷəə John tə nə-łěłəm
aux come det det lpos-house
'John is coming to my house.'

Such directionals share a characteristic with other obliques; extraction of directionals is indicated by the nominalizer ə-, as seen in (154–155):

(154) niʔ kʷəə stáʔlu? ni š-něm?-s tə stěn?
3 emph det river aux nom-go-3pos det woman
'The river is where the woman went.'

(155) směnt kʷəə ni nə-š-něm?
mountain det aux lpos-nom-go
'The mountains is where I went.'

The clauses in (151-153) are intransitive. This is evidenced by the lack of a transitive suffix on the verb. Also, although there are 3rd person subjects, there is no 3rd person agreement.

Thus, the 3rd person subject is not the subject of a transitive clause. I am assuming for clauses like (151) the structure represented by the stratal diagram in (156); the directional is an initial and final oblique:
There is a second way to express directionals in Halkomelem.

For a limited class of verbs, clauses like the following are possible:

(157) ʔi yəʔeʔm-ʔoʔ-nəʔ ə Mary
   aux 2sub ser-have-nom aux 2sub ser-come-advD-tr det
   'You are coming toward/after Mary.'

(158) ni ʔeʔm-nəʔ-əs ə John
   aux go-advD-tr-3erg det
   'He went up to John.'

(159) ʔi ʔəʔm-ʔeʔ-nəʔ ə na-ʔaʔ-əs
   aux have-nom aux come-advD-tr-3erg det 1pos-spouse
   'He was coming up to my wife.'

In these clauses, the suffix -n-, which I refer to as advancement marker D, is suffixed to the verb.

At first glance, these clauses appear to be intransitive because they lack the transitive suffix -t. However, in (158-159), where the subject is 3rd person, there is 3rd person agreement indicating that the 3rd person subject is the subject of a transitive clause. Thus, clauses like (158-159) are transitive. The problem of transitive marking in these clauses will be discussed briefly in §3.8.

I propose that clauses like (157-159) should be analyzed as involving directional to object advancement, as represented in the stratal diagram for (157) in (160):
(160)

?e\\?
\wwa
\ 'come'
\ 'you'
\ Mary

Under this analysis, the directional is an initial oblique which advances
to final object of the clause. Since there is a final object, the
clause is finally transitive, thus accounting for 3rd person agreement
in (158-159).

In this section, I give evidence based on Nominal Case, Prono-
minal Case, and extraction that the directional in clauses like
(157-159) is the final object.

3.6.1 Nominal Case

The first argument for Dir-2 advancement is based on Nominal
Case (as discussed in §3.2.3):

(161)  a. Final (nuclear) terms are in the straight case.
       b. Other nominals are in the oblique case.

Directionals which are final obliques, as in (151-153) are in the oblique
case. However, directionals which are final objects via Dir-2
advancement are final (nuclear) terms and, therefore, should be in the
straight case. We have seen that this is the case in the clauses in
(157-159). Furthermore, the directionals in these clauses cannot be
expressed in the oblique case, as seen in (162-163):

(162)  *?i έ \wwa-ε?\wwa-\wwa-n-\wwa  έ-\wwa Mary
       aux 2sub ser-\wwa\wwa-\wwa-advD-tr obl-det
       (You are coming toward/after Mary.)
Straight case marking of the directionals in clauses like (157-159) follows from an analysis positing Loc-2 advancement for these clauses. Because the directional is the final object, straight case marking is accounted for by (161).

3.6.2 Pronominal Case

A second argument for Dir-2 advancement is based on Pronominal Case. We have seen above (cf. §2.5.1 and 3.1.2), that when the final object is pronominal, it is in the objective case. Thus, if the directional in clauses like (157-159) is the final object, it should be in the objective case when it is a pronominal. In (164-166), we see that this prediction is correct.

(164) ʔi ʔeʔeʔə-n-ęs-ąmʔąς-ąς aux ser-come-advD-tr-1obj-3erg
'He is coming toward/after me.'

(165) ni cən naʔəmʔ-ąς-ąς-ąς aux lsub go-advD-tr-2obj
'I went up to you.'

(166) ʔi ʔəmlə-n-ęs-ąmʔąς-ąς ə stęniʔ aux come-advD-tr-1obj-3erg det woman
'The woman came up to me.'

Furthermore, other cases, e.g. oblique case, cannot be used for these pronominals.

(167) ʔəmʔ-ąς-ęs-əς-əς ə-ʔtəʔ ʔeʔənəς aux come-come-advD-tr-3erg obl-det lemph
(She came up to me.)
That the directional is in the objective case is accounted for under a Dir-2 advancement analysis; the directional is in the objective case because it is the final object.

3.6.3 Extraction

A final argument for Dir-2 advancement is based on extraction of the directional in clauses like (157-159). As discussed in §3.2.3, the rule for extraction is as follows:

(168) a. Final (nuclear) terms are directly extracted.
    b. Other nominals are extracted through nominalization.

We have seen that directionals which are final obliques are extracted through nominalization, as seen in (154-155). In contrast, directionals in clauses like (157-159) are directly extracted, as seen in (169-170):

(169) ní? 3 emph i Mary det ?i ya-ʔeʔwa-na-ŋ-əs-əx̂w aux ser-come-advD-tr-2ssub
    'It's Mary you are coming toward.'

(170) ní? 3 emph kʷʔə John det ni noʔom-n-əs-əs aux go-advD-tr-3ssub
    'It's John that he went up to.'

That these directionals are directly extracted follows from an analysis positing Dir-2 advancement for these clauses. The directional is directly extracted because it is the final object of the clause.

3.6.4 Conclusion

In this section, I have posited an analysis involving Dir-2 advancement for clauses like the following:
I have shown that the directional in such clauses behaves like a final object with respect to Nominal Case, Pronominal Case, and extraction. In the following section, I discuss a constraint on Dir-2 advancement in Halkomelem.

3.7 Conditions on Advancements

In the previous sections, I have given evidence for four types of advancement to object in Halkomelem: 3-2, Ben-2, Caus-2, and Dir-2 advancement. In this section, I contrast clauses with and without advancement and state a condition on advancement.

In the discussion of Caus-2 advancement in §3.4 above, I pointed out that causals could be expressed in two ways: first, in cases like (113-115), as a final oblique in an intransitive clause, as represented in the stratal diagram in (122), and second, in cases like (123-125), which involve causal as a final object in a finally transitive clause, as represented in the stratal diagram in (126). I maintain here that the distribution of these two clause types is regular and predictable.

Observe (172-174); the (b) examples are Caus-2 advancement clauses:

(172) a. ni con c'eq' ʔə k̕ʷʔə s̓xt'ékʷ-s aux lsub astonished ob1 det carving-3pos 'I was astonished at his carving.'

b. ?*ni con c'eq'-məʔ-t k̕ʷʔə s̓xt'ékʷ-s aux lsub astonished-advC-tr det carving-3pos (I was astonished at his carving.)
(173) a. ni cən q'el? ṭə k'əə qəmə́l?-s kəə ləplít
aux lsub believe obl det words-3pos det priest
'I believed the words of the priest.'

b. ??ni cən q'el?-mə?-t kəə qəmə́l?-s kəə ləplít
aux lsub believe-advC-tr det words-3pos det priest
'I believed the words of the priest.'

(174) a. ni cən sì?si? ṭə kəə t ūtin
aux lsub frightened obl det bell
'I was frightened at the bell/telephone.'

b. ??ni cən sì?si?-mə?-t kəə t ūtin
aux lsub frightened-advC-tr det bell
(I was brightened at the bell/telephone.)

In the above examples, the (a) clauses, in which the causal is an oblique, are preferred. The (b) clauses, which involve Caus-2 advancement, are questionable.

In (175-177), the opposite pattern can be seen:

(175) a. ??ni cən c'ōq' ṭə kəə qəmə́y?
aux lsub astonished obl det dog
'I was astonished at the dog.'

b. ni cən c'əq' -mì?-t kəə qəmə́y?  
(aux lsub astonished-advC-tr det dog
'MS')
'I was astonished at the dog.'

(176) a. ??ni cən q'el? ṭə kəə ləplít
aux lsub believe obl det priest
'I believed the priest.'

b. ni cən q'el?-mə?-t kəə ləplít
aux lsub believe-advC-tr det priest
'I believed the priest.'

(177) a. ?? ni cən sì?si? ṭə kəə spəpləq'fə'le?
aux lsub frightened obl det screech owl
'I was frightened of the screech owl.'

b. ni cən sì?si?-mə?-t kəə spəpləq'fə'le?
aux lsub frighten-advC-tr det screech owl
'I was frightened of the screech owl.'
In these examples, the Caus-2 advancement clauses are preferred over the clauses without advancement.

Note that the preference for clauses without advancement in (172-174) and with advancement in (175-177) is not a lexical property of the verb root; the same verb root can occur in each type of clause (cf. (172) vs. (175), etc.).

It appears that the difference between the two clause types lies in the animacy of the causal. In (172-174) the causal is inanimate and the clause without advancement is preferred; in contrast, in (175-177) the causal is animate and the clause with advancement is preferred. This distribution is captured by the following conditions on advancement:

(178) Causals which are animate advance to object.

(179) Causals which are inanimate do not advance to object.

In the case of clauses with directionals, a similar pattern is seen. As discussed in §3.6, directionals are either final obliques, e.g. (151-153), as represented in the stratal diagrams in (156) and (157), or final objects in Dir-2 clauses e.g. (157-159), as represented in (160). Observe the following; the (b) examples are Dir-2 advancement clauses:

(180) a. ʔi ʔeʔwe ʔa tə na-lēləm ʔə stěnīʔ
    aux come obl det lpos-house det woman
    'The woman is coming to my house.'

b. *ʔi ʔeʔwe-n-əs-əs tə stěnīʔ  tə na-lēləm
    aux come-advD-tr-3erg det woman det lpos-house
    (The woman is coming to my house.)
(181) a.  ni nēm? ʔe k'θə stá'lu?
   aux go obl det river
   'He went to the river.'

   b.  *ni nəʔém?-n-ʔəs-əs k'θə stá'lu?
      aux go-advC-tr-3erg det river
      (He went to the river.)

(182) a.  ?i ?eʔəʔə ʔə-ƛʔə nəʔə ʔə sìení?
   aux come obl-det lemph det woman
   'The woman comes to me.'

   b.  ?i ?eʔəʔə-n-ʔəs-ʔəs-ʔə sìení?
      aux come-advD-tr-1obj-3erg det woman
      'The woman comes to me.'

(183) a.  ni nēm? ʔə-ƛʔə John
   aux go obl-det
   'He went up to John.'

   b.  ni nəʔém-ʔəs-əs k'θə John
      aux go-advD-tr-3erg det
      'He went up to John.'

In (180-181), the directional is inanimate; in these cases only clauses without advancement are possible. In (192-183), however, the directional is animate; in these cases clauses with or without advancement are possible. Either of the following conditions accounts for the distribution of Dir-2 advancement clauses in Halkomelem:

(184) Only directionals which are animate advance to object.
(185) Directionals which are inanimate fo not advance to object.

As can be seen from the conditions on Caus-2 and Dir-2 advancement, obliques which are animate advance to object while obliques which are inanimate can not.

There is a similar condition on 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement clauses, discussed in 63.1. First note that unlike Caus-2 and Dir-2 clauses, 3-2 and Ben-2 clauses do not appear to have counterparts
without advancement. That is, there are apparently no final indirect objects or final benefactives in Halkomelem. Thus, for 3–2 and Ben–2 advancement clauses like (186–187b), there are no clauses without advancement, as seen in (186–187a):

   (He gave the bone to the dog.)
   b. ni ?ám-a-t-əs kʷəə səgəméy? ?ə kʷəə səθ'am?
   aux give-advA-tr-3erg det dog obl det bone
   'He gave the dog the bone.'

   (He baked the bread for the woman.)
   b. ni qʷə'ə-a-t-əs tə səni? ?ə kʷəə səplíl
   aux bake-advB-tr-3erg det woman obl det bread
   'He baked the bread for the woman.'

The (a) sentences are ungrammatical regardless of the case of the 'patient' and regardless of the word order. Thus, it appears that 3–2 and Ben–2 advancement is obligatory in Halkomelem.

There is a second difference between 3–2 and Ben–2 advancement clauses and Caus–2 and Loc–2 clauses. I have not been able to elicit clauses in which the 'recipient' or the 'benefactive' is an inanimate. Perhaps this in part explains the obligation of 3–2 and Ben–2 advancement. Since the tendency in Halkomelem is for animates to advance to object, and since initial direct objects and initial benefactives seem to always be animate, they will tend to advance to object.

The correlation of animacy and advancement is seen more clearly if we consider each type of advancement. As we have seen, indirect objects and benefactives seem always to be animate in Halkomelem and
advancement of these nominals is obligatory. In contrast, directionals are most typically places, i.e. inanimate, rather than persons. We have seen in the case of directionals that animates can but need not advance. Finally, intermediate between these extremes are causals, which can be either animate or inanimate; apparently, these are equally prevalent. In the case of causals, Caus-2 advancement is preferred when the causal is animate.

As was pointed out in §2.1 instruments as obliques, are in the oblique case. I have not been able to elicit instances of instruments which are final direct objects; there appears to be no instrument to object advancement in Halkomelem. Furthermore, I have been unable to elicit examples where an instrument is an animate nominal.

I summarize this information in the chart in (188):

(188) Advancements to Object

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>initial relation</th>
<th>3/Ben</th>
<th>Caus</th>
<th>Dir</th>
<th>Instr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>animate:</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>(yes)</td>
<td>xxx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inanimate:</td>
<td>xxx</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A generalization can be made concerning these data, as stated in the following condition:

(189) Inanimate nominals cannot advance to object.

3.8 Verbal Morphology and Advancements

In the previous sections, I have discussed four types of advancement to object. In each example involving these constructions, there was a verbal suffix, which I refer to as advancement markers A, B, C, and D. (cf. §1.4.2) In this section, I briefly discuss the
distribution of these four suffixes.

The most obvious account of their distribution, based on the examples given so far, is to associate the advancement markers with advancement constructions on the basis of the initial grammatical relation of the nominal which advances to object as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(190) Type of advancement</th>
<th>Advancement marker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-2</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben-2</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caus-2</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dir-2</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I have found only two cases which do not fit this pattern. First, the initial grammatical relation is either indirect object or benefactive in (191), yet only advancement marker B is possible.

(191) ni ɨt-ə-əc-ət-əs kʷ̓əθ̓ə-en? mən ṡə kʷθ̓ə pi̱ə-s aux write-advB-tr-3erg det-2pos father obl det letter-3pos
'He wrote the letter for your father.'
/'He wrote the letter to your father.'

Second, the examples given above with advancement marker C- me? have all involved the advancement of a causal to object. In the following example, however, this is not the case; (192) is a Ben-2 advancement construction:

(192) ni kʷt̓əkʷ-meʔ-θ-ámʔ-əs aux cook-advC-tr-1obj-3erg
'He cooked for me.'

Therefore, while the distribution given in (190) is generally accurate, there are a few examples which do not fit this pattern. Certainly, this is a problem that deserves further research.
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER 3

1 More precisely, advancements are defined in terms of neighboring strata and not in terms of final level; i.e., a nominal heading a 3-arc or an arc with an oblique R-sign in the $c_1$ stratum heads a 2-arc in the $c_{i+1}$ stratum. In this chapter, the nominals advancing to object are always final objects, but, in Chapter 5, I give examples where this is not the case.

2 Studies on various languages have included analyses involving 3-2 and Ben-2 advancements. Of note are Chung (1976a) and Aissen (to appear a).

3 Many other cases of obligatory 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement have been noted. For a discussion of the most adequate statement to account for this, see Aissen (to appear a).

4 Note that the analysis represented in (44) violates a law of RG—the Stratal Uniqueness Law. (Perlmutter and Postal (1977) to appear c). This law states, informally, that two different nominals cannot bear the same relation in the same stratum. In (43), since there are two objects in the final stratum, stratal uniqueness is violated. There have been cases cited which purport to violate this law, for example Seiter (1979).

5 The analyses represented in (54) and (55) violate the Oblique Law, which, informally stated, specifies that any nominal bearing an oblique relation must do so in the initial stratum. (Perlmutter and Postal to appear c). Since the oblique in (54) or (55) is not an initial oblique, the oblique law is violated.

6 I discuss another case of extraction through nominalization with the prefix s- in Chapter 4.

7 Both of these analysis have been documented for other languages. For examples Chung (1976a) and Aissen (to appear a) posit analyses like (66) for Indonesian and Tzotzil and Perlmutter and Postal (to appear c) posit an analysis involving advancement to object with object retreat (as in (72)) for Kinyarwanda. The retreat analysis violates a law proposed earlier in RG but subsequently abandoned—the Chomeur Law. (cf. Perlmutter and Postal to appear c)

8 See footnote 7.

9 This analysis is frequently implied in studies on Salish languages. For example, see Leslie (1979) and Carlson (1980).
By morphologically incompatible I mean that there is a class of verb roots which are lexically marked for not having reflexive suffixes. This is a version of the approach taken by Leslie (1979) and Galloway (1977); they list the suffixes which can co-occur without trying to state general principles.

The term 'causal' as used here originates with the work of Eduardo Raposo on Portuguese causatives.

I point out in Chapter 5 that some clauses with causals are initially unaccusative, but, as this is irrelevant here, I represent all clauses with causals as in (122).

This violates the oblique law. (cf. f.n. 5). Postal (p.c.) has suggested an analysis involving antipassive for these clauses. (cf. Chapter 4). However, the causal does not behave like a 3/2 chômeur but rather like an oblique with respect to extraction.
Chapter 4

OBJECT RESIGNATIONS

4.0 Introduction

In the preceding chapter, I discussed constructions in Halkomelem which involve advancements to object. In this chapter, I discuss constructions in which an object at one level is neither the subject nor object at a subsequent level; these constructions I refer to as object resignations, which I define in (1):

(1) An object resignation contains the following sub-network:

(a) a nominal heading a 2-arc in the $c_i$ stratum heads an X-arc in the $c_{i+1}$ stratum, where $x \neq 1, 2$.

(b) no nominal heads a 2-arc in the $c_{i+1}$ stratum.

I have represented object resignations in (2):

(2) 

As can be seen in (2), a property of object resignations is that the $c_i$ stratum is transitive while the $c_{i+1}$ stratum is intransitive.

In this chapter, I discuss four object resignation constructions: antipassives, reflexives, reciprocals, and object cancellations. First, I give evidence based on Possessor extraction and quantifier extraction for the final intransitivity of antipassives and discuss
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causatives with respect to antipasses. Then, I argue that the final strata of reflexives, reciprocals, and object cancellations are intransitive. Finally, I discuss the final intransitivity of object resignations with respect to proposals made by Postal (1977) and Aissen (to appear b).

4.1 Antipasses

In Chapter 2, clauses involving an 'agent' and a 'patient' were discussed. Such clauses, as exemplified in (3-5a) below, were assumed to be both initially and finally transitive, as represented in the stratal diagram for (3a) given in (7). In this section, I discuss a second construction used to express the action of an 'agent' on a 'patient'. This construction, referred to as antipassive, is exemplified in (3-6b).1

(3) a. ni cœn q'w'êl-œt têø sêplîl
    aux lsub bake-tr det bread

   'I baked the bread.'

b. ni cœn q'w'êl-œm ?ê têø sêplîl
    aux lsub bake-intr obl det bread

   'I baked the bread.'

(4) a. ni cœn k'w'êl-ê t k'wêø gâ?
    aux lsub pour-tr det water

   'I poured the water.'

b. ni cœn k'w'êl-ês ?ê k'wêø gâ?
    aux lsub pour-act obl det water

   'I poured the water.'

(5) a. ni pêl-êt-œs k'wêø swây?qe? k'wêø sqêwê
    aux plant-tr-3erg det man det potato

   'The man planted potatoes.'
b. ni pán?-w om k'wə swá?qé? ?ə k'wə sqéwə
aux plant-intr det man obl det potato
'The man planted the potatoes.'

a. ni qá?qa?-t-as ṭə sténi? k'wə qá?
aux drink-tr-3erg det woman det water
'The woman drank the water.'

b. ni qá?qa? ṭə sténi? ?ə k'wə qá?
aux drink det woman obl det water
'The woman drank the water.'

(7)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>q'wəl</th>
<th>con</th>
<th>səplil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'bake'</td>
<td>'I'</td>
<td>'bread'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we maintain the assumption that semantic roles are encoded at the initial level of syntax, (cf. §0.3.1), we could posit the same initial stratum for the (a) and (b) clauses above. Specifically, the 'agent' is initial subject and the 'patient' is initial object as represented in the stratal diagram in (7).

I argue here that although the (a) and (b) clauses share the same initial stratum, the final strata of these clauses differ. In the (a) clauses, there is only one level, as represented in (7); these clauses are initially and finally transitive. In the (b) clauses, however, the initial object is not the final object but rather, I argue, a 3/2-chomeur at final level (cf. §3.2); this analysis is represented in the stratal diagram for (3b) given in (8):
As seen in (8), antipassives are initially transitive but finally intransitive.

In arguing for this analysis, I first present evidence for the final intransitivity of antipassives. Second, I discuss the status of the 'patient' of antipassives at final level. And finally, I discuss two conditions on antipassives in Halkomelem.

4.1.1 Evidence for Final Intransitivity

In this section, I present arguments based on possessor extraction and quantifier extraction for the final intransitivity of antipassives. Also I discuss the proper formulation of Transitive Marking and 3rd Person Agreement with respect to antipassives.

The following condition on possessor extraction was formulated:

(In §3.1.4 above)

(9) A possessor can be extracted only if the possessive phrase is a final absolutive.

When the subject of an antipassive is a possessive phrase, as in (10-12a), the possessor can be extracted, as seen in (10-12b).

a. ni q'wol-om kwa sqe?eq-s is sténi? o kwa sce.íten
   aux bake-intr det y.b.-3pos det woman obl det salmon

'The woman's younger brother baked the salmon.'
b. státol-staxw cən tə sténi? ni q'wł̓-əm kʷθə sqéʔaq-s know-cs 1subj det woman aux bake-intr det y.b.-3pos ?ə kʷθə scéʔton obl det salmon
'I know the woman whose younger brother baked the salmon.'

(11) a. ni qáʔqa? kʷθə sqéʔaq-s tə sténi? ?ə kʷθə qa?
aux drink det y.b.-3pos det woman obl det water
'The woman's younger brother drank the water.'

b. státol-staxw cən tə sténi? ni qáʔqa? kʷθə sqéʔaq-s
know-cs 1subj det woman aux drink det y.b.-3pos
?ə kʷθə qa?
obl det water
'I know the woman whose younger brother drank the water.'

(12) a. ni kʷwéʔ-łs kʷθə nə-sqéʔaq?
aux pour-act det lpos-y.b. obl det tea
'Ve poured the tea.'

b. ñə.nəʔ? ni kʷwéʔ-łs kʷθə nə-sqéʔaq?
lemph aux pour-act det lpos-y.b. obl det tea
'I'm the one whose younger brother poured the tea.'

That possessor extraction is possible in these cases follows from condition (9) and the analysis for antipassives represented in (8). Since antipassives are finally intransitive, the subject is the final absolutive; thus possessor extraction is possible.

As discussed in §3.1.5 above, the quantifier məḵʷ can only be extracted from the final absolutive of the clause. In (13-15), the quantifier məḵʷ is extracted from an antipassive clause.

(13) məḵʷ niw q'wəl-əm tə səʔəlʔqət? kʷθə sqəl̓l
all aux-link bake-intr det children obl det bread
'All the children baked the bread.'
'*The children baked all the bread.'
(14) mōk'w niw qá'qa? kʷθə saw¿y¿qe? ?ə kʷθə qá?
all aux-lnk drink det men obl det water

'All the men drank the water.'
*The men drank all the water.'

(15) mōk'w niw ʔéíten tə sənənən? ?ə kʷθə scéíten
all aux-lnk eat det women obl det salmon

'All the women ate the salmon.'
*The women ate all the salmon.'

In these clauses, the quantifier is extracted from the final subject, thus providing evidence that the final subject in an antipassive is the final absolutive. That the subject is the final absolutive follows from an analysis which posits final intransitivity for antipassive clauses.

An analysis for antipassives positing final intransitivity provides an account of two other properties of antipassives. In §2.3 above, the following rule for Transitive Marking was formulated:

(16) Transitive marking is required in transitive clauses.

However, this rule, because it refers to the transitivity of a clause, is imprecise. Specifically, some constructions, e.g., antipassives or Caus-2 advancement clauses, involve both transitive and intransitive strata. In these cases, discussion of transitivity in terms of clauses is meaningless; reference must be made to strata.

In (3-6) above, a contrast in transitive marking can be observed; in the (a) clauses, represented in (7), there is transitive marking, but in the antipassives in (b) there is no transitive marking. Given the analysis for antipassives positing initial transitivity but final intransitivity (8), the absence of transitive marking in antipassives can be accounted for by limiting transitive marking to final level as follows:²
(17) Transitive marking is required in finally transitive clauses.

Since antipassives are finally intransitive, transitive marking is not required.

A second rule must be made more precise; 3rd Person Agreement was formulated in §3.4 as follows:

(18) Agreement is marked only for ergatives in main clauses.

According to the analysis of antipassives given in (8), subjects of antipassives are initial ergatives but final absolutes. As can be seen in (5-6b) above, there is no 3rd person agreement in antipassives. This can be accounted for by limiting 3rd Person Agreement to final level, as follows:

(19) Agreement is marked only for final ergatives in main clauses.

Since the subjects in antipassives are final absolutes, there is no 3rd person agreement.

4.1.2 The Initial Object in Antipassives

In this section, I present evidence from Nominal Case and extraction concerning the final grammatical relation of the initial object. In §3.2.3, Nominal Case was formulated as follows:

(20) a. Final nuclear terms and 3rd person common noun possessors are in the straight case.

b. Other nominals are in the oblique case.
As can be seen in (1-4b), initial objects in antipassives are in the oblique case; thus, these nominals are not final nuclear terms. This follows from the analysis of antipassives represented in (8) where the initial object is not final object. Extraction is formulated in §3.2.3 as follows:

(21) a. Final nuclear terms are directly extracted.
    b. Other nominals are extracted through nominalization.
       i. Extraction of final obliques is indicated by $\check{}$.
       ii. Extraction of final 3s/2-chomeurs in indicated by $s$.

As is seen in (22-24b), it is possible to extract the initial object in antipassives:

(22) a. ni q'wél-om ò sténi? ?ω k'ΩΩ soplíl
    aux bake-intr det woman obl det bread
    'The woman baked the bread.'

    b. soplíl k'ΩΩ ni s-q'wél-om-s ò sténi?
    bread det aux nom-bake-intr-3pos det woman
    'Bread is what the woman baked.'

(23) a. n' p'én-om k'ΩΩ swóy?qeq? ?ω k'ΩΩ sqewθ
    aux plant-intr det man obl det potato
    'The man planted potatoes.'

    b. sqewθ k'ΩΩ ni s-p'én-om-s k'ΩΩ swóy?qeq?
    potato det aux nom-plant-intr-3pos det man
    'Potatoes is what the man planted.'

(24) a. ni cαn k'wé-ls ?ω k'ΩΩ tí
    aux lsub pour-act obl det tea
    'I poured the tea.'

    b. tí k'ΩΩ ni nα-s-k'wé-ls
    tea det aux l-pos-nom-pour-act
    'Tea is what I poured.'
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In the above examples, the initial object of an antipassive, is extracted through nominalization; the nominalizer prefixed to the verb i-\text{-s}. Since this prefix indicates the extraction of a final 3/2-chomeur, this supports the analysis of antipassives given in (8).

4.1.3 Conditions on Antipassives

In this section, I give examples of initially transitive clauses which do not have antipassive counterparts. I formulate two conditions on antipassives to account for these data.

In the examples of antipassives given above, the nominal which is the final 3/2-chomeur is also the initial object. In (25-27a), I have given examples of 3-2 and Ben-2 clauses; in these clauses the final object is not the initial object but rather an initial indirect object or benefactive. As seen in (25-27b), antipassive counterparts of these clauses are not possible.

   'I gave the man the bread.'

   (I gave the man the bread.)

(26) a. ni kon qʷé-øl-øic-t ɕi-sténi? ?ø kʷθØ sáplíl aux lsub bake-advB-tr det woman obl det bread
   'I baked bread for the woman.'

   (I baked bread for the woman.)
(27) a. ni con ḳ́ləq-əc-t kʷəə na-mə́nə́
aux lsub buy-advB-tr det lpos-offspring
'I bought it for my son.'

b. *ni con ḳ́ləq-əc-am ʔə kʷəə na-mə́nə́
aux lsub buy-advB-intr obl det lpos-offspring
(I bought it for my son.)

I have represented (27b) in the stratal diagram in (28).

(28) 

The contrast between clauses like (3-7b) and (25-27b) can be captured by placing the following condition on antipassives in Halkomelem:

(29) Only initial objects can be demoted in antipassives.

Since the object which is demoted in (25-27b) is not the initial object, as seen in (28), these clauses do not meet condition (29) and are therefore ungrammatical. Furthermore, because condition (29) makes use of the distinction initial/non-initial object (discussed in §3.3.1 and §3.3.2), it provides further evidence for that distinction.

A second condition on antipassives is required to account for the impossibility of clauses like (30-32b): 
(30)  a. ni cən pəʔ-əʔ-áme
    aux lsub plant-tr-2obj
    'I buried you.'
   
   b. *ni cən pən'-əm ʔə-ƛ' náwə
    aux lsub plant-intr obl-det 2emph
    (I buried you.)

(31)  a. ni pən-əʔ-áʔ?əs-əs
    aux plant-tr-lobj-3erg
    'He buried me.'
   
   b. * ni pən?-əm ʔə-ƛ' ʔé:nəʔə?
    aux plant-intr obl-det 1emph
    (He buried me.)

(32)  a. ni səʔq'-t-áʔ?xʷ-əs
    aux seek-tr-1plobj-3erg
    'He looked for us.'
   
   b. *ni səʔq' ʔə-ƛ' nɪ́məát
    aux seek obl-det 1plemph
    (He looked for use.)

In each of the (b) clauses, the object which is demoted in the antipassive is 1st or 2nd person. In contrast, in the previous examples of antipassives (cf. 3-7b), the demoted object is always 3rd person. The following condition on antipassives in Halkomelem accounts for this contrast:

(33)  1st and 2nd persons cannot be demoted in antipassives.

4.2 Antipassives & Causatives

In this section, I discuss antipassives with respect to causatives in Halkomelem. In (34-36b), I have given causatives corresponding to the intransitive clauses in (34-36b):
(34)  a. ni ném? kʷə swíw?ləs
    aux go det boy
    'The boy went.'

    b. ni con nəʔem-əstəxʷ kʷə swíw?ləs
    aux lsub go-cs det boy
    'I made the boy go.'/'I took the boy.'

    aux come det boy
    'The boy came.'

    b. ?i con ?əm?í-stəxʷ tə swíw?ləs
    aux lsub come-cs det boy
    'I made the boy come.'/I brought the boy.'

(36)  a. ni ?íməš ɬə sïěni?
    aux walk det woman
    'The woman walked.'

    b. ni con ?íməš-stəxʷ ɬə sïěni?
    aux lsub walk-cs det woman
    'I made/had/let the woman walk.'

I assume here that causatives like those in the (b) examples above involve causative clause union (CCU). That is, causatives consist of two clauses; the initial level of each clause can be represented by the stratal diagram for (34b) given in (37); -st 'cause' is the predicate of the upstairs clause, the 'causer' is the upstairs subject, and the corresponding non-causative clause (e.g. (34a)) is upstairs object.  

(37)
In CCU, the upstairs and downstairs clauses are merged; the downstairs elements are assigned grammatical relations in the upstairs clause. Perlmutter and Postal (1974) made the following universal prediction concerning the grammatical relations assigned to the downstairs elements in CCU:

(38) a. The downstairs predicate bears the union relation to the upstairs clause.
   b. The downstairs final absolutive is upstairs object.
   c. The downstairs final ergative is upstairs indirect object.
   d. Other nominals bear the emeritus relation to the upstairs clause.

In the case of (34–36b), the final stratum of the downstairs clause is intransitive; the final subject is a final absolutive. In CCU, that nominal is upstairs object. I have represented the analysis for (34b) as predicted by (38) in the stratal diagram in (39):

(39)

In (40–42b) I have given causatives which, I assume, correspond to the antipassives in (40-42a).
(40)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a.} & \quad \text{ni q'w}^{\text{al-om}} \quad \text{tha} \quad \text{síeni?} \quad \text{?e} \quad \text{tə} \quad \text{səplił} \\
& \quad \text{aux bake-intr det woman obl det bread} \\
& \quad \text{The woman baked the bread.}' \\
\text{b.} & \quad \text{ni can q'w}^{\text{al-am-staxw}} \quad \text{tha} \quad \text{síeni?} \quad \text{?e} \quad \text{tə} \quad \text{səplił} \\
& \quad \text{aux lsub bake-intr-cs det woman obl det bread} \\
& \quad \text{'I made the woman bake the bread.'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(41)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a.} & \quad \text{ni k'w}^{\text{zi-ēls}} \quad \text{?e} \quad \text{k\text{"}eø} \quad \text{qa?} \\
& \quad \text{aux pour-act obl det water} \\
& \quad \text{He poured the water.'} \\
\text{b.} & \quad \text{ni can k'w}^{\text{zi-ēls-staxw}} \quad \text{?e} \quad \text{k\text{"}eø} \quad \text{qa?} \\
& \quad \text{aux lsub pour-act-cs obl det water} \\
& \quad \text{'I made him pour the water.'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(42)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a.} & \quad \text{ni qa?qa?} \quad \text{k\text{"}eø} \quad \text{s}\text{q\text{"}emēy?} \quad \text{?e} \quad \text{k\text{"}eø} \quad \text{qa?} \\
& \quad \text{aux drink det dog obl det water} \\
& \quad \text{The dog drank water.'} \\
\text{b.} & \quad \text{ni can qa?qa?-staxw} \quad \text{k\text{"}eø} \quad \text{s}\text{q\text{"}emēy?} \quad \text{?e} \quad \text{k\text{"}eø} \quad \text{qa?} \\
& \quad \text{aux lsub drink-cs det dog obl det water} \\
& \quad \text{'I gave the dog water to drink.'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

I propose the following analysis for these causatives: the downstairs clause is an antipassive and thus finally intransitive; the subject of the antipassive is downstairs final absolutive, and, in CCU, it is upstairs object. I have represented the analysis proposed for (40b) in (43).

(43)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{-st} & \quad \text{can} \\
& \quad \text{'cause' 'I'} \\
\text{q'wəl} & \quad \text{'bake'} \\
\text{síeni?} & \quad \text{'woman'} \\
\text{səplil} & \quad \text{'bread'}
\end{align*}
\]
In this section, I give evidence to support the analysis represented in (43), which I refer to as the Antipassive-CCU analysis. First, I show that downstairs final absolutes are upstairs objects in causatives, as predicted in (38). Second, I discuss the grammatical relations of other downstairs nominals. In §4.2.3, I argue against an alternative to the Antipassive-CCU analysis. Finally, I formulate a condition on CCU in Halkomelem.

4.2.1 Evidence that the Downstairs Final Absolutive is Upstairs Object

I give two arguments, based on Pronominal Case and quantifier extraction, that the downstairs final absolutive is upstairs object in clauses involving CCU.

In §3.1.2 above, the rule for Pronominal Case was formulated as follows:

(44) a. Final subjects are in the subjective case.
    b. Final objects are in the subjective case.
    c. Final obliques are in the oblique case.
    d. Final possessors are in the possessive case.

In CCU, if a pronominal downstairs final absolutive is upstairs object, then it should be in the objective case. This prediction is borne out, as seen in the following examples; (45-46) are causatives in which the downstairs clause is initially (and finally) intransitive as represented in (39) and (47-48) are causatives in which the downstairs clause is antipassive as represented in (4j):
(45) ni nəʔem-əst-ámʔ-əs
aux go-scs-lobj-3erg
'He made me go.' / 'He took me.'

(46) ni cən ?imsəʔ-st-átə
aux l-sub walk-scs-2obj
'I made you walk.'

(47) ni qʷəl-əm-st-ámʔ-əs
aux bake-intr-scs-lobj-3erg
'He made me bake the bread.'

(48) ni cən kʷəje-l-st-átənə ʔə kʷəʔə qáʔ
aux lsub pour-act-scs-2obj obl det water
'I had you pour the water.'

As discussed in §3.1.5 above, the quantifier məkʷ can only be extracted from final absolutes. In CCU, if the downstairs final absolute is upstairs object, then it is the final absolute of the upstairs clause, and quantifier extraction should be possible. This is the case, as is seen in the following examples: (49-50) are causatives as represented in (39) and (51-52) are causatives as represented in (43):

(49) məkʷ niw nəʔem-əstəsəkʷə səʊwəʔəqəʔ kʷəəs əlʔitə
all aux-lnk go-scs-3erg det men det children
'The men mad all the children go.'
* 'All the men made the children go.'

(50) məkʷ niw ?imsəʔ-əstəkʷə kʷəə səţənəʔə kʷəə sqəməqəməʔə
all aux-lnk walk-scs-3erg det men det dog
'The women walked all the dogs.'
* 'All the women walked the dogs.'
(51) mëk'w niw q'wel-âm-stax'-as kʷθə slənténi? ʔə kʷθə soplíl
all aux-lnk bake-intr-cs-3erg det women obl det bread

'He had all the women bake the bread.'
*'They all had the women bake the bread.'
*'He had the women bake all the bread.'

(52) mëk'w niw pən-âm-stax'-as kʷθə slənténi? kʷθə səwəyʔəs?
all aux-lnk plant-intr-cs-3erg det women det men

'The women had all of the men plant.'
*'All the women had the men plant.'

Thus, data involving Pronominal Case and quantifier extraction
provide evidence that the downstairs final absolutive is upstairs object
in clauses involving CCU.

4.2.2 The Status of Other Downstairs Nominals

In the previous section, I gave evidence that the downstairs
final absolutive is upstairs object in constructions involving CCU in
Halkomelem. Here, I discuss the status of other downstairs nominals.
Drawing on data from nominal case and extraction, I discuss two alter-
native analyses for these nominals.

4.2.2.1 The Emeritus Relation

In (53-57b), I have given causatives corresponding to the
clauses in (53-57a): (53-55a) involve a nominal bearing an oblique
relation; the antipassive clauses in (55-57a) involve a nominal bearing
the 3/2 chomeur relation. Note that these nominals are in the oblique
case in both the (a) and (b) clauses.
(53) a. ni ʔíwoʔ ʔə sténiʔ? ʔə kwSEQ stáʔluʔ?
    aux walk det woman obl det river
    'The woman walked to the river.'

    b. ni Còn ʔíwoʔ-SEQ stáʔluʔ?
    aux lsub walk-<cs> det woman obl det river
    'I made the woman walk to the river.'

(54) a. ni ném? kwSEQ swiʔ1as ʔə kwSEQ nə-łé1əm
    aux go det boy obl det lpos-house
    'The boy went to my house.'

    b. ni Còn nəʔom-SEQ swiʔ1as ʔə kwSEQ nə-łé1əm
    aux lsub go-<cs> det boy obl det lpos-house
    'I had the boy go to my house.'

(55) a. ni pónʔ-om ʔə kwSEQ sqéwə ʔə kwSEQ šóptən
    aux plant-intr obl det potato obl det knife
    'He planted potatoes with a knife.'

    b. ni Còn pónʔ-om-SEQ sqéwə ʔə kwSEQ šóptən
    aux lsub plant-intr-<cs> obl det potato obl det knife
    'I had him plant potatoes with a knife.'

(56) a. ni kwSEQ sqel-əm ʔə sténiʔ?
    aux bake-intr det woman obl det bread
    'The woman baked the bread.'

    b. ni Còn kwSEQ sqel-əm-SEQ sténiʔ?
    aux lsub bake-intr-<cs> det woman obl det bread
    'I had the woman bake the bread.'

(57) a. ni cʔok'wents-əm ʔə kwSEQ scéʔtən
    aux fry-act obl det salmon
    'He fried the salmon.'

    b. ni cʔok'wents-əm-SEQ scéʔtən
    aux fry-act-<cs>-3erg obl det salmon
    'He had him fry the salmon.'

In their universal predication concerning CCU (c.f. (38)),
Perlmutter and Postal claim that all downstairs nominals other than the
final absolutive and final ergative bear the emeritus relation to the
upstairs clause. Under this analysis, causatives like (53b) and (57b)
would be represented by the following stratal diagrams:

Under such an analysis, the oblique case of the emeritus nominals follows from the rule for nominal case, as given in (60):

(60) a. Final (nuclear) terms and 3rd person common nominal possessors are in the straight case.

b. Other nominals are in the oblique case.

Since the emeritus nominals are not final (nuclear) terms, they are in the oblique case.

Data involving extraction, however, poses a problem for an analysis positing the emeritus relation. As can be seen in (61-65) below, nominals which are downstairs final obliques or 3/2-chomeurs in causatives like (53-57b) can be extracted through nominalization.

(61) sta?lu? kʷo ni na-š-?imaš-staxʷ iә sieni? river det aux lpos-nom-walk-cs det woman 'The river is where I made the woman walk.'
(62) níx kʷəə nə-lélem ni nə-š-nəʔé-m-stəxʷ kʷəə swíwʔləs
3emph det lpos-house aux lpos-nom-go-cs det boy
'It's my house that I made the boy go to.'

(63) níx kʷəə šóptən ni nə-š-pən'-əm-stəxʷ a kʷəə sḵə̓wə
3emph det knife aux lpos-nom-plant-intr-cs obl det potato
'It's a knife that I had him plant the potatoes with.'

(64) saplí kʷəə ni nə-s-qʷəl-əm-stəxʷ ia sə̓nən
bread det aux lpos-nom-bake-intr-cs det woman
'Bread is what I had the woman bake.'

(65) níx kʷəə scéwitən ni s-c̚əkʷx-əl-stəxʷ-s
3emph det salmon aux nom-fry-act-cs-3pos
'It's the salmon that he had him fry.'

Although each of the extracted nominals is an eremitus under Perlmutter
and Postal's proposal, these nominals do not behave alike with respect
to the nominalizing prefix indicating extraction: extraction is
indicated by Ḵ̕- in (61-63) and by s- in (64-65). We have seen else-
where in Halkomelem that nominals bearing the same final grammatical
relation are extracted in the same manner. Thus, an analysis which
proposes that the extracted nominals above bear the same final gramma-
tical relation, e.g. eremitus, makes the wrong prediction with respect
to the behaviour of these nominals in extractions.

4.2.2.2 The Inheritance Principle

A second hypothesis concerning the grammatical relations of the
downstairs nominals in CCU has been proposed by Gibson and Raposo (in
preparation) and by Fauconnier (p.c.). This hypothesis, which
Fauconnier has called the Inheritance Principle, proposes that in CCU
all downstairs nominals other than final subject bear the same relation
upstairs as they bear in the final stratum of the downstairs clause.

Under this analysis, causatives like (53b) and (57b) would be represented by the following stratal diagrams:

The Inheritance Principle together with the rule of nominal case given in (60) accounts for the case of nominals which are downstairs final obliques or 3s/2-chomeurs. Since these nominals bear the same relation in the upstairs clause, they are not final (nuclear) terms and are in the oblique case.

Furthermore, data involving extraction are accounted for under an analysis with the Inheritance Principle. The extraction of final obliques is indicated by $\mathcal{E}$- (cf. 61-63) and the extraction of final 3s/2-chomeurs by $\mathcal{E}$- (cf. 64-65). As predicted, nominals (other than the downstairs final subject) in causatives (e.g. (53-57b)) are extracted in the same manner as the corresponding nominal in the non-causative counterpart (e.g. (53-57a)), as seen in the following examples:
Thus, an analysis of CCU involving the Inheritance Principle captures the similarity of nominals in causative and non-causative constructions.

4.2.3 An Alternative Analysis: CCU-3-2 Advancement

In the preceding section, I proposed that causatives like those in (40-42b) involve downstairs antipassive and CCU, as represented in the stratal diagram for (40b) given in (74):

(73) = (40b) ni con q’w’él-əm-stox’ θe siéni? ?e kw’θe qeplíl aux lsu bake-intr-cs det woman obl det bread 'I had the woman bake the bread.'

(74)  
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As predicted by Perlmutter and Postal's characterization of CCU (cf. (38)), the downstairs final absolutive is upstairs object. Also, as predicted by the Inheritance Principle, the downstairs final 3/2-chomeur is upstairs 3/2-chomeur. I gave evidence from Pronominal Case and quantifier extraction that the downstairs final absolutive is upstairs object and from Nominal Case and extraction that the downstairs final 3/2-chomeur is upstairs 3/2-chomeur.

However, an alternative analysis would also account for these data. If we assume the final transitivity of the downstairs clause, the downstairs final absolutive is upstairs object and the downstairs final ergative is upstairs indirect object, as predicted in (38). To account for the behaviour of downstairs subject as upstairs object and downstairs object as a 3/2-chomeur, this analysis would propose that clauses like (73) involve 3-2 advancement in the upstairs clause, as represented in the stratal diagram in (75):

(75)

In this section, I give two arguments that the Antipassive-CCU analysis (cf. (74)) is to be preferred over the CCU-3-2 advancement analysis (cf. (75)).
In §1.4.2, I pointed out the verbal morphology associated with antipassives in Halkomelem. Verbs in antipassives are suffixed with *-em, -els*, or occur without suffixes. In contrast, verbs in final transitive strata are suffixed with a transitive marker (cf. §2.4, 3.4). In addition, there is at least one case where the transitive and intransitive verbs do not resemble each other: *?attən* 'eat' (intransitive); *kəyyx*- 'eat' (transitive).

Observe the causatives in (76-79):

(76) ni con qʻʷəl-əm-stəxʷ iə stəni? ʔə kwəə sqəplɪl aux lsub bake-intr-cs det woman obl det bread
'I had the woman bake the bread.'

(77) ni con kʻʷiə-l-stəxʷ ʔə kwəə tí aux lsub pour-act-cs obl det tea
'I had him pour the tea.'

(78) ni con qaʔqaʔ-ə-stəxʷ kwəə sqəəsqəmyʔ ʔə kwəə qaʔ aux lsub drink-cs det dog obl det water
'I gave the dog water to drink.'

(79) ni con *?attən-ə-stəxʷ* kwəə sqəəsqəmyʔ ʔə kwəə scəətən aux lsub eat-cs det dog obl det salmon
'I fed the dog the salmon.'

Preceding the causative suffix *-st* in (76-77) is a verbal suffix associated with final intransitivity. In (78) no suffix precedes the causative suffix. In (79), the verb preceding the causative suffix is the intransitive form. That verbal morphology associated with final intransitivity precedes the causative suffix follows automatically in an analysis that proposes that the downstairs clause in a causative is intransitive via antipassive.⁴ In contrast, no intransitive stratum is proposed under the CCU-3-2 advancement analysis, and the intransitive verbal morphology remains a mystery.⁵
A second argument for preferring the Antipassive-CCU analysis over the CCU-3-2 advancement is based on conditions on antipassive (cf. §4.1.4).

In contrast to the examples of causatives given in the previous sections, the following are not possible:

(80) *ni am-əs-əm-stəxʷ-əs ?ə ə siéni? ?ə kʷəəgənplíl
aux give-advA-intr-cs-3erg obl det woman obl det bread
(He made him give the woman the bread.)

(81) *ni con qʷəxəl-əc-əm-stəxʷ kʷəəgə swáyʔqe? ?ə ə siéni?
aux lsub bake-advB-intr-cs det man obl det woman
(I had the man bake it for the woman.)

(82) *ni panʔ-am-st-əmʔəs ?ə-ƛə námə
aux plant-intr-cs-3erg obl-det 2emph
(He made me bury you.)

(83) *ni panʔ-am-stəxʷ-əs ?ə-ƛə ʔénəəʔ
aux plant-intr-cs-3erg obl-det 1emph
(He had him bury me.)

Under the Antipassive-CCU analysis, the ungrammaticality of (80-83) could be accounted for by the conditions on antipassives formulated in §4.1.4 repeated here as (84) and (85).

(84) Only initial objects can be demoted in antipassives.
(85) Only 3rd persons can be demoted in antipassives.

In (80-81) the downstairs object is not an initial object and in (82-83) the downstairs object is not 3rd person; thus, antipassive is not possible in the downstairs clauses of these causatives.

Under the CCU-3-2 advancement analysis, causatives like (80-83) would not be accounted for unless conditions could be placed on causatives as follows:
(86) CCU is not possible if the downstairs final object is not the downstairs initial object.

(87) CCU is not possible if the downstairs final object is not 3rd person.

These conditions, however, duplicate those needed for antipassives.

Thus, the CCU-3-2 advancement analysis misses a possible generalization.

4.2.4 A Condition on CCU

In the preceding section, I have argued on the basis of verbal morphology and conditions on antipassives for an Antipassive-CCU analysis of clauses like (88-89).

(88) ni cən qʷәl-әм-stәxʷ ʷә stәniʔ? ʷә kʷәә sәplił́
aux lsυb bake-intr-cs det woman obl det bread
'I had the woman bake the bread.'

(89) ni cən pәʔ-әm-stәxʷ ʷә kʷәә sʔәwθ
aux lsυb plant-intr-cs obl det potato
'I had him plant the potatoes.'

Furthermore, causatives based on finally transitive clauses an in (90-92) are not possible.

(90) *ni cən qʷәl-at-stәxʷ kʷәә sәplił́ ʷә stәniʔ?
aux lsυb bake-tr-st det bread obl det woman
(I had the woman bake the bread.)

(91) *ni cən pәn-at-stәxʷ kʷәә sʔәwθ
aux lsυb plant-tr-cs det potato
(I had him plant the potatoes.)

(92) *ni ʔәʔx-t-stәxʷ-әs kʷәә smәʔәθ ʷә kʷәә sʔәʔmәʔ?
aux eat-tr-cs-3erg det (deer)meat obl det dog
(He fed the deer meat to the dog.)
I have represented (90) in the stratal diagram in (93).

(93)

Although the causatives in (90-92) obey the universal prediction concerning CCU given in (38), they are not possible.

In 83.7, I pointed out that 3-2 advancement was obligatory in Halkomelem. If we assume this is also the case in causatives, then the ungrammaticality of (90-92) could be accounted for by the lack of 3-2 advancement in the upstairs clause. However, even if 3-2 advancement is proposed, as represented in (94), causatives are not possible.

(94)
The causatives in (90-92) are ungrammatical regardless of the word order, the case of the nominals, or the presence of an advancement marker:

(95) a. * ni cən q’wnl(-ətx-əs)-stəxʷ kʷθə səplíl (?ə) té siéni? aux lsub bake-tr-advA-cs det bread obl det woman
(I had the woman bake the bread.)

b. * ni cən q’wəl-(ətx-əs)-stəxʷ ʔə té siéni(?ə) kʷθə səplíl aux lsub bake-tr-advA-cs obl det woman obl det bread
(I had the woman bake the bread.)

c. * ni cən q’wəl-(ətx-əs)-stəxʷ ʔə té siéni? kʷθə səplíl aux lsub bake-tr-advA-cs det woman det bread
(I had the woman bake the bread.)

To account for the contrast between causatives like (90-92), which have downstairs clauses that are finally transitive, and those like (88-89), which have downstairs clauses that are finally intransitive via antipassive, a condition on CCU in Halkomelem can be stated as follows:

(96) CCU is possible only if the downstairs clause is finally intransitive.

4.2.5 Periphrastic Causatives

Besides causatives involving CCU as discussed above, there are periphrastic causatives in Halkomelem. In these, as exemplified in (97-102), the upstairs verb is cəét 'tell someone to do something.'

(97) ni cən cəét ʔə Mary ?u ?ímaʃ-ʔəs aux lsub tell-tr det 1nk walk-3ssub
'I told Mary to walk.'

(98) ni cən cə-θ-əmó ?u ʔəyəx-t-əxʷ kʷθə scéłətən aux lsub tell-tr-lobj 1nk eat-tr-2ssub det salmon
'I told you to eat the salmon.'
'The woman told me to give you the salmon.'
(100) cse-t-ále cań ceʔ? ?u qʷ̊al-áic-t-ʔalap ?e kʷʔe saplíl tell-tr-2plobj 1sub fut lnk bake-advB-tr-2plssub obl det bread
'I will tell you pl. to bake him some bread.'
(101) ní con cse-tʔ ?u qʷ̊aqʷ-ʔámʔ-s-ʔs aux 1sub tell-tr lnk club-tr-lobj-3ssub
'I told him to hit me.'
(102) cse-t-ále cań ceʔ? ?u yən-ʔ-ámʔ-ʔs-ʔalap tell-tr-2plobj 1sub fut lnk plant-tr-lobj-2plssub
'I will tell you to bury me.'

As seen above, cseť is followed by an object and an embedded clause. Although I cannot motivate an analysis of periphrastic causatives here, I will point out that the object of cseť must be coreferential to the subject of the embedded clause, as seen in (103-104).

(103) *nį con cse-tʔ ʔə Mary ṭeɣ̊-t-əxʷ kʷʔe scé.ítən aux 1sub tell-tr det lnk eat-tr-2ssub det salmon
(I told Mary for you to eat the salmon.)
(104) *cseť-alə cań ceʔ? ṭe yəməʔ-ʔs ʔə Mary tell-tr-2plobj 1sub fut lnk walk-3ssub det
(I tell you for Mary to walk.)

Unlike causatives involving CCU, which require the downstairs clause to be finally intransitive, periphrastic causatives allow any type of embedded clause. Thus, while the embedded clauses in (98-102) are transitive and would not meet condition (96), they are acceptable as embedded clauses in periphrastic causatives. Further, note that the embedded clauses in (99-102) cannot be finally intransitive via antipassive because of the conditions on antipassive given in (84) and
(85); in (99-100), the object is not the initial object, and in (101-102), the object is not a third person.

4.2.6 Double Causatives

Periphrastic causatives are used to form double causatives, i.e. causatives based on other causatives, as exemplified in (105-107):

(105) ni con cse-t ə Mary ?u neʔem-stəxʷ-əs kʷəθə púkʷ-s aux lsub tell-tr det 1nk go-cs-3ssubj det boo-3pos
'I told Mary to take her book.'

(106) ni con cse-t-ále ?u ?əʔəsən-əstəxʷ-ʔələp kʷəθə sqʷəməyʔ aux lsub tell-tr-2plsubj 1nk eat-cs-2plsubj det dog
'I'm telling you pl. to feed the dog.'

(107) cse-ə-ámə con ceʔ ?u qʷəł-əm-stəxʷ ə kʷəθə səplíl tell-tr-2obj lsub fut 1nk bake-intr-cs obl det bread
'I'm telling you to bake the bread.'

However, double causatives involving CCU in both causatives are not possible, as seen in (108-109):

(108) *ni con neʔem-stəxʷ-stəxʷ ə Mary (?ə)kʷəθə púkʷ-s aux lsub go-cs-cs det obl det book-3pos
(I had Mary take her book.)

(109) *ni con ?əʔəsən-əstəxʷ-st-ələ (?ə) kʷəθə sqʷəməyʔ aux lsub eat-cs-cs-2plsubj obl det dog
(I told you pl. to fee the dog.)

The ungrammaticality of (108-109) follows from aspects of the analysis presented above. First, I assumed that causatives with the suffix -st have bi-causal structures and involve CCU, as represented in (110):
I gave evidence in §4.2.1 that the downstairs final absolutive is upstairs final object, and thus causatives with CCU are finally transitive. The final object, however, is not an initial object (that is, it is not an object in the stratum labelled c_i in (110)), and, as stated in condition (84), only initial objects can be demoted in antipassives. This predicts that antipassives of causatives with CCU are not possible, and, as seen in (111-112), this is the case.

(111) *ni neʔé-m-st-am ɪə Mary ʔə kʷθə púkʷ-s
aux go-cs-intr det obl det book-3pos
(Mary took her book.)

(112) *ni cé.p ʔéton-ast-am ʔə kʷθə sqʷəméyʔ
aux 2plsub eat-cs-intr obl det dog
(You pl. fed the dog.)

Since causatives with CCU cannot be finally intransitive via antipassive, causatives with embedded causatives cannot meet condition (96) and CCU is not possible.

4.3 Reflexives and Reciprocals

In §2.5 above, I discussed two constructions involving the coreference of the subject and object; reflexives, exemplified in (113-115), and reciprocals, exemplified in (116-118); verbs in reflexives are suffixed with -əst and those in reciprocals with -təl.
(113) ni con kʷółəš-ʔət
aux lsub shoot-self
'I shot myself.'

(114) ni kʷółəš-ʔət kʷə swəʔ?qə?
aux shoot-self det man
'The man shot himself.'

(115) ni ləʔxʷ-əʔət iə Mary
aux blanket-self det
'Mary covered herself with a blanket.'

(116) ni ct ləmáʔ-təl
aux lplsub kick-rec
'We kicked each other.'

(117) ni əłqʷ-əəl kʷəʔə Bob ʔə George
aux punch-rec det cn
'Bob and George punched each other.'

(118) ni t̕əłqʷ-təl
aux bump-rec
'They collided.'

In this section, I present evidence that reflexive and reciprocal clauses are finally intransitive in Halkomelem. I leave the discussion of analyses accounting for the final intransitivity of these clauses to §4.5 and §4.6 below.

4.3.1 3rd Person Agreement

In §4.1.1, the rule for 3rd Person Agreement was formulated as follows:

(119) Agreement is marked only for final ergatives in main clauses.
Thus, if the final stratum in reflexive and reciprocal clauses is transitive, then in examples with 3rd person subjects, there should be 3rd person agreement. As is seen in (114-115) and (117-118) above, this is not the case.

The lack of 3rd person agreement in reflexive and reciprocal clauses follows from an analysis which proposes final intransitivity for these constructions. If the final stratum is intransitive then the final subject is an absolutive, not an ergative, and 3rd Person Agreement is impossible.

4.3.2 Causatives

In §4.2.4, the following condition was formulated for CCU:

(120) CCU is possible only if the downstairs clause is finally intransitive.

In (121-123b), I have given causatives corresponding to the reflexives and recircicals in (121-123a):

(121) a. ni kʷóɬaʔ-əet kʷθə swáʔ?qe?
    aux shoot-self det man
    'The man shot himself.'

     b. ni kʷóɬaʔ-əet-stəxʷ kʷθə swáʔ?qe?
    aux lsub shoot-self-cs det man
    'I made the man shoot himself.'

(122) a. ni kan ləxʷ-əət
    aux lsub blanket-self
    'I covered myself with a blanket.'

     b. ni ləxʷ-əət-st-ámʔ-əə kʷθə Bob
    aux blanket-self-cs-obj-3erg det
    'Bob had me cover myself with a blanket.'
(123) a. ni tīqʷ-tel kʷθə sawwəy'qe?
    aux bump-rec det men
    'The men collided.'

b. ni con tīqʷ-tel-stəxʷ kʷθə sawwəy'qe?
    aux lsub bump-rec-cs det men
    'I made the men collide.'

Since CCU is possible only if the downstairs clause is finally intransitive and CCU is possible in the examples above where a reflexive or reciprocal clause is the downstairs clause in a causative, reflexive and reciprocal clauses must be finally intransitive.

4.4 Object Cancellation

In this section, I discuss an additional construction used to express coreference of subjects and objects in Halkomelem. This construction, which I refer to as object cancellation following Aissen (to appear b), is exemplified in the main clauses in (124-125) and the embedded clauses of the periphrastic causatives in (126-127). Notice that the advancement marker in (124-127) is followed by the intransitive suffix. 6,7

(124) @ni con qʷöl-ətc-əm ?ə kʷθə səplíl
    aux lsub bake-advB-intr obl det bread
    'I baked myself some bread.'

(125) @ni con ḥəγ-yətc-əm ?ə kʷθə snóxʷət
    aux lsub make-advB-intr obl det canoe
    'I made myself a canoe.'

(126) cse-t-ále con ce? ?u qʷöl-ətc-əm-ʔələp ?ə kʷθə səplíl
tell-tr-2pobj lsub fut 1nk bake-advB-intr-2p1ssub obl det bread
    'I'm telling you pl. to bake bread for me.' (unambiguous)
(127) cse-ø-ámq cæ ce? u k’wøi-ùí-c-øm-okw? a k’w tfí tell-tr-2obj lsub fut lnk pour-advB-intr-2ssub obl det tea 'I'm telling you to pour me some tea.' (unambiguous)

In §4.4.1, I present evidence that object cancellation clauses, like reflexive clauses, are finally intransitive; in §4.4.2, I give evidence that the cancelled nominal in this construction is an object; and in §4.4.3, I discuss conditions on object cancellation.

4.4.1 Evidence for Final Intransitivity

The first evidence for the final intransitivity of object cancellation clauses comes from transitive marking. As formulated in §4.1.1, Transitive Marking is:

(128) Transitive marking is required in finally transitive clauses.

However, as can be seen in (124-127) above, object cancellation constructions lack transitive marking. Instead, they are suffixed with -øm, which we have seen in §4.1.3 indicates final intransitivity.

As formulated in §4.1.1, the rule for 3rd Person Agreement is:

(129) Agreement is marked only for final ergatives in main clauses.

In the object cancellation clauses given in (119-120), the subjects are 3rd person, yet there is no 3rd person agreement.
(130)  @ni q'w1-σic-əm ʔə kθə səplíl
    aux bake-advB-intr obl det bread
    'He baked bread for himself.'

(131)  @ni əqy-σic-əm
    aux make-advB-intr
    'He made it for himself.'

Thus, subjects in clauses like (130) and (131) are final absolutes rather than final ergatives. This follows from an analysis positing final intransitivity for these clauses.

4.4.2 Evidence for the Cancellation of the Object

For the object cancellation clauses above, I am assuming an initial structure as represented in (132):

(132)

I consider two analyses which could account for the final intransitivity of these clauses. First, the initial object could be demoted to a 3/2-chomeur via antipassive and the initial benefactive, which is coreferent to some subject, is cancelled, represented by a blank in the following stratal diagram:

(133)
Second, the object cancellation clause could involve advancement to object, as represented in (134); in this case it is a non-initial object, which is coreferent to some subject, that is cancelled.

(134)

Under both analyses, the initial object is a final 3/2-chomeur which accounts for its being in the oblique case.

There is one argument, based on advancement marking, that the analysis represented in (134) is preferred. In §3.8, I discussed the verbal morphology correlated with advancements to object. In the object cancellation constructions above, such as advancement marker is present. This is automatically accounted for under an analysis which posits advancements to object for these clauses, like that represented in (134). Since no advancement to object is posited in (133), it does not account for the presence of the advancement marker. Thus, I take (134) to be the preferred analysis.

4.4.3 Conditions on Object Cancellations

In this section, I formulate two conditions on object cancellations. In the above examples, the cancelled objects were non-initial objects. In fact, object cancellation constructions are not possible if the cancelled object is an initial object, as seen in (135-136):
(135) *ni k’wáleš-øm  
aux shoot-intr  
(He shot himself.)

(136) *ni leš-øm  
aux blanket-intr  
(He covered himself with a blanket.)

The ungrammaticality of (135-136) can be captured by the following condition on object cancellation:

(137) Only non-initial objects can be cancelled.

In the above examples, two types of object cancellations are exemplified. In the first, exemplified in (124-125), the cancelled object and the subject it is coreferent to are in the same clause; in the second, exemplified in (126-127), the cancelled object, in the embedded clause, is coreferent to the matrix subject. Thus, it is not a requirement in object cancellation constructions that the cancelled object be a clause-mate of the subject it is coreferent to.

However, when the cancelled object is not a clause-mate of the coreferent subject, only 1st and 2nd person objects can be cancelled, (cf. (126-127)); 3rd person objects cannot be, as seen in (138-139):

(138) *cse-θ-ám?š-øs ce? ʔu q’wá1-σc-øm-ʔé.n? ʔe k’θø saplǐl  
tell-tr-lobj-3erg fut lnk bake-advB-intr-1ssub ob1 det bread  
(He's telling me to bake the bread for him.)

(139) *cse-θ-ám?š-øs ce? ʔu k’wεš-σc-øm-ʔé.n? ʔe k’w tí  
tell-tr-lobj-3erg fut lnk pour-advB-intr-1ssub ob1 det tea  
(He's telling me to pour the tea for him.)
This is not the case when the coreferential subject and object are clause-mates; (124-125) and (130-131) are equally acceptable regardless of the person of the cancelled object. This distinction can be captured by the following condition on object cancellations:

(140) A 3rd person object can be cancelled only if it is co-referent to the subject of its clause.

In the following sections, I discuss conditions on object cancellation further, contrasting them to conditions on other object resignations.

4.5 Postal's Analysis of 'Detransitivization'

In the preceding sections, I have presented evidence for constructions involving object resignation: antipassives, reflexives, reciprocals, and object cancellations. Here, I discuss these with respect to the analysis of detransitivization proposed by Postal (1977).

In §4.1 above, I argued for the final intransitivity of antipassives in Halkomelem; specifically, the initial object is either a final 3 or a chomeur, as represented in (141) and (142):

(141) \[ \begin{array}{ccc}
1 & 2 & 3 \\
\rho & 1 & \rho
\end{array} \]

(142) \[ \begin{array}{ccc}
1 & 2 & 2 \\
\rho & 1 & \rho
\end{array} \]

An analysis involving 2-3 retreat (130) does not violate any laws currently maintained in Relational Grammar; however, an analysis such as (142) violates the Motivated Chomage Law, given in (143):
(143) An RN containing an arc of the form \([\text{Cho} (a, b) < c_w c_i >]\)
also contains distinct arcs of the form \([\text{Term}_x (a, b) < c_u c_{i-1} >]\) and \([\text{Term}_x (c, b) < c_i c_z >]\).

(Perlmutter and Postal, to appear c)

Informally stated, the Motivated Chomage Law rules out constructions
where a nominal is a \(\text{term}_x\) in the \(c_i\) stratum and a chomeur in the
\(c_{i+1}\) stratum where no nominal assumes the \(\text{term}_x\) relation in the \(c_{i+1}\)
stratum. It also rules out the possibility of having initial
chomeurs.

In the analysis of (142), since the initial object is a chomeur
yet no nominal assumes the object relation, the conditions of the
Motivated Chomage Law are not met.

Discussing data from several languages, Postal (1977) proposes
an analysis of antipassive clauses which does not violate the Motivated
Chomage Law. In this analysis, represented in (144), the initial
subject retreats to object, placing the initial object en chomage,
and thus satisfying the Motivated Chomage Law. The \((b)\) stratum, with
an object but no subject, is an unaccusative stratum (cf. §5.6.2);
the object in the unaccusative stratum advances to subject via unaccusa-
tive advancement and is subject in the final stratum.

(144) 

---
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In the case of Halkomelem antipassives, as Hukari (1979b) has pointed out, there is no evidence either for or against the analysis represented in (144). In the following discussion, I assume that this analysis is tenable for Halkomelem.

In addition, Postal makes the claim that all cases involving a clause which is transitive at one level and intransitive at a subsequent level due to the apparent demotion or deletion of the object should be accounted for by one of two analyses: 2-3 retreat or antipassive.

Specifically, he discusses cases from various languages where reflexives and reciprocals are finally intransitive. These, he claims, are finally intransitive via antipassive.

Under Postal's proposal, then, all of the object resignation constructions discussed in this chapter would be antipassives. In this section, I examine the adequacy of this analysis, which I refer to as mega-antipassive, with respect to the conditions on object resignations. I argue that the various object resignations are too diverse to be considered as a single construction.

I have discussed conditions on object resignations above; these are of two types, referring to the person and the level of the object (i.e., initial or non-initial). In addition, the constructions vary according to clause-boundedness and obligatoriness. I have summarized these conditions and requirements on object resignations in the chart in (145).
(145) | Persons | Type of Object | Clause-bounded | Obligatory |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Antipassive</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>initial</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Reflexive</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>initial</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Reciprocal</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>initial</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Object cancellation</td>
<td>a) all</td>
<td>non-initial</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) 1st/2nd</td>
<td>non-initial</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If object resginations were reduced to a single construction, mega-antipassive, it would be possible to state conditions on it, but each condition would have to include characteristics of the constructions it refers to; for example, the condition on type of object is stated in (146) and the condition on person is stated in (147):

(146) **Condition on Mega-antipassive:**

Only initial objects which are nominals or unspecified or which are coreferent to the subject of the clause and non-initial objects which are coreferent to some subject can be placed en chomage in mega-antipassive.

(147) **Condition on Mega-antipassive:**

All persons can be placed en chomage in mega-antipassive, unless the object placed en chomage is the initial object which is not coreferent to the subject of the clause, in which case, only 3rd persons can be placed en chomage, or, unless the object placed en chomage is a non-initial object of an embedded clause which is coreferent to the subject of the matrix clause, in which case, only 1st and 2nd persons can be placed en chomage.

Because each condition would require a repetition of the characteristics of the constructions, conditions in the mega-antipassive analysis are needlessly complicated. Apparently, the only thing gained by the mega-antipassive analysis is a unified account of final intransitivity.
4.6 Aissen's Proposal: Coreference and Cancellation

Because of the complications required under a mega-antipassive analysis, it is not a satisfying account of object resignations in Halkomelem. Although antipassive may account for some object resignations, it cannot elegantly account for all of them. If the mega-antipassive analysis is rejected, some alternative analyses accounting for the final intransitivity of object resignations, must be proposed. In this section, an alternative concerning coreference and intransitivity proposed by Aissen (to appear b) is discussed.

Giving evidence from several languages, Aissen (to appear b) discusses the problem of the final intransitivity of reflexive constructions. She argues that, contrary to the claims of Postal, antipassive is not an adequate means of accounting for the intransitivity of reflexive constructions and concludes that some languages may require cancellation of nominals (cf. §4.4.2) under the condition of coreference.

Her evidence for this claim comes from cases in Tzotzil and Gerogian where an indirect object which is coreferent to the subject is cancelled.9 In Tzotzil, as in Halkomelem, there are no final indirect objects; these advance to object and 3-2 advancement is marked by the verbal suffix -be, as seen in (148):

(148) (Tzotzil)

Tzotzil

7i -s-meltzan-be  jun  falta

7i -E3-MAKE-be  ONE  SKIRT

'She made her a skirt.'
The above clause can only mean that the subject made a skirt for someone else. To express the meaning of the subject making a skirt for herself, the following clause is used:

(149) (Tzotzil)

\[ 7i \quad -s-meltzan \quad \text{jun} \quad \text{falta} \]
\[ \text{cp} \quad -E3-\text{MAKE} \quad \text{ONE} \quad \text{SKIRT} \]

For the clause in (149), Aissen posits the following analysis:

(150)

Unlike the case of object cancellation in Halkomelem presented in §4.4 above, which involves the advancement of the benefactive to object (as marked by the advB suffix), the Tzotzil clause in (149) does not contain the suffix -be, which marks 3-2 advancement. Thus, Aissen proposes that the indirect object does not advance to object in the stratum before cancellation. Since the initial object is not placed en chomage by 3-2 advancement, the clause is finally transitive, as is evidenced by ergative agreement.

After giving evidence for a similar example in Georgian, Aissen points out that cancellation in these cases can not be the result of antipassive, which as defined by Postal (cf. 144)) involves the retreat of subject to object, not to indirect object or oblique. Thus, the cancellation of indirect objects cannot be accounted for by proposing that they are chomeurs via antipassive. Aissen concludes that another
construction, i.e. cancellation, accounts for the disappearance of the indirect object. Note that in this analysis there are no chomeurs posited, and thus violation of the Motivated Chomage Law is not an issue.

Extending this analysis to examples of reflexives which are finally intransitive, like those cited by Postal, Aissen concludes that cancellation may account for these as well. Under this analysis, reflexives in Halkomelem would be represented as in (151); the object in the initial stratum is cancelled in the next.

(151)

However, the Halkomelem data present a difficulty for such an analysis. There are two constructions in Halkomelem involving coreference and intransitivity--object cancellations and reflexives. As discussed previously, these constructions are associated with different conditions. While reflexives are limited to cases where the initial object is coreferent to the subject, object cancellations are limited to cases where a non-initial object is coreferent to the subject, and, when 1st or 2nd person embedded objects are coreferent to the matrix subject, object cancellations, but not reflexives are possible. Because of these differences, it would be difficult to analyze object cancellations and reflexives in Halkomelem as a single construction, i.e. cancellation. Thus, Aissen's analysis, which may account for some cases of the disappearance of a nominal under
coreference, does not account for all such cases.

4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have presented evidence for four object resignation constructions in Halkomelem—antipassives, reflexives, reciprocals, and object cancellations. In each of these constructions a nominal which is object in one stratum does not bear any nuclear term relation in the subsequent stratum, and, since no other nominal assumes the object relation, the clause is finally intransitive.

Two analyses proposed within Relational Grammar to account for the final intransitivity of object resignations have been discussed. First, Postal (1977) claims that such clauses are antipassives. Second, Aissen (to appear b) suggests that in cases of coreference, the constructions involve cancellation. I argued that because of the differences in the conditions associated with the various object resignation constructions in Halkomelem, it is futile to try to reduce all of them to a single construction.

Thus, the analyses currently available within Relational Grammar cannot adequately account for object resignations in Halkomelem. Furthermore, the data from Halkomelem alone is insufficient to motivate explicit analyses that could account for the final intransitivity of these constructions. However, I conclude that a proper account of object resignations would need to accommodate the individual properties of each construction.
Footnotes to Chapter 4

1 Several scholars, including Davis, Kuipers, Mattina, and Thompson and Thompson, working on other Salish languages have discussed antipassives calling this construction by various names including pseudo-transitive, pseudo-intransitive, and middle.

Hukari (1979) has also discussed antipassives. He points out the similarities of 3s/2-chomeurs in antipassives and advancement to object constructions.

Frantz (1977) has pointed out similar data concerning anti-passives and causatives.

2 Transitive Marking is discussed further in Chapter 5.

3 Arguments for the bi-clausal initial structure of Halkomelem causatives could be given based on the data presented in the following discussions. I show that antipassives, reflexives, and reciprocals can be bases for causatives. Assuming that these constructions are syntactic, then causatives, since they can be based on these constructions, are also syntactic.

4 Moreover, this analysis allows for a statement of a general principle of Halkomelem (and maybe universal) morphology which I call the Satellite Principle. Basically, affixes are ordered from the root outward (i.e. suffixes are order from left to right and prefixes from right to left) according to the order of the syntactic strata, as follows: initial to dinal strata, and downstairs clauses to upstairs clauses. Thus, since antipassives are downstairs constructions, the verbal suffix associated with them precedes the causative suffix. This will be discussed further in Chapter 5.

5 Postal (p.c.) has suggested that perhaps the -am suffix could be marking the presence of a 2-chomeur; thus it would be present in causatives under the CCU-3-2 advancement analysis to mark the presence of an upstairs 2-chomeur. However, since other morphology signals antipassive as well as -am, this analysis is not tenable.

6 Although all the speakers I have worked with accept object cancellation constructions like (115-116), only some of them accept cancellation in cases like (113-114), involving a single clause. However, all speakers agree that in (115-116) the cancelled object is coreferent to the matrix subject and not the subject of the embedded clause.

7 I discuss object resignations with respect to constructions involving lexical suffixes in Gerdts (1981b, c).
Timberlake (1979, 1980) points out cases in Russian where reflexives involving 1st and 2nd persons and those involving 3rd persons differ in acceptability.

Actually, the Georgian case parallels the Halkomelem case of object cancellation. Only indirect objects that are such via inversion, advancement, or ascension (i.e., in my terminology, non-initial objects) can cancel.
Chapter 5

PASSIVES

5.0 Introduction

This chapter discusses a Halkomelem construction referred to as passive. In (1-5b) I give passives which correspond to the finally transitive clauses in (1-5a): \(^1\)

(1) a. ni lêm-at-əs ə siéni? t\(\theta\)ə spéʔəθ aux look-tr-3erg det woman det bear
   'The woman looked at the bear.'

   b. ni lêm-at-əm ?ə ə siéni? t\(\theta\)ə spéʔəθ aux look-tr-intr obl det woman det bear
   'The bear was looked at by the woman.'

(2) a. ni q\(\text{w}^{\prime}\)-əl-at-əs ə siéni? t\(\theta\)ə scéʔtən aux bake-tr-3erg det woman det salmon
   'The woman baked the salmon.'

   b. ni q\(\text{w}^{\prime}\)-əl-at-əm ?ə ə siéni? t\(\theta\)ə scéʔtən aux bake-tr-intr obl det woman det salmon
   'The salmon was baked by the woman.'

(3) a. ni pən-at-əs k\(\theta\)ə sgéʔə aux plant-tr-3erg det potato
   'He planted potatoes.'

   b. ni pən-at-əm k\(\theta\)ə sgéʔə aux plant-tr-intr det potato
   'The potatoes were planted.'

(4) a. ni c\'wə̣l-at-əs ə siéni? t\(\theta\)ə swáʔ?qə? aux help-tr-3erg det woman det man
   'The woman helped the man.'

   b. ni c\'wə̣l-at-əm t\(\theta\)ə swáʔ?qə? ?ə ə siéni? aux help-tr-intr det man obl det woman
   'The man was helped by the woman.'
Halkomelem passives have several features which distinguish them from finally transitive clauses. First, while the (a) clauses have transitive marking, the (b) clauses have transitive marking followed by an intransitive suffix, in these examples -om \( ^4,^5 \). Second, while finally transitive clauses with 3rd person subjects have 3rd person agreement, there is no agreement in passives. Finally, while subjects in transitive clauses are in the straight case, the corresponding nominal in passives are in the oblique case.

In the following sections, I consider these and other properties of passives with respect to several alternative analyses available in Relational Grammar. At first glance, Halkomelem passives seem parallel to passive constructions posited for other languages. However, a careful treatment reveals that Halkomelem passives have contradictory properties which make it difficult to present evidence for an analysis of this construction.

First, I give evidence that the nominal which corresponds to the final subject in finally transitive clauses is not the final subject in passives. Then, I contrast analyses available for the nominal in passives which corresponds to the final object in finally transitive clauses. In discussing this complicated topic, I deal first with 3rd person nominals then with 1st and 2nd persons. Finally, I discuss passives of advancement clauses, showing that passives of some clauses involving Caus-2 advancement
violate a law proposed as a universal in Relational Grammar.

5.1 The Departure Subject

In the following discussion, I assume that the finally transitive clauses in (1-5a) and the passives in (1-5b) partially share stratal diagrams; e.g. the structure for (1a) represented in (6).

(6)

\[ \rho \]

\[ 1 \quad 2 \]

\[ \lambda \text{- sieni? spe?eθ} \]

'look at' 'woman' 'bear'

However, in passives like (1b), as I argue below, the nominal corresponding to the final subject in (1a) is not the final subject in (1b) but rather a chomeur, as represented in (7); the status of the object at final level, represented by '?', is discussed in §5.2-5.4.

(7)

\[ \rho \]

\[ 1 \quad 2 \quad ? \]

\[ \lambda \text{- sieni? spe?eθ} \]

'look at' 'woman' 'bear'

I refer to the last stratum shared by finally transitive clauses and passives as the departure stratum, labelled \( a \) in (7); the subject and object in this stratum are referred to as departure subject and object. 7,8

In this section, I present evidence based on Nominal Case and extraction concerning the status of the departure subject at final level. Also, I discuss a condition on Halkomelem passives.
5.1.1 Arguments Concerning the Final GR of the Departure Subject

As pointed out above, departure subjects in passives are in the oblique rather than the straight case. Nominal Case (cf. §3.2.2) is formulated as follows:

(8) a. Final nuclear terms and 3rd person common noun possessors are in the straight case.
    b. Other nominals are in the oblique case.

Since departure subjects are in the oblique case, these nominals must bear some other relation besides subject, object, or possessor at final level. Furthermore, as seen in (9-11), departure subjects cannot be extracted:

(9) *nít θə šéni? ni lóm-ət-əm tə spéʔəθ
    3emph det woman aux look-tr-intr det bear
    (It's the woman who the bear was looked at by.)

(10) *šéni? ni (s/ ʔ-) pən-ət-əm (-s) kʷəθə sqéʷəθ
    woman aux nom/nom plant-tr-intr-3pos det potato
    (It was a woman who the potatoes were planted by.)

(11) *śwēt ni qʷəqʷ-n-əm kʷəθə Bob
    who aux club-l.c.tr-intr det
    (Who was Bob clubbed by?)

In the discussion of extraction above, we have seen examples of the direct extraction of subjects and objects and of extraction through nominalization of obliques and 3s/2-chomeurs. As seen in (9-11), neither of these is possible for departure subjects. That departure subjects cannot be extracted indicates that they are not final subjects, objects, obliques, or 3s/2-chomeurs. Thus, I propose that departure subjects are final 1-chomeurs, as represented in (7) above. 
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5.1.2 A Condition on Passives

In the above discussion, I have given examples of passives and the corresponding finally transitive clauses. In this section, I discuss cases where passives are not possible.

In the above examples, the 1-chomeurs were either 3rd person nominals or unspecified. As can be seen in (12-14b), the 1-chomeur cannot be 1st or 2nd person.

(12) a. ni con lém-et tʰə spéʔəθ aux lsub look-tr det bear
'I looked at the bear.'

(The bear was looked at by me.)

(13) a. ni ct qʷə̌l-ət kʷəθə scéʔtən aux lplsub bake-tr det salmon
'We baked the salmon.'

b. *ni qʷə̌l-ət-əm ?ə-ƛ' inímoʔ kʷəθə scéʔtən aux bake-tr-intr obl-det lplemph det salmon
(The salmon was baked by us.)

(14) a. ni ?ə č ?u qʷə̌qʷ-nəxʷ?əlʔ kʷəθə Bob aux int 2sub just club-l.c.tr just det
'Did you accidentally club Bob?'

b. *ni ?ə qʷə̌qʷ-n-əm ?ə-ƛ' nəʔən kʷəθə Bob aux intr club-l.c.tr-intr obl det 2emph det
(Was Bob clubbed by you accidentally?)

To account for this, the following condition on passives can be formulated:

(15) 1st and 2nd person pronominals cannot be placed en chomage in passives.
5.2 3rd Person Departure Objects: Personal Passive vs. Unmotivated Chomage

In this section, I contrast two analyses of Halkomelem passives in which the departure object is 3rd person. As discussed in §0.3.2, according to Perlmutter and Postal (1977) passives are universally characterized in terms of the following subnetwork:

\[ (16) \]

That is, a nominal bearing the object relation in the \( c_i \) stratum, in which there is also a nominal bearing the subject relation, bears the subject relation in the \( c_{i+1} \) stratum. In cases where the nominal which I have referred to above as the departure object advances to subject, the passive construction is a personal passive. Under a personal passive analysis, a Halkomelem passive such as (1b) would be represented as follows:

\[ (17) \]

Note that, under the personal passive analysis, the structure in (17) satisfies the condition of the Motivated Chomage Law (Perlmutter and Postal, to appear c), as discussed in §4.5; since the departure object
assumes the subject relation in the final stratum, the Motivated Chomage Law is not violated. Thus, the analysis posited in (17) accounts for the behaviour of the departure subject as a final 1-chomeur.

Recently, there has been some debate over the validity of the Motivated Chomage Law. Specifically, Comrie (1977) proposes that constructions are possible in which the departure subject is a final chomeur but no nominal advances to final subject.\textsuperscript{12} Under this analysis, referred to as the unmotivated chomage analysis, a Halkomelem passive such as (1b) would be represented as follows:

(18)

```
ləm- sìeniʔ speʔƏʔ
'look at' 'woman' 'bear'
```

In the structure represented in (18), since the departure subject is a final chomeur but no nominal bears the subject relation at final level, the Motivated Chomage Law is violated. In addition, the analysis in (18) violates the Final 1 Law (Perlmutter and Postal, to appear c), which, stated informally, requires every final stratum to have a subject. Since there is no final subject in (18), the Final 1 Law is violated.

In fact, Hukari (1980) suggests that Halkomelem passives may be cases of unmotivated chomage and, thus, constitute a counterexample to the universal characterization of passive proposed by Perlmutter and Postal (1977) and to the Motivated Chomage Law and Final 1 Law (Perlmutter and Postal, to appear c). In this section and the following one, I discuss the evidence pertaining to the proper characterization of passives in Halkomelem. First, phenomena which can be handled by
either a personal passive or an unmotivated chomage analysis are discussed. Second, I discuss constructions involving raising, concluding that a personal passive analysis is to be preferred over one involving unmotivated chomage.

5.2.1 Phenomena Handled by Either Analysis

In the case of passives as exemplified above, in which the departure object is a 3rd person nominal, none of the phenomena discussed in Chapter 2 can serve to distinguish a personal passive from an unmotivated chomage analysis. As pointed out in §2.8, there are phenomena which distinguish nuclear terms from obliques and ergatives from absolutes, but there are no phenomena which distinguish nominal subjects and objects. In comparing the final relation of the departure object in the two analyses, both analyses posit that it is a final nuclear term (i.e., either subject or object). Furthermore, assuming the definition of absolutive given in §0.3.4, the departure object, since it heads a final nuclear-term arc in an intransitive stratum in both (17) and (18), is the final absolutive.

In this section, I show that as predicted by both analyses the departure object is a final nuclear term and a final absolutive.

First, according to Nominal Case as given in (8) above, final nuclear terms are in the straight case. As is seen in (1-5o), the departure object is in the straight case; this follows from either the personal passive or the unmotivated chomage analyses, which posit that the departure object is a final nuclear term.

Second, departure objects, like other final nuclear terms, can be directly extracted (cf. §3.2), as seen in (19-21).
(19) spéʔəθ ni lám-ət-əm ?ə te sïní?
bear aux look-tr-intr obl det woman
'A bear was what was looked at by the woman.'

(20) níʔ kʷəθ scé.ìtan ni qʷó1-ət-əm ?ə-ƛ'
John 3emph det salmon aux bake-tr-intr obl-det
'It's the salmon that was baked by John.'

(21) ñwét ni qʷəgʷ-ən-əm ?ə-ƛ'
Bob who aux club-1.c.tr-intr obl det
'Who was accidentally clubbed by Bob?'

This follows from either analysis, since both posit that the departure object is a final nuclear term.

In addition, when the departure object is a possessive phrase, the possessor can be extracted, as seen in (22-24).

(22) státəl-stəxʷ ?ə č kʷəθ xʷənítəm ni qʔáy-t-əm kʷəθ šxʷʔaʔə-s
know-cs int 2sub det white man aux kill-tr-intr det brother-3pos
'Do you know the white man whose brother was killed.'

(23) níʔ kʷəθ John ni qʷó1-ət-əm kʷəθ scé.ìtan-s ?ə-ƛ'
Bob 3emph det aux bake-tr-intr det salmon-3pos obl-det
'It was John whose salmon was cooked by Bob.'

(24) ?e.Νθε kʷəθ ni qʔáy-t-əm kʷəθ na-šóyət ?ə kʷəθ qíqəqʔə-1s
lemp det aux kill-tr-intr det lpos-o.b. obl det police
'I'm the one whose older brother was killed by the police.'

Since possessor extraction is limited to cases where the possessive phrase is the final absolutive (cf. §3.1.4), it provides evidence that the departure object is the final absolutive.

Finally, when the departure object is a quantifier phrase with the quantifier məkʷ'əll', the quantifier can be extracted, as seen in (25-27):
Quantifier extraction, as discussed in §3.1.5, is limited to cases where the quantifier phrase is the final absolutive. Thus, quantifier extraction provides evidence that the departure object is a final absolutive.

5.2.2 Raising

Although the phenomena previously discussed do not distinguish nominal subjects and objects, there is one construction involving raising which does. This construction was first pointed out for Central Salish by Davis (1980), who gives one argument for personal passive in Sliammon based on raising.

Sliammon has finally transitive clauses and passives similar to Halkomelem, as seen in (28a-b): 1

(28) (Sliammon)

a. qəqəy-t-əs Joe Jim beat-trans-(s)he 'Joe beats Jim up.'

b. qəqəy-t-əm ?ə Joe Jim beat-trans-intr obl 'Jim is being beaten up by Joe.'
These clauses can be embedded under the verb pāpkwa-'watch' as seen in (29-30a); in addition, constructions are possible where a nominal of the embedded clause is apparently the object of the matrix clause, as seen in (29-30b).

(29) (Sliammon)

a. pāpkwa-t č [s qóqay-t-s Joe Jim ]
   watch-trans I that bear-trans-(s)he
   'I watch Joe beat up Jim.'

b. pāpkwa-t č Joe [s qóqay-t-s Jim ]
   watch-trans I that bear-trans-(s)he
   'I watch Joe beat up Jim.'

c. pāpkwa-t č Jim [s qóqay-t-s Joe ]
   watch-trans I that bear-trans-(s)he
   'I watch Jim beat up Joe.'
   *'I watch Joe beat up Jim.'

(30) (Sliammon)

a. pāpkwa-t č [s qóqay-t-it ?ə Joe Jim ]
   watch-trans I that beat-trans-intr obl
   'I watch Jim being beaten up by Joe.'

b. pāpkwa-t č Jim [s qóqay-t-it ?ə Joe ]
   watch-tr I that beat-trans-intr obl
   'I watch Jim being beaten up by Joe.'

c.* pāpkwa-t č (?ə) Joe [s qóqay-t-it Jim ]
   watch-tr I obl that beat-trans-intr

Davis assumes that the (b) and (c) sentences involve raising and that the downstairs nominal in ascending to upstairs object leaves a pronominal copy, i.e. the verbal suffix -s labelled(s)he in (29b-c). As seen in (29b) and (30b), final subjects of transitives and the departure object of passives can raise. Furthermore, as seen in (29c) and (30c), objects of transitives and departure subjects in passives cannot raise.
These data would follow from an analysis which (1) posited advancement to subject by departure objects and (2) limited raising to final subjects.

In Halkomelem, as first noted by Hukari (1980), there is a similar construction involving ʔec- 'figure out'/'check out'/'wonder'; in (31-34a) ʔec- is followed by a subordinate clause which is bracketed while in (31-34b) the subject of the subordinate clause is apparently the object of the matrix clause. I have underlined this nominal in (31-34b). 15

(31) a. ʔi can ʔec-t [ʔu niʔas ceʔu
aux lsub wonder-tr lnk aux-3ssub fut lnk
c'ew-at-ál?xʷ-as tə swəʔgeʔ]
help-tr-1plobj-3ssub det man
'I'm checking out the man if he will help us.'

b. ʔi can ʔec-t tə swəʔgeʔ [ʔu niʔas ceʔu
aux lsub wonder-tr det man lnk aux-3ssub fut
ʔu c'ew-at-ál?xʷ-as] lnk help-tr-1plobj-3ssub
'I'm checking out the man if he will help us.'

(32) a. ni can ʔec-t [kw sʔiʔ-s-əə̞ yaʔxʷ
aux lsub wonder-tr det nom-aux-3ssub-pst sup
ləʔəlmʔ-əʔt-ál?xʷ-as kwθə xʷənítəm ]
look(cont)-tr-1plobj-3ssub det white man
'I figured out that the white man must have been looking at us.'

b. ni can ʔec-t kwθə xʷənítəm [kw sʔiʔ-s-əə̞
aux lsub wonder-tr det white man det nom-aux-3ssub-pst
yaʔxʷ ləʔəlmʔ-əʔt-ál?xʷ-as ]
sup look(cont)-tr-1plobj-3ssub
'I figured out that the white man must have been looking at us.'
(33) a. ?i cè ŵe?cî-t [?u nem?-əs xʷ̓čéʔət aux lsub wonder(cont)-tr lnk aux-3s sub go where kʷ̓θə sq̓ʷəm̓éʔ? ] det dog
   'I'm wondering where the dog is going to go.'

b. ?i cè ŵe?cî-t kʷ̓θə sq̓ʷəm̓éʔ? [?u nem?-əs aux lsub wonder(contr-tr det dog lnk aux-3s sub xʷ̓čéʔət ] go where
   'I'm wondering where the dog is going to go.'

(34) a. ?i cen xèc-t [?u ?i?-əs cəlkʷstəʔmət aux lsub wonder-tr lnk aux-3s sub do t̓ə xʷələn̓íəm ] det white men
   'I wonder what the white men will do.'

b. ?i cen xèc-t t̓ə xʷələn̓íəm [?u ?i?-əs aux lsub wonder-tr det white men lnk aux-3s sub cəlkʷstəʔmət ] do
   'I wonder what the white men will do.'

In the following discussion, I assume, following Hukari (1980),
that examples like (31-34b) involve raising. Furthermore, I assume
that the subordinate clauses are the initial objects in the above exam-
examples. Thus, an example not involving raising, e.g. (31a), can be
represented as in (35), and one involving raising, e.g. (31b), can
be represented in (36).16

(35)
As in Sliammon, the downstairs nominal in ascending to object leaves a pronominal copy. I do not indicate the pronominal copy in the stratal diagram.

In (31-32b), we have seen examples where the subordinate clause is finally transitive and the subject raises. As seen in (37-38b), the object of the subordinate clause cannot raise; I have represented (37b) in (39).

(37) a. ?i ?e č ?u xeč-t [k’wə na-s-c’ew-at k’Θə aux int 2sub just wonder-tr det lpos-nom-help-tr det xʷənótəm ]
white man

'Are you wondering if I helped the white man.'

b. *?i ?e č ?u xeč-t k’Θə xʷənótəm [k’wə aux int 2sub just wonder-tr det white man det na-s-c’ew-at ] lpos-nom-help-tr

(Are you wondering if I helped the white man.)

(38) a. *?i can xeʔxečí-t [?u ni.n ce? A’wət ləm-nəxʷ aux lsub wonder(cont)-tr lnk aux-lsub fut again see-l.c.tr k’Θəu níʔ ]
det 3empf

'I wonder if I will see that one again.'
As in Sliaqon, when the subordinate clause is passive, the departure object can raise, as seen in (40-41b).

(40) a. ?i can ŋe?xō-t [?u ?i?-q? lě?lom-?at-əm? 
aux lsub wonder-tr lnk aux-3ssub look(cont)-tr-intr 
kʷəe Bob ?ə-ɬ John ]
det obl-det 
'I'm wondering if Bob is being watched by John.'

b. ?i can ŋe?xō-t kʷəe Bob [?u ?i?-q? lě?lom-?at-əm? 
aux lsub wonder-tr det lnk aux-3ssub look-tr-intr 
?ə-ɬ John ]
obl-det 
'I'm wondering if Bob is being watched by John.'

(41) a. ni can ŋe?t [?u ?i?-q? c'ew-ət-əm kʷəu niɪ 
aux lsub wonder-tr lnk aux-3ssub help-tr-intr det 3emph 
?ə-ɬ John ]
obl-det 
'I figured out that that one was helped by John.'
(41) b. ni can ṭé-t kʷθu nǐ [ʔu ?iʔ-əs c’ěw-ət-əm
aux lsub wonder-tr det 3emph lnk aux-3ssub help-tr-intr
ʔe- John ]
obl-det

'I figured out that that one was helped by John.'

Under the personal passive analysis of passives, (40b) can be represented in (42).

In contrasting (36) and (42) with (39), a generalization concerning raising is possible under the personal passive analysis: final subjects can raise while final objects cannot.

In contrast, (40b) would be represented as (43) under the unmotivated chomage analysis.
Since the unmotivated chomage analysis posits that the departure object is a final object, departure objects and objects of finally transitive clauses should behave alike with respect to raising. In contrasting (39) and (43), however, we see that this is not the case; while departure objects can raise, objects in finally transitive clauses cannot. Thus, a generalization concerning raising is not possible under the unmotivated chomage analysis.

In addition, as Hukari (1980) notes, departure subjects can raise, as seen in (44-45b). 18

(44) a. (same as (41a))

b. ?i cən xeʔ xeʔt kʷθə John [ʔu ?iʔ-əs
aux 1sub wonder-tr det lnk aux-3ssub
leʔ1omʔ-ət-əmʔ kʷθə Bob ]
look-tr-intr det
'I'm wondering if Bob is being watched by John.'

(45) a. (same as (42a))

b. ni cən xeʔt kʷθə John [ʔu ?iʔ-əs c'έw-ət-əm
aux 1sub wonder-tr det lnk aux-3ssub help-tr-intr
kʷθu níʔ ]
det 3emph
'I figured out that that one was helped by John.'

Under the personal passive analysis, (44b) can be represented as in (46).
Under this analysis, the class of nominals which can raise includes:
1) final subjects and 2) l-chomeurs. Such a class of nominals has been referred to as acting ls. (cf. Perlmutter and Postal, to appear; Perlmutter, to appear) The notion of an acting term is defined as follows:

(47) Acting Term\textsubscript{x}:
A nominal node is an acting term\textsubscript{x} of clause b if and only if:
i) it heads a term arc, A, with tail b whose last coordinate is c\textsubscript{i}, and
ii) it does not head an arc B with tail b and with a term R-sign distinct from term\textsubscript{x} and with coordinate c\textsubscript{j}, where j > i.

(Perlmutter, to appear, p. 39)

According to this definition, final subjects and also final l-chomeurs, since they do not bear a term relation at the final level, are grouped together as acting ls. Under the personal passive analysis, the condition on raising can be stated in terms of this notion as follows:

(48) Only acting ls can raise.

In contrast, under the unmotivated chomage analysis, such a generalization is not possible. The class of nominals which raise are:
1) final subjects, 2) l-chomeurs, and 3) departure objects in passives. Since objects of finally transitive clauses do not raise, there is no apparent generalization with which to state the condition on raising.

In summary, the data involving raising in Halkomelem provides one argument that the personal passive analysis is to be preferred over one involving unmotivated chomage. Under the personal passive analysis, the condition on raising refers to acting ls. Under the unmotivated chomage analysis, however, objects of passives raise while objects of finally transitive clauses do not, and no apparent generalization is possible.

5.3 1st and 2nd Person Departure Objects: Unmotivated Chomage vs. Impersonal Passive

In the preceding section, I presented two analyses of passives with 3rd person departure objects. Although the two analyses could both account for data involving Nominal Case, extraction, possessor extraction, and quantifier extraction, data involving raising gave one argument that the personal passive analysis is preferred over the unmotivated chomage analysis.

In this section, passives with 1st and 2nd person departure objects are discussed. I contrast two analyses of these constructions: unmotivated chomage, as discussed above, and impersonal passive (cf. Perlmutter, 1978, and Perlmutter and Postal, to appear c,d). Perlmutter and Postal have characterized impersonal passives as the advancement of a dummy (D), which is inserted as an object, to subject. In (49), I have represented an impersonal passive in which the departure stratum is transitive; note that (49) meets the universal definition of passive,
as discussed above, since the object in a transitive stratum advances to subject.

Under the impersonal passive analysis, the insertion of the dummy (D) places the departure object en chomage; thus, at final level, the departure object is a chomeur.

In the following discussion, I first present phenomena that can be handled by either the unmotivated chomage or the impersonal passive analysis. Second, data involving a phenomenon referred to as doubling is presented. I argue that while an analysis involving impersonal passive can account for this phenomenon, one positing unmotivated chomage cannot. Finally, I discuss raising pointing out the difficulties of stating a condition on raising for both analyses.

5.3.1 Phenomena Handled by Either Analysis

In (50-54b) below, I have given examples of passives with 1st and 2nd person departure objects; the corresponding finally transitive clauses are given in (a):

(50) a. ni lem-oθ-úm?ë-s es ie stěni?
   aux look-tr-lobj-3erg det woman
   'The woman looked at me.'

b. ni lem-oθ-ël-om òe ie stěni?
   aux look-tr-lpas-intr obl det woman
   'I was looked at by the woman.'
(51) a. ni c'ew-at-áł?xʷ-əs ʔə sténi?
aux help-tr-1pl obj-3erg det woman
'The woman helped us.'

b. ni c'ew-at-áłə-m ʔə ʔə sténi?
aux help-tr-1pl pas-intr obl det woman
'We were helped by the woman.'

(52) a.* ni ləm-əθ-áma-s ʔə sténi?
aux look-tr-2obj-3erg det woman
(The woman looked at you.)

b. ni ləm-əθ-ə-á-m ʔə ʔə sténi?
aux look-tr-2pas-intr obl det woman
'You were looked at by the woman.'

(53) a. @ni q'waqʷ-n-əmʔə ʔəθə
aux club-1.c.tr-lobj det
'Bob accidentally clubbed me.'

b. ni q'waqʷ-n-əl-əm ʔə-ƛ'
Bob
aux club-1.c.tr-1pas-intr obl-det
'I was accidentally clubbed by Bob.'

(54) a. *ni ləm-n-əme-s
aux look-1.c.tr-2obj-3erg
(He saw you.)

b. ni ləm-n-ə-á-m
aux look-1.c.tr-2pas-intr
'You were seen.'

These passives are characterized by several features: first, the verb is suffixed with a transitive marker, then, there is a suffix marking the person of the departure object, and finally, there is an intransitive suffix, in the above examples, -əm. Furthermore, the l-chomeur, if it is specified, is a third person nominal in the oblique case, as discussed in §5.1.

I have listed the pronominal suffixes for the departure object in passives in (55).
(55) Passive person suffixes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>sg.</th>
<th>pl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>-el</td>
<td>-ale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>-amω</td>
<td>-ale</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the transitive marker -τ, when it precedes the passive person suffixes, has the form -θ, as it does before the object suffixes. Comparing these suffixes with those of the other pronominal cases given in §1.4.5, we see that the passive personal suffixes bear no resemblance to the subject pronominal clitics or suffixes. They do, however, bear a resemblance to the objective pronominal markers, which I have repeated here as (56):

(56) Objective pronominal suffixes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>sg.</th>
<th>pl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>-amʔx</td>
<td>-alʔx'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>-amω</td>
<td>-ale</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notably, the 2nd person forms are the same in each set. Apparently, the 2nd plural passive suffix is also used for 1st person. Because of the difference in the 1st person suffixes, the two sets of suffixes are kept distinct, at least synchronically. The diachronic evidence, however, points to the existence of two object sets in Central Salish; the passive person suffixes are reconstructable as object suffixes. Perhaps it is because of this that Hukari (1980) says that Halkomelem 'maintains object inflection on passive verbs.' In the following discussion, I assume that it is possible to propose an analysis in which the passive person suffixes and objective suffixes are both object
suffixes. Under such an analysis, some morphological feature or rule would determine the choice of objective suffixes; perhaps a rule could make reference to the presence of an intransitive suffix following the objective suffixes in the case of passives.

In Halkomelem passives, then, 1st and 2nd person pronominal departure objects are in the objective case. In the rule for pronominal case discussed in §3.1.2, final subjects are in the subjective case, while final objects are in the objective case. Under the unmotivated chomage analysis, since the departure object is the final object, its pronominal case follows from the rule discussed above.

Under the impersonal passive analysis, the departure object is a 2-chomeur. Since pronominal 2-chomeurs have not been posited elsewhere, it is possible to propose that they are in the objective case. Specifically, the class of pronouns in the objective case are final objects and 2-chomeurs; according to the definition of acting term given in (47), these are acting 2s. Thus, Pronominal Case should be modified as follows:

(57) Acting 2s are in the objective case.

The impersonal passive analysis and Pronominal Case as stated in (57) account for the objective case of 1st and 2nd person pronominal departure objects.

Data involving extraction can also be handled by either analysis. As seen in (58-60), 1st or 2nd person departure objects can be extracted.
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(58) ʔẹ.nʔə ni qʰwqʰ-n-ɛ.1-t ʔə-λ Bob
ləmph aux club-1.c.tr-lpas-st obl-det
'I'm the one who was accidentally clubbed by Bob.'

(59) nəwə ni ləm-əθ-əm-ət
2əmph aux look-tr-2pas-st
'You are the one who was looked out.'

(60) ʔənəmət ni c'ew-ət-ɑ.l-t
lpləmph aux help-tr-lplpas-st
'We're the ones who were helped.'

In (58-60), the departure object is directly extracted. In addition, the extracted departure object leaves a pronominal copy. As pointed out in §2.6.3, while both subjects and objects are directly extracted, objects leave a pronominal copy while subjects do not. According to Hukari (1980), this provides evidence that departure objects are final objects, thus supporting the unmotivated chomage analysis.

However, an account of pronominal copy in extractions is also possible under the impersonal passive analysis. Final objects and departure objects, if the latter are 2-chomeurs, are acting 2s, and the statement concerning pronominal copies in extractions can refer to this notion. Thus, while extracted acting 2s leave pronominal copies, extracted subjects do not.

In the above discussion, I gave evidence that 1st and 2nd person departure objects behave like final objects in two respects: they are in the objective pronominal case, and, when they are extracted, they leave pronominal copies. This follows from the unmotivated chomage analysis, which posits that departure objects are final objects. However, the notion of acting 2, which groups final objects and 2-chomeurs, can also be used to make generalizations concerning the above phenomena.
Thus, the impersonal passive analysis, which posits that 1st and 2nd person departure objects are chomeurs, also accounts for these data.

5.3.2 Doubling

In (50-54b) above, I have given examples of passives where the 1st and 2nd person departure object is a passive person suffix. Although this is the predominant form for passives, a second pattern of person marking, which I refer to as doubling, is possible for some speakers. In doubling, in addition to the passive person suffix, there is a pronominal subjective clitic, in (63-64), there is a subordinate subjective suffix, (cf. §1.4.5) and in (65-66), which have nominalized subordinate clauses, there is a possessive affix.

(61) @ni kan c'ə q'əq'ə-ə-ləm
    aux lsub evid club-tr-lpas-intr
    'Evidently, I was hit.'

(62) @ni kəg'ən-
    aux lplsub just look-l.c.tr-lplpas-intr just
    'We were seen, alright.'

(63) @ i kan x'əc-tə ni-ə-at ce? i əw-ət-ələm
    aux lsub wonder-tr lnk aux-lplssub fut lnk help-tr-lplpas-intr
    'I'm wondering if we will be helped.'

(64) @ i kan x'əc-tə ni-ə-kəp ce? i əw-ət-ə-
    aux lsub wonder-tr aux-2plssub fut lnk help-tr-2plpas-intr
    'I'm wondering if you pl. will be helped.'

(65) @ əwə k'əw nə-s-c'ew-ə-ə-l-t
    neg det lpos-nom-help-tr-lpas-st
    'I was not helped.'

(66) @ sk'əwə k'əw nə-s-k'ən-n-ə-l-t
    impossible det lpos-nom-catch-l.c.tr-lpas-st
    'It's impossible for me to get caught.'
Assuming that the pronominal morphology in the above examples gives evidence for a final subject, doubling presents a problem in the unmotivated chomage analysis. Since this analysis claims that passives do not have a subject at final level, the above examples cannot be accounted for.

In contrast, the impersonal passive analysis posits that there is a final subject, i.e. the dummy, which is inserted as an object, placing the departure object en chomage, and advances to subject, placing the departure subject en chomage. Thus, the appearance of subjective morphology in the above examples can be accounted for by assuming that the dummy, which is the final subject, is in the subjective case, like other final subjects. However, such an analysis must account for the variation in person of the subjective forms since passives occur with and without doubling. This variation is seen most clearly in cases where the passive is in a subordinate clause. In (67-68a) the subjective form in the passive is 3rd person, while in (67-69b) there is doubling and the person and number of the subjective form agree with the departure object.

(67) a. ?i con ʃɛc-t [ʔu niʔ-es ʃeʔ ʔu c'ew-ət-álo-m]  
aux lsub wonder-tr lnk aux-3ssub fut lnk help-tr-lplpas-intr  
'I'm wondering if we will be helped.'  
   /2plpas

b. @ʔi con ʃɛc-t [ʔu niʔ-at ceʔ ʔu c'ew-ət-álo-m]  
aux lsub wonder-tr lnk aux-lplssub fut lnk help-tr-lplpas-intr  
'I'm wondering if we will be helped.'

(68) a. (same as (67a))
I propose that under the impersonal passive analysis this variation in person can be accounted for by means of the brother-in-law relation posited by Perlmutter and Postal (1974). As they define it, the brother-in-law relation holds between a dummy and the first nominal it places en chomage. In (70), I give the representation of (67) under the impersonal passive analysis; since the departure object is the first nominal placed en chomage by the dummy, the brother-in-law relation (which I have indicated with =) holds between the departure object and the dummy.
In the analyses of various languages, Perlmutter and Postal have made use of the brother-in-law relation to account for various agreement and case phenomena. They claim that many languages, including English, have brother-in-law agreement, as stated in (71):

(71) Brother-in-law agreement:

Where the nominal referenced by an agreement rule is a dummy, agreement is determined by the dummy's brother-in-law instead.

For Halkomelem, I propose that cases of doubling be treated similarly, as a brother-in-law phenomenon. The rule for doubling is given in (72):

(72) Doubling: (for some speakers)

When the final subject is a dummy, it assumes the person and number of its brother-in-law.

Furthermore, I posit that (72) is an optional rule. When doubling does not occur, the dummy, like dummies in many languages, is 3rd person singular.

In summary, the optional rule (72) and the impersonal passive analysis account for the variation in person marking in (67-69) above. For example, both (67a) with a 3rd person subjective suffix and (67b) with a 1st person singular subjective suffix involve impersonal passive, as represented in (70). In (67a), which is possible for all speakers, there is no doubling, which is an optional, and the dummy is 3rd person singular. In (67b), there is doubling and the dummy assumes the features of 1st person singular. In both examples, the dummy is the final subject and is therefore in the subjective case.
By making reference to the brother-in-law relation, an analysis for doubling consistent with the impersonal passive analysis is possible. In contrast, no analysis for doubling is possible under the unmotivated chomage analysis, since under this analysis there is no final subject and therefore no account for subjective morphology. The data involving doubling, then, provide evidence that the impersonal passive analysis is to be preferred over the unmotivated chomage analysis for passives with 1st and 2nd person departure objects.

5.3.3 Raising

In §5.2.2 above, I discussed constructions with raising in Halkomelem, showing under the personal passive analysis raising is limited to acting lns. In this section, I discuss raising constructions involving 1st and 2nd person pronominals.

As seen in (73-75b), pronominal subjects of clauses embedded under the verb overwrite can be raised to matrix object.

(73) a. ?i can tu overwrite [\text{?u ni-ox ce? ?u c'ew-ot }]
aux lsub just wonder-tr lnk aux-2ssub fut lnk help-tr
'I am just wondering if you are going to help him.'

b. ?i can tu overwrite-\text{\textbf{am}}. [\text{?u ni-ox ce? ?u c'ew-ot }]
aux lsub just wonder-tr-2obj lnk aux-2ssub fut lnk help-tr
'I am just wondering if you are going to help him.'

(74) a. ?i ?a  overwrite [\text{?u ni.n ce? ?u c'ew-ot }]
aux int 2sub wonder-tr lnk aux-1ssub fut lnk help-tr
'Are you figuring out if I will help him?'

b. ?i ?a  overwrite-\text{\textbf{am}}?\text{\textbf{am}} [\text{?u ni.n ce? ?u c'ew-ot }]
aux int 2sub wonder-tr-1obj lnk aux-1ssub fut lnk help-tr
'Are you figuring out if I will help him?'
(75) a. ?i ?e č xéc-t [k'wə na-s-ni q'ól-nəxʷ]  
aux int 2sub wonder-tr det lpos-nom-aux mad-l.c.tr  
'Did you notice that I got mad at him?'

b. ?i ?e č xec-ə-ám?š [k'wə na-s-ni q'ól-nəxʷ]  
aux int 2sub wonder-tr-lobj det lpos-nom-aux mad-l.c.tr  
'Did you notice that I got mad at him?'

Furthermore, as seen in (76-78b), pronominal objects cannot raise.

(76) a. ?i ?e č ?u xéc-t [?u ni?-əs ce? c'ewo-t-áɬ?xʷ-əs]  
aux intr 2sub just w.-tr lnk aux-3ssub fut help-tr-1plobj-3ssub  
'Are you checking if he will help us?'

b. *?i ?e č xec-t-áɬ?xʷ [ " ]  
aux int 2sub w.tr-1plobj  
(Are you checking if he will help us.)

(77) a. ?i ?e č xéc-t [?u?i-əs ce? c'cw-əə-ám?š -əs]  
aux int2sub w-tr lnk aux-3ssub fut help-tr-lobj-3ssub  
'Are you figuring out if he is helping me.'

b. *?i ?e č xec-ə-ám?š [ " ]  
aux int 2sub w.-tr-lobj  
(Are you figuring out if he is helping me.)

(78) a. ?i xéc-t-əs [ ?u ni-ʔəxʷ yoʃ əm-n-ám?š ]  
aux w.-tr-3erg lnk aux-2ssub sup see-l.c.tr-lobj  
'He's figuring out that you must have seen me.'

b. *?i xec-ə-ám?š-əs [ " ]  
aux w.-tr-lobj-3erg  
(He's figuring out that you must have seen me.)

This follows from the condition on raising formulated in §5.2.2:

(79) Only acting 1s can raise.
However, as can be seen in (80-82b), 1st and 2nd person departure objects can also raise.

(80)  a. ?i ?ə č' u ƛ̣əc-t [ kʷ s-ʔi-s-əč c'ew-əθ-əl-əm
aux int 2sub just w.-tr det nom-aux-3ssub-pst help-tr-
ʔə kʷθə xʷənítəm] lpas-intr
obl det white man

'Are you figuring that I was helped by the white man?'

b. ?i ?ə č' u ƛ̣əc-θ-amʔə [ " ]
aux intr 2sub just w.-tr-1obj

'Are you figuring that I was helped by the white man?'

(81) a. ?i čən ƛ̣əc-ci-t [ ?u ?i-ʔəs lèʔłamʔ-əθ-a-á-m? ]
aux lsub w.-tr 1nk aux-3ssub look-tr-2pas-intr

'I'm checking out to see if you're being watched.'

b. ?i čən ƛ̣əc-ci-θ-aʔme [ " ]
aux lsub w.-tr-2obj

'I'm checking you out to see if you are being watched.'

(82) a. ?i čən ƛ̣əc-t [ ?u ni-ʔələp ceʔ? u c'ew-at-ələ-m ]
aux lsub w.-tr 1nk aux-2plssub fut 1nk help-tr-2plpas-intr

'I'm wondering if you pl. will be helped.'

b. ?i čən ƛ̣əc-t-ələ [ " ]
aux lsub w.-tr-2plobj

'I'm wondering if you pl. will be helped.'

This presents a problem for both unmotivated chomage and the impersonal passive analyses of passives with 1st and 2nd person departure objects.

First, the unmotivated chomage analysis can offer no account of the contrast between (80-82b), in which the departure object is raised, and (76-78b), in which the final objects do not raise. Since departure objects are final objects under this analysis, no generalization concerning raising is possible.
Under the impersonal passive analysis, which posits that departure objects are 2-chomeurs, the contrast between (80-82b) and (76-78b) is not a problem; while 2-chomeurs can raise, final objects cannot. However, there is a problem in stating a generalization concerning the condition on raising. The class of nominals which raise are:

(83)  a. Final subjects.
     b. 1-chomeurs.
     c. 2-chomeurs.

Apparently, there is no non-disjunctive means of stating the condition on raising. That a statement referring to (83) is necessary calls into question the adequacy of the impersonal passive analysis.

Perhaps an account of raising making reference to the brother-in-law relation is possible. One alternative would be to claim that it is not the 2-chomeur that is raised in cases like (80-82b) but rather the dummy which is the final subject; under this analysis, (79) could be maintained. Such an analysis would posit that the person and number of the raised dummy would follow from Doubling, as formulated in (72). In fact, one speaker has the following pattern of constructions; for him, raising is possible only if doubling has also occurred, as in (85b).

(84)  a. ?i can xe?xcí-t [?u ?i-?as 1e?lom-?oξ-á.m? ?e tθe swéy?qe?] aux lsub-w.tr lnk aux-3ssub look-tr-2pas-intr obl det man
      'I'm taking notice if you're being watched by the man.'
b. *?i can xe?xci-0-áma aux 1sub w.-tr-2obj [ " ]
   (I'm taking notice if you're being watched by the man.)

   obl det man
   'I'm taking notice if you're being watched by the man.'

b. ?i can xe?xci-0-áma aux 1sub w.-tr-2obj [ " ]
   'I'm taking notice if you're being watched by the man.'

Other evidence contradicts this proposal, however. Raising in Halkomelem, as noted above, leaves a copy. Note that in (86-87), where a non-3rd person nominal is the matrix object corresponding to the departure object, the subordinate subject is 3rd person, since doubling has not occurred.

   'Are you figuring that I was helped?'

   'I'm checking you to see if you are being watched.'

Examples like (86-87) are possible for some speakers, even if they allow doubling. Furthermore, there are speakers for whom doubling is not possible but who nevertheless accept raising constructions like (84b), and (86-87). (For these speakers (85a) and (85b), are not grammatical.) Thus, an alternative which posits that the dummy is raised but not the 2-chomeur and that 1st and 2nd person marking of
the raised nominal is accounted for by doubling does not adequately account for the raising data.

A second alternative using the brother-in-law relation would posit that 2-chomeurs in impersonal passives can be raised because they are brothers-in-law of the final subjects. Under this analysis, the condition on raising would be stated as follows:

(88) Only acting 1s or their brothers-in-law can raise.

Although this statement is possible, it involves an extension of the use of the brother-in-law relation, since Perlmutter and Postal have employed this notion only to account for phenomena like agreement and case. Such an extension would require sufficient motivation; certainly the evidence available from Halkomelem is inadequate.

In summary, data involving the raising of 1st and 2nd person departure objects poses problems for the unmotivated chomage and the impersonal passive analyses. Under the former, departure objects are final objects yet final objects of transitives do not raise. Under the impersonal passive analysis, a generalization concerning the nominals which raise is possible but the class of nominals referred to in it is a strange one: final subjects, l-chomeurs, and 2-chomeurs. In addition, an analysis of raising making reference to the brother-in-law relation would need further justification.

5.4 Summary

In the preceding sections, I have discussed passives in Halkomelem. I gave evidence based on Nominal Case and extraction that the departure subject is not the final subject but a l-chomeur. I
contrasted an analysis involving unmotivated chomage, as posited for Halkomelem by Hukari (1980), with analyses involving advancement of an object in a transitive stratum to subject. I gave two arguments, based on raising and doubling, that an analysis involving advancement is preferred over one involving unmotivated chomage; thus Halkomelem passives can not be considered to be a counterexample to the universal characterization of passive (Perlmutter and Postal, 1977).

Halkomelem passives with 1st and 2nd person departure objects have presented some difficulty in analysis. I have posited that these constructions involve impersonal passive. Giving evidence from pro-nominal morphology and copy extractions, I show two ways in which 1st and 2nd person departure objects behave like objects, concluding that this similarity be captured by means of the notion acting 2. Furthermore, I showed that in one construction, raising, departure objects and final objects do not behave alike, thus supporting the claim that departure objects are not final objects. Finally, I discussed doubling, showing that under the impersonal passive analysis this phenomenon can be accounted for by reference to the brother-in-law relation.

Data involving raising does present a problem for the impersonal passive analysis, since under this analysis the class of nominals which can raise are final subjects, 1-chomeurs, and 2-chomeurs, a class which does not lend itself to an elegant statement.

Certainly, Halkomelem passives, because their departure objects have conflicting properties, deserve a more thorough treatment.

In the following discussion, since evidence to the contrary is lacking, I assume that Halkomelem passives involve advancement to subject.
5.5 Passives and Transitive Marking

Under the analyses of passives that I have presented above, there is a problem concerning the rule of transitive marking which was formulated in §4.1.1 as follows:

(89) Transitive marking is required in finally transitive clauses.

This accounts for the presence of transitive marking in mono-stratal transitive clauses like (90), as represented in (91), and in clauses involving advancement to object like (92), represented in (93).

(90) ni can q'wâq'-st kwâ do spe?â do aux lsub club-tr det bear

'I clubbed the bear.'

(91)

(92) 'i can tciws-mé?-t kwâ do John aux lsub tired-advC-tr det

'I'm tired of John.'

(93) tciws can John 'tired' 'I'
Furthermore, (89) accounts for the absence of transitive marking in antipassives like (94) as represented in (95).

(94) \[ \text{ni cən pənʔ-əm ?ə kʷəə sqewə} \]
\[ \text{aux lsub plant-intr obl det potato} \]
'I planted the potatoes.'

(95)

\[ \text{pən- cən sqewə} \]
'plant' 'I' 'potato'

However, (89) would incorrectly predict that passives such as (96), represented in (97), and (98), represented in (99), would not have transitive marking.

(96) \[ \text{ni qʷəqʷ-t-əm kʷəə stəniʔ} \]
\[ \text{aux club-tr-intr det woman} \]
'The woman was clubbed.'

(97)

\[ \text{qʷəqʷ stəniʔ} \]
'club' 'woman'
To handle all the cases involving transitive marking, I reformulate the rule of transitive marking as follows:

(100) Transitive marking is required if there is a nominal which is both an object and a final nuclear term.

Thus, in passives, since there is a nominal which is an object at one level and a subject at the final level, transitive marking would be required. In contrast, in antipassives, since the nominal which is object is a final 3/2-chomeur, there would be no transitive marking.

5.6 Passives of Advancement Clauses

For the most part, the examples of passives given above involve a departure object with the semantic role of 'patient'; the departure stratum in these passives is the initial stratum. Passives are also possible when the departure object is a non-initial object, as in the following examples; (101-105) involve advancements to object, (106-107) involve causatives, and (108-109) involve raising.
(101) ?i ?ám?-əs-t-əm t̂ə John ʔə-ə Mary ʔə kʷθə šckǐ.ks aux give-advA-tr-intr det obl-det obl det vanilla extract 'John is being given vanilla extract by Mary.'

(102) ni ʔéy-əc-t-əm kʷθə swé?ge? ʔə-ʔə Bob ʔə kʷθə snóxʷəł aux make-advB-tr-intr det man obl-det obl det canoe 'Bob fixed the canoe for the man.'

(103) ni ḥá?-əc-ət-əm kʷθən? mén ʔə kʷθə pípə-s aux write-advB-tr-intr det-2pos father obl det paper-3pos 'He wrote the letters for your father.'

(104) ni ʔéy-kʷ-mé?-t-əm kʷθə sq̓əməy? aux startle-advC-tr-intr det dog 'He was startled at the dog.'

(105) ?i ʔə-ʔé-q̓e-nəgə̱m ʔə siéni? aux ser-come-advD-tr-intr det woman 'He went towards the woman.'

(106) ni ʔimə̱-st-él-əm aux walk-cs-1pas-intr 'I was made to walk.'

(107) ni qʷ̑-əm-st-əm ʔə siéni? ʔə kʷθə səplíl aux bake-intr-cs-intr det woman obl det bread 'The woman was made to bake the bread.'

(108) ni ḥé-c-əm kʷθə John ʔu ʔi?-əs c'ěw-ət-əm aux wonder-tr-intr det 1nk aux-3ssub help-tr-intr 'John was checked out to see if he was helped.'

(109) ?i ḥxəx̓-əl-əm ʔu ʔi.n? lé?ləm?-ət aux wonder-tr-1pas-intr 1nk aux-1ssub look-tr 'He's wondering if I have been looking at it.'

In this section, I discuss a sub-set of these passives, namely those involving 3-2 and Ben-2 advancements, as exemplified in (101-103). I contrast two analyses for these constructions. The first, as represented in (110) posits that the initial indirect object or benefactive, in advancing to subject goes through an intermediate level where it is
the direct object via 3-2 or Ben-2 advancement.

(110) a. 

(3rd person)

b. 

(1st/2nd person)

The second posits that the initial indirect object or benefactive advances directly to subject without an intermediate level where it is the direct object, as represented in (111).

(111)

Note that these analyses make different claims with respect to the initial object. In (110), the initial object is a final 3/2-chomeur, like other initial objects in advancement clauses. In (111), however, since there is no advancement to object, the initial object is final object. The analyses in (110) and (111) also make different claims with respect to final transitivity. In (110), the final stratum is intransitive and the subject of that stratum is the final absolutive. However, in (111), since the initial object is the final object, the final stratum is transitive and the subject of that
stratum is a final ergative.

In the following discussion, I give two types of arguments that the analysis in (110) is correct. First, I give evidence that the initial object is a final 3/2-chomeur. Second, I argue that the final subject in these clauses is a final absolutive.

5.6.1 Arguments that the Initial Object is a Final 3/2-Chomeur

There are two arguments based on Nominal Case and extraction that the initial object in clauses like (101-103) is a final 3/2-chomeur and not the final object.

Nominal Case is formulated in §3.2.2 as follows:

(112) a. Final nuclear terms and 3rd person common noun possessors are in the straight case.
    b. Other nominals are in the oblique case.

As can be seen in (101-103) the initial objects are in the oblique case. This follows from the analysis in (110), which posits that these nominals are final 3/2-chomeurs. Furthermore, the analysis in (111), which posits that these nominals are final objects, makes the wrong prediction since they are not in the straight case.

As discussed in §3.2.2 and 4.1.2, final 3/2-chomeurs are extracted through nominalization. In these nominalizations, the extraction is indicated by the nominalizer s-. As seen in (113-115) below, the nominals corresponding to the initial objects in (101-103) are extracted in this manner:
This follows from the analysis in (110) which posits that these nominals are final 3s/2-chomeurs. Since final objects are directly extracted and cannot be extracted through nominalization, the analysis in (111) makes the wrong prediction.

5.6.2 Arguments that the Final Subject is the Final Absolutive

Three arguments, based on 3rd Person Agreement, possessor extraction, and quantifier extraction, give evidence that the final subjects in clauses like (101-103) are final absolutes.

First, as discussed in §4.1.1, in clauses with final 3rd person ergatives, there is 3rd person agreement, i.e. the suffix -ēs. However, as seen in (101-103) above, there is no 3rd person agreement. This is accounted for under the analysis in (110), which posits that the final subject is an absolutive; (111), in contrast, predicts incorrectly that 3rd person agreement should occur in (101-103).

Second, as discussed in §3.1.4, a possessor can be extracted only if the possessive phrase is a final absolutive. In (116-118), I give examples where the final subject in clauses like (101-103) is a possessive phrase; possessors in these examples can be extracted, as seen in (116-118).
This follows from the analysis in (110); since the possessive phrase is the final absolutive, possessor extraction is possible. Again, (111) makes the wrong prediction.

Finally, as discussed in §3.1.5, quantifier extraction is possible only if the quantifier phrase is the final absolutive. In (119-121), examples of quantifier extraction for the final subject in clauses like (101-103) are given:

(119) mòk’w niw q’él-âic-t-âm k’ôs slénténi? ?ô–x’ Bob all aux-lnk bake-advB-tr-intr det women obl-det 'All the women were cooked for by Bob.'

(120) mòk’w niw ?ám-âs-t-âm k’ôs s’él’îgê? ?ô k’ôs pûk’w all aux-lnk give-advA-tr-intr det children obl det book 'All the children were given books.'
That quantifier extraction is possible indicates that the final subject is the final absolutive, as predicted in (110). Since (111) predicts that it is the final ergative, (111) cannot be maintained for Halkomelem.

In summary, the above evidence shows that clauses like (101-103) involve both 3-2 or Ben-2 advancement and passive. An analysis positing that the indirect object or benefactive advances directly to subject cannot be maintained.

5.7 Passives of Caus-2 Advancement Clauses

In this section, I discuss passives of Caus-2 advancement clauses, as exemplified in (122-126) below:

(122) a. ni {id?xe?-mi t-oe sw?y?ge? 9ae st?ni?
aux ashamed-advC-tr-3erg det man det woman
'The man was ashamed in front of the lady.'

b. ni {id?xe?-mi t-oe st?ni? 9ae t?e sw?y?ge?
aux ashamed-advC-tr-intr det woman obl det man
literally: 'The woman was gotten ashamed in front of by the man.'

(123) a. ni tciws-ma t-e kwa swi?las kwa sqwemey?
aux tired-advC-tr-3erg det boy det dog
'The boy is tired of the dog.'

b. ni tciws-ma t-e kwa swi?las kwa sqwemey?
aux tired-advC-tr-intr obl det boy det dog
literally: 'The dog was gotten tired of by the boy.'
(124) a. ni siʔsiʔ-méʔ-t-ōs kʷoθə spēʔoθ 
aux frightened-advC-tr-3erg det bear
'He was frightened of the bear.'

b. ni siʔsiʔ-méʔ-t-ohn kʷoθə spēʔoθ 
aux frightened-advC-tr-intr det bear
literally: 'The bear was frightened of.'

(125) a. @ni c'iwəlʔ-meʔ-ə-ámʔ-s-ōs kʷoθə John 
aux annoyed-advC-tr-lobj-3erg det
'John was annoyed at me.'

b. ni c'iwəlʔ-meʔ-ə-élʔ-əm ?ə-ƛ' John 
aux annoyed-advC-tr-1pas-intr obl-det
literally: 'I was gotten annoyed at by John.'

(126) a. * ni hišəkʷ-mə-ə-ám-ōs kʷoθəʔ stáʔləs 
aux happy-advC-tr-2obj-3erg det-2pos spouse
(You wife is happy on account of you.)

b. ni hišəkʷ-mə-ə-áʔ-əm ?ə kʷoθəʔ stáʔləs 
aux happy-advC-tr-2pas-intr obl det-2pos spouse
literally: 'You were unhappied for by your wife.'

That the (b) clauses are passives, as discussed above, is indicated by
the verbal morphology, i.e. the transitive suffix followed by an in-
transitive suffix. Furthermore, the departure subject is a final
1-chômeur and is thus in the oblique case. Also, the departure object,
if it is pronominal as in (118-119), is a passive person suffix.

Furthermore, there is one argument, based on transitive
marking, that the (b) clauses above involve both Caus-2 advancement
and passive, as represented in (127), and not an advancement directly
from Caus-1, as represented in (128).
The (b) clauses, above, like other passives, have transitive marking, indicating that the departure stratum is transitive (cf. §5.5). This follows from the analysis in (127), which posits a transitive departure stratum. In (128), however, there are no transitive strata; thus there is no account of transitive marking. In the following discussion, I assume that an analysis involving both Caus-2 advancement and passive is the correct one for the (b) clauses above.

In this section, I discuss clauses with Caus-2 advancement in light of the Unaccusative Hypothesis, as proposed by Perlmutter (1978) and Perlmutter and Postal (to appear a). I give evidence that some constructions with initial causals are initially unaccusative. Finally, I show that passives of these constructions constitute a counterexample to a law proposed as a universal by Perlmutter and Postal--the 1-Advancement Exclusiveness Law.

5.7.1 The Unaccusative Hypothesis

According to the Unaccusative Hypothesis (Perlmutter, 1978 and Perlmutter and Postal, to appear a), initially intransitive clauses are of two types: those whose initial stratum is unergative, which
contain a 1-arc but not 2-arc, and those whose initial stratum is **unaccusative**, which contain a 2-arc but no 1-arc. These are represented in (129-130):

(129) Unergative: 

(130) Unaccusative:

Perlmutter and Postal assert that initial unergativity vs. unaccusativity is largely predictable from the semantics of the clause. Verbs in unergative clauses are active, often willed and volitional actions, e.g. 'speak', 'walk', 'dance', and 'knock'. In contrast, verbs in unaccusative clauses are verbs of existing, happening, or undergoing, e.g. 'melt', 'fall', 'drown', and 'die'. This semantic contrast can be seen clearly in an intransitive verb such as 'fall' which appears in either initially unergative clauses, as in (131), or in initially unaccusative clauses, as in (132).

(131) John fell right on cue in the third act.

(132) John fell from the second-storey window.

While 'fall' is a volitional act in (131), it is not in (132).

It is possible for the initial object to advance to final subject, as represented in (133); this is referred to as unaccusative advancement.
Notice that there is a crucial difference between unaccusative advancement and passive, given in (134).

Although they both involve advancements of an object to subject, in the case of passive, the departure stratum is transitive, while in the case of unaccusative advancement, the object is in an intransitive stratum.

Perlmutter (1978) provides evidence for unergativity vs. unaccusativity from impersonal passives in Dutch. In an impersonal passive, as discussed above, a dummy inserted as an object advances to subject. Impersonal passives of initial unergatives are possible in Dutch. Perlmutter gives examples like (135-136), as represented in (137).

Dutch

(135) Er wordt hier veel geskied.  
'It is skied here a lot.'
(136) Er wordt hier door de jonge lui veel gedanst.
   'It is danced here a lot by the young people.'

(137)

However, Perlmutter claims that impersonal passives of initial unaccusatives are not possible. The ungrammatical clauses in (138-139) are represented by the stratal diagram in (140).

(Dutch)

(138) *Er werd door de bloemen binnen een paar dagen verflesst.
   'The flowers had wilted in a few days.'

(139) *Er werd door het water uit de rots gedrippeld.
   'The water dripped out of the rock.'

(140)

Perlmutter attributes the impossibility of impersonal passives in the case of initial unaccusatives to the fact that they would violate the 1-Advancement Exclusiveness Law. (Perlmutter and Postal, to appear a) The 1-AEX is stated informally in (141).
(141) No clause can involve more than one advancement to subject. As can be seen in (140), impersonal passives of initial unaccusatives involve both unaccusative advancement and passive. Hence the violation of the 1-AEX.

Thus, Perlmutter motivates the distinction between two types of initially intransitive clauses on semantic and syntactic grounds.\(^{25}\)

In the following sections, I argue for the initial unaccusativity of some clauses involving causals, as represented in (142).

(142)

\[ \text{P} \quad \text{2} \quad \text{Caus} \]

I give two arguments, one semantic and one syntactic, for the structure in (142).

5.7.1.1 A Semantic Argument: Unaccusatives and Objects of Transitives

As discussed in 80.3.1, it has been claimed that the assignment of initial grammatical relations is determined by the semantic role of the nominals. One of the facets of the Unaccusative Hypothesis is that it would allow 'the butter' in (143) and (144) to have the same initial grammatical relation.

(143) The butter melted.

(144) John melted the butter.
In each case 'the butter' is semantically the 'patient', undergoing the act of melting. The Unaccusative Hypothesis allows 'the butter' in (143) to be an initial object, bearing the same initial grammatical relation as 'the butter' in (144), which is the object in an initially transitive stratum.

By positing initial unaccusativity for some constructions involving causals, a similar parallelism in semantic roles can be captured. Contrast (145) and (147) with (146) and (148); the former do not involve Caus-2 advancement while the latter do.

(145) \[ \text{ni cən } \theta'\text{'y}\kappa'w-t \text{ k'θə sq'əməy}? \text{ aux lsub startle-tr det dog } \]
'I startled the dog.' (on purpose)

(146) \[ \text{ni } \theta'\text{'y}\kappa'w-me?-\theta-ám?\text{'s-əs k'θə sq'əməy}? \text{ aux startled-advC-tr-lobj-3erg det dog } \]
'The dog was startled at me.' (I indirectly cause this.)

(147) \[ \text{ni cən } \text{c'əq'-t k'θə John aux lsub surprise-tr det } \]
'I surprised John.' (intentionally)

(148) \[ \text{ni c'əq'-me?-}\theta-ám?\text{'s-əs k'θə John aux surprised-advC-tr-obj-3erg det } \]
'John was surprised at me.' (but I was unaware of John)

I assume that (145) and (147) are initially transitive clauses in which the 'agent' is the initial subject and the 'experiencer' is the initial object, as represented in (149).

(149) \[ \text{diagram} \]

'agent' 'experiencer'
By positing an initially unaccusative structure represented in (150) for the clauses involving causals (e.g. (146) and (148)), the 'experiencer' in these clauses is also the initial object.

(150)

Thus, nominals having the same semantic role with respect to the same verb would be assigned the same initial grammatical relation.

5.7.1.2 A Syntactic Argument: Causatives

Syntactic evidence for the initial unaccusativity of some clauses with causals comes from Causative Clause Union (CCU) in Halkomelem. As discussed in §4.2, causatives involving CCU consist of two clauses and the predicate of the upstairs clause is -st, 'cause'. In addition, I argued for the following condition on CCU in Halkomelem:

(151) CCU is possible only if the downstairs clause is finally intransitive.

However, such a condition could not account for the ungrammaticality of (152-154). Here the downstairs clause is passive, as indicated by the verbal morphology; the transitive marker -t is followed by the intransitive suffix -əm.
(152) *ni q'wel-ọt-ọm-staŋʷ-as k'ọọ səplil? ọ ọ stẹni? aux bake-tr-intr-cs-3erg det bread obl det woman
(He had the bread baked by the woman.)

(153) *ni q'waqʷ-ọt-ọm-staŋʷ-as k'ọọ sẹʔəʔ ọ ọ ə-J John aux club-tr-intr-cs-3erg det bear obl-det
(He had the bear clubbed by John.)

(154) *ni pən-ọt-ọm-staŋʷ-as k'ọọ səgwəʔ ọ ọ stẹni? aux plant-tr-intr-cs-3erg det bear obl det woman
(He had the potatoes planted by the woman.)

I have represented (152) in the stratal diagram in (155).

(155)

To account for the impossibility of clauses like (152-154), I formulate the following condition on CCU in Halkomelem.

(156) CCU is possible only if the final subject is the initial subject of the downstairs clause.

Thus, in (152-154), where the final subject is the initial object rather than the initial subject in the downstairs clause, CCU is not possible.

This condition on CCU taken together with the Unaccusative Hypothesis accounts for the contrast between (157-159), in which CCU is possible, and (160-162), in which CCU is not possible.
(157) ni con ?o'itón-ostaxʷ kʷθə sqʷəmey? aux lsub eat-cs det dog
'I let the dog eat.' /'I fed the dog.'

(158) ni con ?úmeš-staxʷ kʷθə John aux lsub walk-cs det
'I made John walk.'

(159) ni con ?ámát-st-áma aux lsub sit-cs-2obj
'I had you sit down.'

(160) *ni con wac'ə staxʷ kʷθə sc'édšt aux lsub fall-cs det stick
(I made the stick fall.)

(161) *ni con kʷəi-staxʷ kʷθə tí aux lsub spill-cs det tea
(I made the tea spill.)

(162) *ni con qʷəl-staxʷ kʷθə sp̓Ílí aux lsub bake-cs det bread
(I made the bread bake.)

In (157-160), the downstairs predicates would be classed on semantic grounds as unergatives. In the downstairs clause, the final subject is initial subject and CCU is possible. I have represented (157) in the stratal diagram in (163).
However, in (160-162), the downstairs predicates would be classed on semantic grounds as unaccusative. Since the final subject in the downstairs clause is not the initial subject, CCU is not possible. I have represented (160) in the stratal diagram in (164).

Thus, CCU in Halkomelem provides a test for distinguishing initially unaccusative from initially unergative clauses. Applying this test to the predicates occurring in clauses with causals, we find that CCU is not possible, as exemplified in (165-167).

(165) *(ni ən c'eq'-əstəxʷ tθə  John
      aux lsub surprise-cs  det
      (I caused John to be astonished.)

(166) *(ni ən hilak'-stəxʷ tθə  John
      aux lsub happy-cs  det
      (I made John happy.)

(167) *(ni ən c'iwal?-stəxʷ tθə  John
      aux lsub annoy-cs  det
      (I caused John to be annoyed.)

This follows automatically from condition (156) if the initial intransitive strata in (165-167) are unaccusative. I have represented this analysis for (165) in (168).
Thus, assuming that (156) is correct, evidence from CCU provides an argument that some clauses with initial causals are initially unaccusative, as represented in (150) above.

5.7.2 Passives of Caus-2 Advancements and the 1-AEX

I argued above that the 'experiencer' in clauses involving causals is the initial object in an unaccusative stratum, as represented in (169).

In this section, I briefly give evidence that the initial object in these constructions advance to final subject via unaccusative advancement as represented in (170).
Furthermore, in clauses involving Caus-2 advancement the initial object, i.e. the 'experiencer', also advances to subject via unaccusative advancement, as represented in (171).

5.7.2.1 Arguments for Unaccusative Advancement

I briefly give two arguments, based on Pronominal Case and 3rd Person Agreement that the 'experiencer' in initially unaccusative clauses, as represented in (170) and (171), advances to subject.

First, as discussed in §3.1.2, when final subjects are pronominal they are in the subjective case. Final objects, on the other hand, are in the objective case. As can be seen in (172-175), 'experiencers' in initially unaccusative clauses are in the subjective case.

(172) ni cən c’əq’
     aux lsub surprised
     'I was surprised.'
(173) ʔiʔəčʔu hílokʷʔalʔ aux int 2sub just happy just 'Are you happy?'

(174) ni con siʔsiʔ-ʔeʔ-áʔmeʔ-ʔsʔ-ʔə kʷʔə spəpəlqʷíʔəʔ aux 1sub frightened-advC-tr det screech owl 'I was frightened at the screech owl.'

(175) ni ct c’aq’-ʔeʔ-ʔt kʷʔə John aux 1plsub surprised-advC-tr det 'We were astonished at John.'

This follows from the analyses posited in (170) and (171).

Second, when the 'experiencer' is a 3rd person nominal, it is in the straight case, as seen in (176-178).

(176) ni siʔsiʔ-ʔeʔ-áʔmeʔ-ʔsʔ-ʔə kʷʔə John aux frightened-advC-tr-lobj-3erg det 'John was frightened at me.'

(177) ni c’aq’-meʔ-ʔeʔ-áʔmeʔ-ʔsʔ-ʔə kʷʔə John aux surprised-advC-tr-lobj-3erg det 'John was surprised at me.'

(178) ni hílokʷ-ʔeʔ-áʔmeʔ-ʔsʔ-ʔə kʷʔə John aux happy-advC-tr-lobj-3erg det 'John was happy for me.'

This gives evidence that it is a final nuclear term, since straight case is used only for final nuclear terms and 3rd person common noun possessors. (cf. §3.1.1). Moreover, 3rd Person Agreement (cf. §4.1.1) provides evidence that the experiencers in Caus-2 advancement clauses are final subjects. Since in main clauses there is 3rd person agreement only if the final ergative is 3rd person, the 'experiencers' in (177) and (178) are final ergatives and therefore final subjects.
5.7.2.2 The l-AEX

In the above discussion, I have given evidence that clauses like (122-126a) above involve an initially unaccusative stratum, unaccusative advancement, and Caus-2 advancement. I repeat (122a) here as (179) and give its representation in (180).

(179) ni xi?xe?-me?-t-øs teø sway?qe? œ st?ni?
aux ashamed-advC-tr-3erg det man det woman
'The man was ashamed in front of the woman.'

(180)

Furthermore, I gave evidence that clauses like (122-126b) involve passive as well. In (181), I repeat (122b); I give its representation in (182).

(181) ni xi?xe?-me?-t-em œ st?ni? œ teø sway?qe?
aux ashamed-advC-tr-intr det woman obl det man
literally: 'The woman was gotten ashamed in front of by the man.'

(182)
Noticeably, the structure represented in (182) violates the 1-Advancement Exclusiveness Law (cf. (141)). As discussed above, the 1-AEX rules out clauses which involve more than one advancement to subject. In the stratal diagram in (182), there are two advancements to subject; the object in the initial unaccusative stratum advances to subject via unaccusative advancement and the initial causal, which is advanced to object via Caus-2 advancement, advances to final subject via passive. Thus, clauses like (122-126b) above constitute a counter-example to the 1-AEX.26

Contrasting the representation of passives of Caus-2 advancement clauses given in (182) with the analysis of impersonal passives of unaccusatives proposed for Dutch by Perlmutter in (140) above, it is clear that the Halkomelem example is exactly the kind of structure that the 1-AEX is supposed to rule out. Furthermore, if the 1-AEX as a universal constraint is invalid, as the Halkomelem data suggest, then the syntactic argument from Dutch for the Unaccusative Hypothesis must be re-examined.
Footnotes to Chapter 5

1 Galloway (1977, p. 272f) and Leslie (1979, p. 34f) treat passives as a type of verbal inflection and do not give any syntactic evidence concerning this construction. Hukari (1976b) also treats passive in this manner. He says: 'Cowichan passives appear to be subjectless transitive predicates in that they inflect for object but do not permit subject.' I discuss a more recent analysis of Hukari's (1980) in this chapter.

In other Central Salish languages, passives have been noted. Chinchor (1975) and Jelinek and Demers (ms) have given examples of Lummi passives but have assumed, without giving evidence, a personal passive analysis. Davis (1980) gives one argument for an advancement analysis of passives in Sliammon. (cf. §5.2.2) Hess (1973) discussed passives in Lushootseed. Apparently in this language clauses with two 3rd person nominal nuclear terms are not possible; the passive is frequently used to express two nominals.

2 The order of the two nominals in clauses like (1-5b) appears to be free, although there is some preference for having the nominal in the oblique case first.

3 Throughout this chapter there are finally transitive clauses which are not possible for some or all speakers because of the constraints discussed in §2.7.

4 Transitive Marking as formulated in §4.1.1 is as follows:
   (i) Transitive marking is required in finally transitive clauses. But it is also required in passives. I discuss this in §5.5 below.

5 The intransitive markers used for passives are -gm, intransitive, and -st, stative. The latter is used in nominalizations which do not have an auxiliary.

6 See Perlmutter (1978) and Perlmutter and Postal (to appear d).

7 Thompson (1979b, p. 741), citing Hukari (1976b) (cf. f.n.1) seems to be implying that Halkomelem passives do not allow the departure subject to be expressed. However, as the data here show, this is not the case. He cites an interesting fact about Thompson, an Interior Salish language neighboring Halkomelem; in passives where the departure object is 3rd person, the departure subject, is expressed, but in the case of 1st and 2nd person departure objects, it is not.
I use syntactic notions, i.e. departure subject and departure object, in this discussion because, as I show in §5.7, nominals playing roles other than 'agent' and 'patient' can be departure subject or object in Halkomelem passives. The Halkomelem data call into question treatments of passive which rely on semantic terminology, e.g. Leslie (1979, p. 34), and Jelinek and Demers (ms).

To extract these nominals, they must be final subjects. Thus, a finally transitive clause or an antipassive clause is used rather than a passive.

Also, an analysis could be possible which posits that departure subjects are final 3s via inversion (cf. Perlmutter 1979). Although it is clear that departure subjects are not 3s/2-chômeurs because they do not extract, until evidence which distinguishes final indirect objects in Halkomelem is found, this point of analysis is tentative.

There is an obvious similarity of condition (15) and the condition stated on antipassives in §4.1.4.

For a reply to Comrie, see Perlmutter and Postal (to appear d).

I have standardized Davis' glosses and added them to parallel examples.

Sliammon like Halkomelem, has a dependent passive form; cf. f.n. 5.

Hukari (1980) lists only a couple of examples of this construction, so I have used data from my own fieldwork throughout this discussion. Evidently, for all speakers, the constructions without raising are greatly preferred over those with raising. I have worked with four speakers on these constructions. I have indicated the areas of disagreement among them.


According to Hukari (1980) only final subjects and departure subjects can raise. (see below) Giving one example, he claims that departure objects cannot raise. However, the speakers I worked with all agreed that departure objects could raise. Evidently constructions like (40-41b) are no worse than constructions involving the raising of final subjects or departure objects.

Apparently, raising in Halkomelem and Sliammon differ, since in Sliammon only final subjects raise, according to Davis (1980).
A statement could also be formulated referring to subject without specifying level, thus implying a subject at any level. I know no evidence to distinguish this formulation from (57).

There is frequently deletion of medial resonants and subsequent vowel coalescence. Thus \( /θam/ + /am/ \rightarrow /θa.m/ \).

See Suttles (in preparation) for further discussion.

This information is from M. Dale Kinkade (p.c.).

In Gerds (1979c), I presented the doubling construction as evidence against an unmotivated chomage analysis, suggesting a treatment involving reflexive passive. Hukari (1980) says:

'If [doubling] were the general pattern in [Cowichan], one might make a case for object-to-subject advancement, where the 'history' of the patient remains in the form of another suffix... The fact is, however, these doubly marked constructions are rare and can hardly be taken as evidence when considering the predominant pattern.'

I take another view regarding this and other phenomena which are marginal. I claim that an analysis which can account for both the predominant and the less prevalent patterns is to be preferred over an analysis which can only handle a single pattern.

Furthermore, it should be pointed out that variation in agreement, case, etc., is frequent in many languages. A case in point, Timberlake (1976), discussing the Russian passive, notes that in Contemporary Standard Russian the departure objects is in the nominative case and determines verb agreement. In North Russian, there are three patterns for the departure object: it can be in the nominative case with or without determining agreement, or it can be in the accusative case without determining agreement.

The speakers I have consulted who accept doubling all agree that (61) and (62) are somewhat worse than (63–64). I have no explanation for this.

For example, in There-insertion constructions in English, There, the inserted dummy, does not determine agreement. Rather it is the Nominal placed en chomage by There-insertion that determines agreement; as seen in the following:

(i) There were three drunks in the bathtub last night.

(ii) There seem to have been three drunks in the bathtub last night.

Note many younger speakers of English, myself included, frequently do not have brother-in-law agreement in these constructions in casual speech.
(iii) There's three guys at the door who say they know you.


26 Notice that the Hulkomellem data also violate various alternative formulations of the 1-APX, e.g. the 1-Advancee Preservation Law (Watchtel 1979).
CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

6.0 The Results of this Investigation

This study is of value as a contribution to the description of Halkomelem syntax. In addition, there are several interesting results apropos the theory of Relational Grammar.

In the case of 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement in Halkomelem, as in many other languages, there is not a corresponding construction without advancement. In such examples, it is not unreasonable to suggest that the nominals in question do not advance to object but rather are objects at the initial level (cf. §3.3). I argue, however, that conditions on four constructions in Halkomelem—reflexives, limited control marking, antipassive, and object cancellations—distinguish initial from non-initial objects, and thus provide evidence for advancement in the cause of 3-2 and Ben-2 advancement in Halkomelem.

Second, I argue for the final intransitivity of antipassives, reflexives, reciprocals, and object cancellations in Halkomelem. These constructions, which I refer to under the cover term of object resignation, share an important feature: the object at one level is not the object at the subsequent level. Although the evidence for the exact structure of these constructions at final level is indeterminate, it appears certain that these constructions cannot be considered to be instances of a single construction. Thus,
two recent analyses of final intransitivity (Postal (1977) and Aissen (to appear)) seem to be inadequate. Further research into object resignations is indicated.

Passives in Halkomelem are a third area of research with implications for the theory of Relational Grammar. Although evidence was not found, as Hukari suggests, that passives in Halkomelem involve unmotivated chomage, passives involving 1st ant 2nd person departure objects were somewhat recalcitrant. Data involving raising indicated that the departure objects in Halkomelem passives were not final objects. In the case of 1st and 2nd person departure objects, however, the 1st and 2nd pronominal forms were in the objective case. I accounted for this by positing an analysis involving impersonal passive for these constructions and by making reference to the notion acting 2 in the rule for pronominal case. Furthermore, data involving doubling, i.e., cases where both subjective and objective pronominal forms were present in the passive, could be accounted for by positing an optional rule of brother-in-law person marking, whereby the dummy in the impersonal passive optionally adopts the person of the nominal it places en chomage. Thus, Halkomelem passives with 1st and 2nd person departure objects, as with impersonal passives in other languages, can be adequately handled within the theory of Relational Grammar.

An additional Halkomelem construction which can be provided with an insightful analysis within Relational Grammar is the unaccusative. Giving evidence based on a condition on causative
clause union in Halkomelem, I argued that certain initially intransitive clauses have an object but no subject, thus supporting the Unaccusative Hypothesis. However, in discussing passives of clauses involving causal to object advancement, I point out that such clauses are initially unaccusative and involve two instances of advancement of object to subject. Thus, such constructions violate a law proposed as a universal in Relational Grammar—the 1-advancement exclusiveness law.
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